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THE COLLEGE
Still celebrated in Kenyon's favorite song are its founder, Philander Chase,
first Episcopal Bishop of the Northwest Territory, and those English

lords

and earls" who were the College's first benefactors. It was the Bishop's wish to
build in the Ohio wilderness, far from the temptations and distractions of tin
cities, a college where young men would be trained for the ministry. Indeed,
the institution was first chartered, in 1824, as The Theological Seminary of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio. However, it was soon
apparent to the Bishop that before men could be trained for the church t ey
must be educated, and so the College, named after Lord Ken>on, its principa
benefactor, admitted its first undergraduates in 1825, eventually housing t cm
in a fortress-like building that to us is Old Kenyon. Prom 1839 until 1968 t «
College and its Divinity School, Bcxley Hall, were separate institutions wit i
their own faculties, though with the same President and Board of

rustt

Now Brxley Hall is no longer affiliated with Kenyon hut has ,n"x<
Rochester, New York, to join a center for theological studies. The o eg
however, continues a close association with the Episcopal Church.
Throughout the nineteenth century Kenyon remained a very small i

'

tution with only a local reputation for excellence. Under
' iam
Peirce, President from 1896 to 1937, Kenyon rose to national ProI"mrn,r
and experienced its greatest growth, enrollment increasing ten o .
the major buildings of the campus date from those years

. 0,j^

e cum

became that of a modern liberal arts college and major prog a ins wer
fished. During the Presidency of Cordon Keith Chalmers,

i» ^

honors curriculum was introduced and an extensive scholarship Pro8
W1
veloped to attract the most able students. The Kenyon
„
C.rowe Ransom as editor, won international acclaim and the
<*n>
which was to develop into the Advanced Placement Program, «pvwa

revolution in American secondary schools. From 1958-1368, u'u,r
dency of F. Edward Lund, the college has engaged in extc nsivr eve J
its facilities and resources. Most important amongf ^

nc".

,

"J /V^ium.

Chalmers Memorial Library, while the introduction
«
_art. the
designed to meet the needs of today's better prepared students
beginning of another era in Kenyon's life. Now the Co egr Pa
controlled growth and changes to ensure that its program **j*wrr
altering demands of the age. With the opening of a <coo

c

rapidly

|jf_c for
College

womrn in September, 1969, a new dimension is being «
to mcct

these demands.

^

Kenyon College believes that the small college affords
°f liberal education and unique opportunities for growt .
*mall college has had the threefold purpose of developing as
the intellectual powers, the taste, and the moral ju

5

n^ble
|(u(jentL

Qn

rough a program in which the emphasis is on learning ra
By means of a concentrated curriculum it

u

|tudent

Kenyon has sought to further the development of
tau8ht.

r

a*

CP

t:on upon
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thr fundamental principles of the most important studies. By setting high
standards it has challenged even the best.
Kenyon has preferred to remain a small college. Numbers have been
limited so that there is in the College a constant exchange of ideas At
Kenyon. students and teachers of one subject are in continual association
with students and teachers of another. Discussion spreads from the classrooms
to dormitories and dining rooms. Joint exploration of shared problems, recogni
tion of interdependence and common purpose, the lively exchange of ideas
— these are essential to truly liberal education.
Kenyon's emphasis has been and is humane. The student's goals, his
social and political choices, even his use of technical and material resources,
all drpend ultimately on values which are determined by his individual taste
and moral judgments. The strength and soundness of this taste and this
moral judgment are in turn contingent upon the extent of his acquaintance
with human nature and human experience. The development of this acquain
tance depends in large measure upon a continuing process of relating his
special interest to the concerns of others, on awareness of others' points of
view, and on the sense of a common purpose.

THE COORDINATE COLLEGE FOR W O M E N
In September, 19(>9, Kenyon will admit the first class of women to a new
<ollege. The virtues we claim for liberal education pertain equally to women,
and Kenyon feels that women should share fully in her academic program.
Indeed, Kenyon feels women are too often denied access to liberal education
of the type and quality offered here. The educational experience of both
mr n and women is enhanced when they confront the same intellectual and
aesthetic problems, bringing to these their different points of view. Therefore,
a coordinate college is being established as a way of adding to the dimensions
of our academic community while preserving all that is valued.
Kenyon is creating a residential college for women, sufficiently close so
that joint instrui tion is possible, but sufficiently separated so that the women
will retain their own identity. The women will have their own world with
its special intellectual and social dimensions and yet share fully in the estab
lished tradition of excellence that has been Kenyon for 145 years.
The campus for the women's college has its own distinct architecture and
is ocated adjacent to the present freshman dormitories. This location pro
vides easy access to classroom buildings and other college facilities. Dormitories,
« inmg all and a social complex are presently under construction.

GAMBIER
Ih beauty of Gambier and the unhurried atmosphere provide an ideal
» tmate or earning, Gambier is located in central Ohio, fifty miles from
n |US' 'i.r S,a,r raPital. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo and Pittsburgh
ess t an a three hour drive from the campus, and most other metro-
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politan centers from Chicago to New York are less than a one day drive.
Interstate highways 70 (east-west) and 71 (north-south) both interchange
with Ohio route 13 leading to Mount Vernon. Gambier is just five miles cast
of Mount Vernon on route 229. Port Columbus International Airport, 40
miles south, and Cleveland Hopkins Airport, 90 miles to the north, are
served by all major and connecting airlines. Eastern Greyhound Lines serve
Mount Vernon with several daily runs to both Columbus and Cleveland.
Taxi sendee is available from Mount Vernon to the college.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
OLD KENYON , the first permanent building of Kenyon College, was begun
in 1827 and opened to students in 1829. It was a massive Gothic structure,
one hundred sixty feet long and three stories high. The walls were of local
sandstone and at the basement story measured four and one-half feet in
thickness. The roof carried battlements and pinnacles and was surmounted
by a spire one hundred ten feet high containing the old college bell.

Old Kenyon, which was completely destroyed by fire in 1949, was re
built in 1949-50. Its exterior is identical with that of the original building.
HANNA HALL is a dormitory opened in December, 1903. The donor
was the late Marcus A. Hanna, United States Senator from Ohio, who built
Hanna Hall in honor of his wife, Charlotte Augusta Rhodes Hanna.
LEONARD HALL is a dormitory opened to students in September, 1924.
The building is the gift of Ohio churchmen "as a tribute of love and devo
tion to William Andrew Leonard, Fourth Bishop of Ohio, and in reverent
memory of his wife," Sarah Louise Sullivan Leonard.
CHARLES D. BUSHNELL AND RICHARD C. MANNINO HALLS , twin upperCf3^pdormitories

completed in 1966, and named in memory of the grandfather
of Pierre Bushnell McBride, alumnus and Trustee of the College, and in
memory of Richard Clarke Manning, Benson Professor of Latin, Emeritus.
NORTON HALL AND THE DAVID LEWIS MEMORIAL BUILDINO are twin
freshman dormitories erected in 1953. Norton Hall is the gift of the late
Laurence H. Norton, the late Robert C. Norton, and Mrs. Fred R. White,
ot Cleveland, in memory of their father, David Z. Norton; the David Lewis
emorial Building, of the late Florence E. Lewis Rauh in memory of her
husband, David Lewis.

f

f|UN? ^jALL' a frohman dormitory with connecting recreation center
e freshman campus, completed in September 1963, is named for the
pa onor, the late Mr. George Gund of Cleveland, a devoted trustee
and generous friend of Kenyon for many years.
or

_

E rARR? ^R'' ^AL,-> completed in 1966, a building for commercial
Tr" I3" 5,l'dcnt housing, named in honor of George Farr, Jr., alumnus
and I rustee of the College.

•ind

C ,,APKL> the Church of the Holy Spirit, was built in
1869 h!
rector R" u
n
i
^,cens'°n» New York, as a tribute to its former
t^le 'nter*°r wa» redecorated through the
Kenerosiiv r'n
n'
DD Kr ° IQAC nGantcr> '899, in memory of his father, R. L. Ganter,
U U'» K^yon 1856, Bexley 1859.
pkilip H. Herring of St. Marys, Ohio. It was
installed in^ ih ' rn!^
the late Guv H n ™ °* tJlC
^P'"*
'953 with the aid of gift* of
BUtt°'Ph' I892' and
others
'
family; the Class of 1896; and

administrative" offices'
>

r00m, ^
•!:0ntains lecture and recitation
as built in 1859 from funds provided by metn-
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ben of the Church of the Ascension, New York, in honor of their former
rector, Bishop Bedell.
JOHN CROWF. RANSOM HALL , formerly the Alumni Library built in 1910,
has been named in honor of John Crowe Ransom, Carnegie Professor of
Poetry, Emeritus, and first editor of The Kenyon Review. It houses administra
tive offices of the College.
STEPHENS HALL , the gift of James P. Stephens, class of 1859, formerly
housed the library stacks but has been converted to administrative offices.
SAMUEL MATHER SCIENCE HALL , a gift of the late Henry G. Dalton <>f
Cleveland as a tribute to his senior partner, was occupied in September, 1926.
PHILIP R. MATHER CHEMISTRY BUILDINO , dedicated in June, 1962, was
named in honor of a devoted trustee and a loyal and generous supporter of
the college.
PEIRCE HALL , the College commons, is the joint gift of the late Frank
H. Ginn, 1890, and the late William Nelson Cromwell. The cornerstone
was laid in 1928. Peirce Hall is named in honor of William Foster Peine,
<he fifteenth
president of Kenyon College. Incorporated with it is the Phi

lander Chase memorial tower, the gift of the Diocese of Ohio.
DEMPSEY HALL , an addition to Peirce Hall, was
It is named for the late James H. Dempsey, class of
Trustee of Kenyon, Ernest C. Dempsey, class of 1911
College, and other members of the Dempsey family, in
Srars

completed in 1963.
1882 and longtime
and Trustee of the
recognition o

°f service and contributions to the college.

RO88E HALL , the assembly room, was built in 1831 as the
•"hapel and was used for this purpose until the construction o t c
°f the Holy Spirit in 1869.
THE SPEECH BUILDINO is the gift of the late Charles BenJ amI N S H
» member of the Class of 1883, and was dedicated in October, 19 •

aff

,

building houses the Hill Theater.
THE SHAFFER SWIMMINO POOL , opened in January, 1936,

8'ft of the late Charles Benjamin Shaffer.
THE ALUMNI HOUSE is open throughout the year to provide ac

ation for visitors and guests of the College.
THE CHARLES C. WRIOHT HOUSE , named in honor of THE ' A L FJP
Wright, 1896, long-time trustee of the College, is the College
lhe building, completed in 1947, provides adequate facilities o

9"iring emergency care or rest and supervision.
I HE WERTHEIMER FIELD HOUSE was dedicated in October,
honor of the late Leo W. Wertheimer of the Class of 1899.

^
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Presently under construction or in the planning stage are the dormitories,
dining hall, and social complex for the coordinate college. In addition, a
biology building is under construction to expand the science facilities for
both colleges. I his building will connect with Samuel Mather and Philip
Mather Halls and will create a spacious and modern science center. The
college s architectural consultants are currently working on the plans for a
1 in< Arts t.enter, a major building in the expansion program.

THE

LIBRARIES

The Gordon Keith Chalmers Memorial Library, completed in the sut
mer of 1962 at a cost of $1,200,000, is named for Kenyon's late distinguish
I resident and prominent educator. It has a capacity for 201.000 volum
n

f°r 250 persons. Special features include an a i r -conditioned ra
room and vault, a sound equipment room for group and private listc
R> a microfilm room and an archival room, a reading lounge, three sen
looms equipped for film projection and wired for educational televise
and a fine arts room.
srats

in

PhT

_

i

w"",' ' ' ,be Chalmers Memorial Library there are special librari
J ,
" r Hall for the Biology, Chemistry, and Physics Drpartmrr
i < mathematics department in Ascension Hall.

books and h'''"'l' ''Varies on April 30, 1968, had a collection of 161.6'
A Unit H °<Umcnls and receive
currently 800 periodicals and newspapci
cations fr, ' "7 C,"v"nmcnt Depository, the college receives many P"b
,ed States Government
ments collet' ' °
Printing Office. The doc
political sciencTanVhis"^

l° StUdentS

working

in the fic,ds

of econonl,<

on the loweMevrtrC^1V|C,jh0.USed f°r thc most part in the Kcnyoniana R°°
files of records 'L,?C U.C' 'n add'l'°n to books relevant to Kenyon's histor
of items which,lcat'ons> '"formation and pictures containing thousan
from their earli "n\'na,c tbe dcvclopmcnt of the college and the communi
Bishop Philandr Ph^* ^ sPec'«d interest are the letters and journals
a" extensive man
^ ^OUnd" °f Kenyon, which form the major part
consult this mate .npt cobccl'0n- f or the convenience of those wishing
through Friday
^
° ^ e n y ° n ' a n a Room is open until noon M o n d .
1 be income of th#. t n
chase of books° ow,ng endowment funds is devoted to the Pu
Thi J3"1"
The

P

StCphcns Fund.

v0^3" tUnd'

8'ven in 1859 by James P. Stepher

"tab,ished

in

1867 by Frank E. Richmond.

i- A. VauRhnh1hFU-nd' CS,abIished «n 1872 by a bequest of the Re
^
mcome from which is used for binding books.
her husband Geor^'p"^1'5^ in
orge h- Klock, 1878.
'

1913

bV

Mrs-

Klock

in mem0Ty

'
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The Milmine Fund, established in 1924 in memory of Charles E.
Milmine, 1885, by his sister, Mrs. Rose Milmine Parsons.
The Roberta and Gordon Chalmers Fund, established in 1950 by a
gift of two residents of Knox County and supplemented by gifts of Mr.
George E. Frazer, the income from which is used for the purchase of
library books suitable for use by the faculty and students.
The Ringwalt Fund, given in 1955 by Earl D. Babst, 1893, for the
purchase of books in memory of Ralph Curtis Ringwalt, 1891.
The Manning Fund, established in 1957 by a bequest of Rifhard C
Manning for the purchase of books in foreign languages.
The Clifton H. Brewer Fund, given by Mrs. Brewer, for the pur
chase of books in the fields

of religious education and liturgies.

The William N. Wyant Library Fund, established in 19<>4 by a
bequest of William N. Wyant, class of 1903 and former Trust" of he
College, for the purchase of books beyond those provi n
or
regular library budget.
The principal of the following funds is used for designated | i
The George E. Frazer Fund, given by George E. ^r,1/rr,.*,!rU.
the College, for the purchase of mathematics books and peri i<
The James M. Osborn Fund, given by

James M. Osborn, Hon.

for the purchase of biography in the humanities.

Immediately north of Benson Field are
courts. The courts are permanently lined f
as the frost is out of the ground.

V" I *1

Falkenstine Field i> located south of the Field House and east of Benson
MM.] - — — _
1 • A!
..ANOOA L M • V> O11 FIPLD.

ACCREDITATION AND AFFILIATIONS

°f Colleges and Secondary Schools. It is also 1
Association of Colleges, the American Council on
Colleges Association, the Ohio Foundation of In<
Association for Episcopal Colleges.

STUDENT LIFE AND SERVICES
THE CAMPUS GOVERNMENT
Through the Constitution of Kenyon College the Trustees entrust to the
President and Faculty authority and responsibility for student life, academic
and extracurricular. Campus Government, therefore, is regarded as a further
delegation of authority by the President and Faculty to the various individuals,
committees, and organizations of that government.
The Campus Senate, comprised of students, faculty, and College officers,
has been established to legislate and to interpret policy regarding student
affairs. The Senate considers any problem of general concern within the
College and serves as an effective means of communication between students,
faculty, and administrative officers.
The Student Assembly, founded in 1895 and composed of all undergraduate members of the College, is the corporate organization of the student
body. It has the power to review the action of any agency of the Campus
Government and to formulate proposals which reflect the views of the student
body.
The Student Council is the official body for student discussion, organiza
tion, and action. Every registered student of Kenyon College is represented
on the Council and is entitled to be heard by the Council. It concerns itself
with all matters affecting the welfare of the students. The Executive Commit
tee, the finance Committee, the Social Committee, the Academic Affair5
Committee, the Student Affairs Committee, the Elections Committee, the
Special Project I und Committee are standing committees of the Student
CounciL
I he Judicial Board and the Publications Board, both composed of stu
dents and faculty, are agencies of the Campus Government, as is the Interfraternity Council.

SOCIAL GROUPS
The students of the College are divided into several voluntary groups,
organized to promote social and personal relations. There are eight chapters
o national Greek-letter societies and four local societies, and each group
occupies its own division of a dormitory.

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
I he ohjr< ti\r of all Kenyon activities is to provide ample opportunity for
each student to develop his talents and pursue his interests in a constructive
manner. These activities provide healthy relaxation

and are a worthwhile

adjunct to student life. In addition to these mentioned there are many other
» aru organizations covering almost all arras of student interest.

12
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THEATER
Dramatic. The Dramatic Club makes available to all students the oppor

tunity to share in the production of plays by sponsoring a varied program
each year. Any student who participates in a specified numbt r of plays may
become a member. In 1938 the Dramatic Club organized a local honorary
society, The Hill Players, to recognize excellence in acting and cooperation
in producing plays. The Club produces several major plays each season,
usually with faculty direction. It also acts as a sponsor of a flexible and \ari< (
program of student productions of original and standard works.
Every undergraduate student of Kenyon College is entitled to one ret
ticket, for his own use, to each of the Dramatic Clubs regular productions.

MUSIC
Musical. There arc many active musical organizations in the Colli gt .

The College Choir, which sings at chapel services and in neighboring t hurt es,
the Kenyon Singers, an undergraduate choral group which presents concerts
in Gambicr and elsewhere, occasionally in conjunction with .1 choral grou|
from another college; and the instrumental ensembles: the Brass Choir, t
Woodwinds, and the String Ensemble. Qualified students art imitt
to
become members of the Knox County Symphony.
The Department of Music and the Lectureships Committee priscnt
during the academic year a series of instrumental and vocal concerts by \1s1t
'ng artists and ensembles. In addition, a schedule of events presented by the
Mount Vernon Concert Association is included in the weekly c a m ar
of events.

FORENSICS
I he Debate Society provides an opportunity for experienced debaters
participate in an extensive program of intercollegiate debates. In recent years,
Kenyon debaters have challenged more than seventy-five colleges in \ari
tournaments held throughout the country. The Society sponsors an annual
«ate-wide high school tournament. All interested and qualified students are

invited to participate in the Society's activities.

PUBLICATIONS
Student publications and radio station WKCO arc regulated and super
vised by the Publications Board. This Board is composed of members of t e
faculty or administration appointed by the President, the editors or coeditors
, ,hr f0"r publications, the manager of the radio station, two students at
™"gf appointed by the Student Council, and the Treasurer of tht
tu
uncil. The Dean of Students is a member ex officio.
Nic major functions of the Board are advising the editors and managers
high standards of editorial policy, and appointing tht editors «
Ul,n"s managers of the student publications and the station manager o

14
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WKCO. The Board also reviews the finances of each organization and has
the power to take action against an editor, manager, or staff member for
lapses of good taste, lack of responsibility or manifest incompetence.
1 he Kenyon Collegian is the College newspaper published weekly during
the college year by the students. All students are invited to work on the paper
in whatever department they wish: news, feature, sports, business, advertising,
or circulation. Freshmen are especially urged to become interested.
Reveille, the College year book, is published annually by the Junior Class
and is distributed to all undergraduates during the latter part of May.
Any student is invited to join the staff to help with the editorial, photog
raphy, or business departments.
Hika is an undergraduate literary magazine, published quarterly. Its pur|x»se is to stimulate writing among the undergraduates, and it prints the best
work in the fields of stories, essays, poetry, and art.
Students may submit their work to the H i k a staff for consideration and arr
invited to join the business staff to help with advertising and with distribution
of the magazine.
Perspective is a magazine of critical intellectual studies by members of the
Kenyon community, published three times yearly in conjunction with notrd
writers. Each of the three yearly issues deals with a topic of some contempo
rary relevance.
WKCO is a closed circuit radio station which broadcasts solely to the
Kenyon campus at 580 on the AM dial. The station is staffed and operated
entirely by students. Members of the WKCO staff are introduced to a
p ases of radio work, including news, sports, publicity, advertising, and pr°
gramming. Students arc encouraged to apply for positions in the above fifl
in addition, there arc a number of spots open for writers, technicians, and
jockeys. Previous radio experience is by no means necessary.

ATHLETICS
Intercollegiate Athletics. Kenyon, a member of the National Collegia
Athletic Association, is also a charter member of the 14 college Ohio Athln
n ereme organized in 1902. Varsity teams represent the college in •
I rts. ootball, soccer, basketball, swimming, wrestling, baseball, lacrosi
™nis, golf, indoor and outdoor track. The department lends its support
he hockey and ski clubs. This is in keeping with Kenyon. attitude th
ge sports are games which should be played competitively by a ar
jegment of the student body for the benefit of the entire student body. Neai
eo t r enrolled students participate in varsity athletics,
he general athletic policies of the College are determined by the Far"
Committee on Athletics appointed by the President of the College. Adrnjr
•ration of the intercollegiate program is supervise d by member, of the .thk
department, under the direction of the Athletic Director.

STUDENT LIFE AND SERVICES
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Freshmen may compete in varsity sports. Letters, numerals, jackets, belt
buckles and desk sets are awarded by the Athletic Committee to members
of varsity teams who compete in a sufficient number of contests and who are
recommended by their coaches.
The Kenyon Klan is an association of varsity athletes who have lettered
for at least two seasons in a varsity sport and who have maintained good
arademic standing. It was founded in 1934.
The Klan's interests are three-fold: to support the athletic program at
Kenyon with gifts of needed equipment; to aid in the search for able students
who can add to the college's athletic program; to volunteer for projects of
general community interest.
In order to be fully eligible for participation in varsity sports a student
must maintain an average of C. In cases where a students average falls
below C and in specified cases where his academic performance shows marked
improvement, a student may be declared eligible at the discretion of the
i'rovost. In each case the student's welfare will be the deciding criterion.
Intramural Sports. Kenyon has an extensive program of intramural sports
organized for competition between the upperclass divisions and the freshmen
dormitories. The Department of Physical Education supervises games in
which nearly every undergraduate participates. These include touch football,
volleyball, badminton, basketball, tennis, swimming, track, ping-pong, pool,
and foul shooting. A trophy is awarded to the winning division for each
event, and the Intramural Cup is awarded to the division which scores the
most points in the intramural program throughout the year.

RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES
The services in the Church of the Holy Spirit, the College Chapel, are
°pen to all, and students are cordially welcome to attend.
At the main sendee on Sunday mornings the sermon is preached by the
( haplain, by the Rector of Harcourt Parish, by members of the faculty or
y oul*tanding visitors. Music is provided by the college choir, and there are
"pportunities for students to assist as servers and ushers.
Catholic, Jewish and Friends services are held on campus and a Methodist
urrh is located in Gambier. Other denominations have churches in Mount
vcrnon.
in

The Chaplain of the college is always available for individual counseling
for group discussions.

Aenyon Christian Fellowship sponsors lectures and discussions on
fleets of common interest to members of the student body and faculty,
Ch"«'an and non-Christian. This is done with the hope of stimulating
r
versation as the Christian is made aware of current political, economic,
and intellectual issues and as the non-Christian comes to recognize
.
41 Chri«ianity has to say about them. Because of this hope, the Fellowship

16
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»«\
°'" 11 to a" students and faculty members that they may bring
t e knowledge of their own fields of interest. KCF is not affiliated with
any denom.nat.on, nor is there any formal membership.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
th • r- II
""
Program. Freshmen arc required at the opening of
ihp n .. S< "r'J1'attcnt^ a
of lectures given under the supervision of
Direct "f a m
^
^res't'ent» 'he Provost, the Chaplain, the Dean, the
.i % ,.
' ' 1 ,us' anc' srvcral members of the faculty address the freshmen
acadeir
r .thC t olleRe' ,ht' curriculum, study habits, and the social and
the d u " ! r ° ! C ^°1,rRC; The Freshmen Orientation Program begins before
or t e registration of sophomores and upperclassmen.
to any st
^'"unsr^("- a clinical psychologist, is available by appointment
acadrmtp
° ^' '*
's 'n ne<"d of help and guidance with personal or
a('d'tion, the Provost, the Dean of Students and the
Ch aula it ' r" ' ' "1S
w,|y-s available for consultation on academic, social or personal
problems

mores arc aiii^"
in their ehoic
the chairman" "f
encounorfl i
8 d

,0

^ 'S'S °' a

stU{*cnt'»

special interest, freshmen and sopho-

^ ^acu',y advisers and upperclass advisers to assist them

a"d °thcr mat'<rs. Juniors and seniors are advised by
depaitrnent in which they are majoring. Students are
COn,ult wi»h their advisers regularly.
1 lr

PI
n^on ^'°"cge maintains a placement office as a letvicr
to students ind
mcnt problems p'""1 VV^° may ca" upon the office for assistance with rmpl"N
cerning a „llfu ,,r°Spjective employers are provided with information conS C Ucat'ona' a°d employment background through this
office. Student.
<irP Cnrouraxed to use the vocational materials made available
to them.

the College i

'

°^- ^us'nrss' industry, and educational institutions sis'organizations, and seniors are
" t s of thjj office to achieve their vocational goals.

>i Jtnvivc]
infirmary. The Cnllp

KL ma>ntains an Infirmary which „
students for emer
•
is avails
twenty men in sin^l"^ °f r°ut'ne ,rcatment. The infirmary has
has facili
facil
Gollrge Physician^ *|IK"'1S and in the ward. It is under the supervisic
rcgistered nurse. Serious cases of ill
sent immediately to'lU *
ill to attend me t i s '
^t. Vernon, Ohio. Students who
infirmary. Meals will" ' C ^'ommons wi" be taken at once to the ho!
that a student is eith ""ll ° icrvct'
'he dormitories. The College c
F '
cnouKh to be in the infirmary or well enouf
in claw.
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Hospitalization. For students who arc hospitalized for reasons other than
injuries resulting from athletic competition, the charges arc the responsibility
of the student, his parent or guardian, as are costs for operations or special
treatment. The College sponsors a Student Insurance Plan which provides
protection at a reasonable cost and covers, up to specified limits, the hospital
and medical expenses arising from both accident and sickness, whether sus
tained at the College or elsewhere, during the entire policy term. This insur
ance protection is optional, but is strongly recommended for all students.
Additional information concerning the program may be obtained from the
Student Health Service.
Dispensary. The College Physician will be at the infirmary each morning
except Sunday at specified hours. Except in emergencies, students who are
ill or injured should see him at that time. The College assumes no liability or
responsibility for treatment for any injury or accident which happens to a
student while he is participating in any athletic competition, practice or
exercise. However, the College sponsored Accident and Sickness Insurance
program is designed to provide for the expenses incurred by athletic injuries
"P to an aggregate limit of $10,000. All varsity athletes must have insurance
coverage.

allege Physician. Students hospitalized in Mercy Hospital or in the infirin accordance with the arrangement described above, will receive medical
att> ntion from the College Physician as required for fourteen days without
' xira i harge. If the student prefers to call another physician, he may do so,
l'1,: College assumes no responsibility for the cost of attendance. The cost
all operations, whether performed by the College Physician or not, and all
nsnltant fees are the responsibility of the student or his parent or guardian,
r*rrPt a* indicated above.

m,1ry,

any

I he College reserves the right to request the College Physician to examine
""dent at any time.

TJC C°l,eRe Physician is Dr- Thomas L. Bogardus, Jr., of Mount Vernon,
r- John C. Drake of Mount Vernon is Consultant in I raumatic Surgery.

iTrd''"
^erv'ce- 1 he infirmary, under the supervision of a resident regisnurse, is open at all hours for emergency cases.

larl

n,tal,or,s- Mo medications or supplies are furnished except those reguY tarried in the College infirmary.

will •' *
fedii ,| *

r^ron'c

disease should be reported to the College Physician, who
adviser while the student is in College; the expense of
<an
SUl^ cases is, however, the personal obligation of the student
or h;
1 parent or guardian.
nUc^ca'
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY
Discipline. Student conduct is controlled by a rather small set of generally

stated rules and principles, rather than a detailed code of regulations. Basi
cally thr principles are liberal, allowing students freedom in personal conduct
and imposing official discipline only when personal judgment and action
seriously fail to be consistent with these principles. Students are expected to
make mature judgments and to assume responsibility for their actions, indi
vidually and collectively. They will not find

the rules burdensome if classes

are attended regularly, academic work is done to the best of ability, and
behavior is respectable.
The Judicial Board and/or the Dean of Students has jurisdiction over
infractions of College regulations and disciplinary cases.
Thr College reserves the right to dismiss or refuse to enroll any student
whenever it believes that the interests of the College or of the student require
such action.
Automobiles and Firearms. The College authorities do not recommend
that undergraduates keep automobiles, however, if thr student chooses to
have one, the College emphatically disclaims all responsibility for accidents
which may occur. Students on probation or otherwise deficient in their studies
wi

be denied the privilege of maintaining an automobile. Cars must be

registered with the campus security officer within twenty-four hours after they
are rought to the College. Failure to register them will be cause for disci
phnary action.
Students arc advised to study additional rules concerning automobiles in
the Student Handbook.
Cuns, pistols and other small arms, including air pistols, may not be k<|"
?..

rc

an»t

'n 'he College; members of an authorized Pistol Club have the
°Wp%er'

rse.

to

fefdster and deposit their pistols at the Security Offit

fhecked out only for club-sponsored activities. Failure to
mp y with these regulations may result in suspension or expulsion from t f
i

ACADEMIC INFORMATION
THE COURSE OF STUDY
I hr course of study at Kenyon and the women's college exemplifies the
College s notion of liberal education. First, through the program of guided
rlrrtives, the student is introduced to major intellectual and aesthetic modes
of apprehension represented in the College, thus ensuring that he gain some
breadth of understanding of the arts and sciences. Too, the inquiry begun
here leads the student on to further investigation of these broad areas of human
•onirm through formal study or through private reading that continues
throughout his lifetime. The program of general study is, however, carefully
defined and limited so that the greater part of the student's time and energy
may be devoted to his major study. This major study provides the chief sub
stance of liberal education, for knowledge, wisdom, taste and judgment are
'\eloped, not through limited acquaintance with a great variety of matters,
jut through disciplined investigation of a few. Major study at Kenyon is
r nr as a coherent program of courses in associated subjects rather than in
one subject alone, a program which leads the student to think of his special
>u jret in terms of related matters and to integrate his knowledge. On such
un erstanding of vital relationships depends the student's power to use his
now ec
effectively. A man who can proceed from analysis to synthesis is
tter able to understand himself, his fellows, and the world of things and
s thi» surrounds him.
ui ^rn><>n s.^ur"cu'um> without required courses of any kind, assures the
roost exibility for each student, permitting him to design with the help of
cours« suited to his needs and interests. The College
Ifdl V'hCr-a ')r°®ram
1
1
P
ntrtK
uct
on
stud"
'
* ' °f honors programs and independent study, and every
a»hisahM CnC0ura&C(* to Proceed to advanced, independent work as rapidly
Colic
^ exPe"ence permit. Kenyon's membership in the Great Lakes
Mirh^S MOC'at'on» a twelve member group of liberal arts colleges in Ohio,
""search"'
*nt''ana, furnishes opportunity for foreign study, for summer
an
Participation in unusual courses of study which the individual
°"e?es could not alone support.

T

MATRICULATION
accept* Ccrcmony °f matriculation, which dates from 1842, accords final
Public rxe
'"^tution, and is essential to obtaining a degree. The
matriculation occurs during the first semester. The candidate tK-Xf'^Ue
n *'gni the following obligation:
admitted' * ,u*>s<[™')er8» undergraduates of Kenyon College, being now
to the rite of matriculation, do promise, each for himself:
°f the 2T WC
faithfully observe and obey the laws and regulations
IQ |0n
° e®c» an£f *11 authoritative acts of the President and Faculty,
R as we are connected with the College; and, as far as may be in
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our power, on all occasions we will give the influence of our good example
and precept to induce others in like circumstances to do the same.
2. As faithful sons of Kenyon College, we will render to her as our
alma mater, at all times and on all occasions, due honor and reverence,
striving to promote her welfare by all proper means, and abstaining careully from all things that may tend to impair her influence or limit her
usefulness as a seminary of learning.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Kenyon College confers the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Every student i
sponsi e or acquainting himself with the requirements for the degree anc
planning his course of study accordingly.
I. Requirements for the Degree
J he student must pass comprehensive examinations in his major sui>
jeet and he may not become a candidate for the degree until he hai
passed them, no matter what the quality of his work in course. Ordi
nari y t c comprehensive examinations arc taken at the end of the
second semester of the senior year.
B

Kr°dfCW"
gr.ue o
ROTC

than SfVpnteen

(5)

Uat'?'1'
may

an(j nQ

units of academic work with an avcragr
twenty crccjjt units are required

mQre (^an

^ oiaximum of two units earned in the Air Force
among the minimum seventeen units.

r nunibcrrd

udrnt must complete the course requirements described below
II. Course Requirements
A. Major Study
mainr !tU^y comprises a program of courses taken in the student <
of credi»CPartmunt anC' 'n °nc or morc other departments. Eight uniti
the mil must e earned in this program, which must be approved b>
of the*#. f .ePar,mrnt- No more than six and no fewer than four
earne<I 'n
mav be r«n tS ry
major department. No course
Un^e
as Part of this program which bears a number below
11 nor
C°ursc be counted which has been taken as part <»f
the DroirrA y
C Pro8ram of gu.ded electives.
B

Guided Electives
nine areas of"".'1 i°f "edit mu,t be earned in each of seven of the
Y
earned in one
below. In each instance, credit is to be
offered bv th A ')artmont» or 'n an integrated year course if one i'
gories 8 anH Q cPartmcnt* concerned. Courses offered under catc
" courK at a 1 "/ndudc Oratory work. A student may elect
established bv &

'ghCr than 11"12 *° Ion8 as
partment do not preclude this.

thc

Prerc(^u,,l,e,

ACADEMIC INFORMATION
1. Art, Drama, Music

6. Economics, Political

2.
3.
4.
5.

Science
7. Mathematics
8. Chemistry, Physics
9. Biology, Psychology

Foreign Languages and Literatures
English
Philosophy, Religion
History
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C. Free Electives
A minimum of two units of credit must be earned in courses outside
the student's major subject, with the exception that honors candidates
may use their free electives for additional course work in their major
department. With the approval of the adviser and the instructor,
up to two units of credit may be earned in courses outside the stu
dent's major department taken on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis.

THE DEGREE WITH HONORS
Students with superior scholarship may apply to read for the degree with
Honors in any department of instruction which regularly offers work with a
major.
Application should be made to the Registrar at the time the student di' lares his major. In exceptional cases a student may be admitted to the Honors
Program as late as the end of the junior year. All applications must b<
approved by both the candidate's major department and the appropriate
Division of the Faculty. Students will be admitted to the program by the
Division of the Faculty on recommendation of the department concerned,
incl a student may be denied the opportunity to continue in the program by
department at any time.
The work of the Honors Program will take one of the following forms.
») Honors seminars or independent study as part of the curriculum in both
p junior and senior years;
h) A schedule of conventional courses during the junior year with the
nior year devoted as nearly as possible to honors seminars, tutorials ani
"•dependent study.
The <andidatc for Honors will write a substantial thesis or perform indc
"t research or undrrtake an equivalent program demonstrating his
P,C,,y lo

d° advanced independent work.

by 1T"6" comPrehcn*ive examination at the end of the junior year is given
*r»d d h'1rlrnCnt 3n<* 3 wr'ttcn an<* ora' comprehensive examination set an
y an outside examiner at the end of the senior year.
Honor* Program, which may include honors seminars, specially desigoj CrC(j"t0r'a'S anf^ '"dependent study, must count for from one to four units

There arc

three classes of Honors: Highest Honors, High Honors and
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I'oinfi"^ u C 381•?' honors which the student receives will be determined
A ,f j y.1 f °lJts'de examiner and the members of the student's department
w ° ai s to achieve the degree with Honors may, at the discretion
of tti
of the department, be awarded a Pass degree.
rrnr«An»a?^'n8/COmm'ttee cons'8t'nK of the Provost, the Registrar, and
Dolirv
dIVCS '^>m cac^
Divisions of the Faculty will review the
operation of the Honors Program at least every two yean.

PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY
nize rxrpll ' ' ''l aP',a Society was organized to encourage and to recogcondition f„nCCjSC °'ars^'Pi and high academic standing is an essential
William md m ,I,,f,on*
fraternity, which was founded at the College of
e8tablished the Beta Chapter of Ohio at Kenyon
College in IMSM'Tr'" '
38, Und"graduates are elected in the junior and senior yean.

.,

STUDENT COURSE LOAD

unit credhs"!^111" "U^nt cou«c load for full-time student status is f
five and one-hal/"'
.ha,f*unit credits per semester.) A maximum
credits are earn d""'1 CredlU may ** tsdtcn without petition provided
more than five
for each one fr. C l'"
courses. An extra charge is mi
'n the second s *"
°rr^'t a^°vc five and one-half in a year. Studt
emestcr °f the senior year may enroll for only three hi
"nit credits.

,
COURSE CREDITS
Cm
^ounc credit! ar* m
• •
j'
ea8ueed in units including three-fourths unit credi
one-half unit credt
lent of an eiaht rrld'fv onc*^ourtfi "nit credit. A unit credit is the equiv
^
' our cour*c as determined by the Registrar.
of Arts with Honors'

Examination, r

,0 ^ ^e®rec

Bachelor of Arts or to the Bachelt

EXAM'NATIONS

all students at the end "of ^ Wor't °' half-unit credit courses are required of
,eme,ter cou™e- Examinations covering <hf
work of unit credit c
•econd semester. All r* U"C' afC ret'u'retl °f all students at the end of the
by permission of thr j»*n!lnall0n8 mu,t be taken at the scheduled time, except
examination.
R1* rar. A fee of ten dollars is charged for any sped
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GRADING SYSTEM

Grades are recorded by letter on the following scale:
A-f-, A, A—

Excellent. Work of consistently high standard and show
ing distinction in organization, originality and under
standing.

B ; , B, B—

Good. Work of consistently good quality.

C-f, C

Satisfactory. Work which satisfies minimal requirements
in quality and quantity and meets the standard for grad
uation.

C i D-f-, D, D—

Poor but passing. Work which falls below the acceptable
standard for graduation, yet which is deserving of credit.

F

Failing. Work undeserving of academic credit. No pen
alty, other than loss of credit, attaches to failure in one
course. Failure in two or more courses may indicate unfit
ness for college work and be cause for dismissal.
A point system for internal use of A-f = 12, A = 11, down to F = 0,
an average of 5 (C) required for graduation, is used.

w'th

A student may receive the Bachelor of Arts degree with Collegiate Honors
(cum laude, magna cum laude, summa cum laude), by attaining a grade
average in the following ranges:
8.00 - 9.49 cum laude
9.50- 10.24 magna cum laude
10.25 - 12.00 summa cum laude
In determining the degree of Collegiate Honors a student may receive,
'!>» l>est 17 units of earned credit a student has taken arc averaged with the
trades received on the comprehensive examinations (which count as two
units).

ACADEMIC PROBATION

I he College requires a minimum of seventeen unit credits of academic
"r with an average grade of C for graduation. Whenever a student s grades
below (, he may be placed on academic probation for the subsequent
»nncstcr. Students on academic probation are expected to secure an average
l^e'r
D h'
probationary period. If a student's average falls below
r is subject to dismissal from the College for poor scholarship.
\ . T^C ,ru'cs
academic probation are administered by the Committee on
^ 1 emir Standing. The Provost is chairman of this Committee, and all
^tnunications regarding a student's dismissal should be addressed to him.
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MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS

The College reserves the right to require any student to withdraw front
College if he fails to meet the standards of scholarship expected, if he cannot
remain in College without endangering his own health or that of other
students, or if he is found to have fallen seriously below the standards of
behavior set forth in the Student Handbook.

THE RIGHT OF PETITION
A student has the right to petition the Faculty on academic matters.
1 ctitions should be addressed to the Provost. The petition must make clear
why the student thinks himself entitled to special consideration, and must l><
approved by the student's adviser.

SUMMER SCHOOL STUDY
A student who elects courses at a summer school must submit to the
Registrar for approval the proposed program of study, having first securrd
approval in writing from his faculty adviser. Failure to do so may result in
refusal by the College to accept work for credit. No more than two of thf
minimum of seventeen units required for graduation may be earned in sum
mer school.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
FOREIGN STUDY
Students other than those on academic probation may be granted a leave
of absence from the College in order to study abroad. They may arrange
either to spend a year abroad without credit and return to complete their
program at the College or they may arrange to earn up to four units of
credit in an overseas program. In either case the plan must have the prior
approval of the adviser, the chairman of the department in which the student
majors, and the Provost.
Ihe College encourages some students to take advantage of opportunities
overseas, particularly in those programs of study of non-Western cultures
available through Kenyon's membership in the Great Lakes Colleges Associa
tion. I hese programs have been developed in cooperation with foreign univer
sities in the Near East, in Tokyo, and in Colombia. Similar programs exist
in Europe under the auspices of other American institutions. Interested stu
dents should consult the Registrar or the Provost.

CRITICAL LANGUAGE STUDY
I hmugh its membership in the Great Lakes Colleges Association, Kenyon
College offers its students instruction in the following critical foreign lanRnages and related areas studies:
Chinese at Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, and Wabash College (men
only), Crawfordsvillc, Indiana
Hindi at The College of Wooster, Woostcr, Ohio
Japanese at Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana
Portuguese at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio
I h»sp opportunities are intended for two groups of students: those who want
'he language (and related area studies) for purposes of general education and
those who plan to pursue related graduate study and want to begin languagi
preparation early. Unless the classes are available in the summer or within
'ommuting distance, the student will be expected to transfer to the appropriate
college for a year, probably his third. The interested student should consult
II

>dviscr in order to make arrangements which are mutually satisfactory to

rn>°n

College and the college offering the language and area courses.

AIR FORCE R.O.T.C.
I he Department of Aerospace Studies was added to the curriculum in
^Ptember 1952. In order to keep in step with the changing patterns of
Wjer education and the needs of

tomorrow's Aerospace Force, Kenyon

o'lege converted to the Two-Year Air Force ROTC Program, exclusively,
r<l>ve

September 1967. Completion of the program leads to a Second
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Lieutenant's commission in the United States Air Force Reserve. Enrollment
in Air Force ROTC is voluntary.
In order to qualify for enrollment in the two-year Air Force ROTC pro
gram a student must be a citizen of the United States, physically and men
tally qualified, and be able to complete the program by 28 years of age. Age
requirements may be waived in the case of students with prior military
service.
Students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC and maintaining good academic
standing are normally deferred from military service until they have com
pleted their college education. An Air Force ROTC graduate normally is
subject to approximately four years of active military duty as an Air Force
officer after graduation from college, (cadets entering the Flying I raining
Program are required to complete approximately five years of active military
service), if called to duty by the Secretary of the Air Force. Students who
desire to continue their education at graduate level (including medical, dental, legal, or other professional training) may request a delay from being
called to active military duty for the specific educational purpose.
Air lorcc ROTC students are furnished textbooks, equipment, uniforms,
and receive a subsistence allowance at the rate of $50 per month for a total
of 20 months. Students qualified and selected for pilot training may partici
pate in the Flight Instruction Program and earn their Private Pilots License.
All students applying for entry into the program are required to attend a
six-week Field 1 raining Course conducted at an Air Force base between
their sophomore and junior years of college.
All students who complete the program earn two units of College academic
credit, which may be applied against the minimum seventeen units required
for graduation.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONFERENCE CENTER
Robert A. Goldwin, Director
Harry M. Clor, Associate Director
1 he major objective of the Public Affairs Conference Center is to 1
mote t loughtful discussion of controversial political issues by bringing stud'
" °.,U,ta,ned contart with national leaders who carry heavy political resj
s.b.I.tie, or whose chief activity is the study of public affairs. Each am
program is devoted tp the exploration of a current political and social prob
p. ., I'n'1 r,,n«ern. The 1967-68 program was addressed to the probler
iso >e ienre. The program includes an annual interdisciplinary sem
which enrolls students from a number of disciplines. Seminar discussions
•k"'
eir

nyon faculty. as well as by outside leaders distinguish^
i j
now c ge of the subject matter or their accomplishments in the f

rcs'drnce at Kenyon for periods of a week or more.
TV'0™ 3l-r
AGC Distinguished Visitors in 1967-68 were James Farmer, founder
former
^ R^
dlrector o( ,h(.
(CORE).

P\m
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Goodman, a port, social critic, and noted author; and Herbert Storing, a
I nivrrsity of Chicago political scientist whose special interests include con
stitutional law and Negro political thought. During their time on campus
thrse Visitors in Residence deliver public lectures and meet informally with
students in addition to leading formal seminar discussions.
Shortly after the conclusion of the regular seminar program each year, a
national conference dealing with the subject is held on the Kenyon campus.
I he distinguished visitors who had participated in the seminar during the
academic year return to campus at that time, along with some twenty other
conferees. The participants in the 1968 conference included Senator Charles
Percy, Representatives Donald Rumsfeld, Jcffery Cohelan, and Phillip Burton,
laculty members and administrators from Harvard, Yale, Chicago, St. John's
College, and other institutions. Included also in the conference were outstand
ing representatives of the business community, mass media, legal profession,
and others.
' he formal conferences extend for three days and carry on their work in
losed sessions. At the same time, every effort is made to further extend to
he Kenyon community the full benefit of the presence on campus of these
'hstinguished conferees through panel discussions and a variety of informal
*°cial gatherings.
1

I he major papers presented at each conference are supplemented by
'«.i\s prepared by other authorities in the field and are then published in
I e Rand McNally Public Affairs series. These volumes, which are specifically
nigned to present opposing positions, are widely used in colleges throughout
'he country. Volumes published to date deal with United States military
polity, federalism, foreign aid, political parties, civil rights, foreign policy,
•<h( r education, problems of the cities, liberalism and conservatism, and
apportionment of state legislatures. A volume on civil disobedience is in press.
Students considering registration for the Public Affairs Conference Center
program should consult the Political Science section of this catalogue, sec
Pecially the description of Political Science 100G, page 97.

THE KENYON SYMPOSIUM
Aenyon Symposium, sponsored by the Department of Philosophy,
Patents lectures of a technical nature on philosophic, literary, and social
Uri which

ill

are followed by questions and discussion. Meetings are open to
indents and faculty, there being no special membership.

LECTURESHIPS
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP
A fund of $13,500 established by Bishop and Mrs. Bedell provides
biennial lectures on the Evidences of Natural and Revealed Religion, or
on the Relation of Science to Religion.

THE LARWILL LECTURESHIP
A fund of $25,000, established by the late Joseph H. Larwill of the
Class of 1855 and supplemented by a bequest of his son, Paul H. Larwill,
former professor of French and German at Kenyon College, provides occa
sional lectures or courses of lectures on subjects of general interest. The
founder desired that at least every third year a lecture or course of lectures,
philosophical in tone, should be delivered on one of these great subjects.
Wh.it ran I know? What ought I to do? For what can I hope''
At the discretion of the faculty, lectures delivered on the foundation
may be published.
Among the occasional lecturers on this foundation have been Bertraml
Russell, Robert A. Millikan, Edward M. East, Robert Frost, Alexander Reid
Martin, Lionel Trilling, Eliseo Vivas, Rush ton Coulborn, Clyde Kluckhohn,
John Peale Bishop, F. Alton Wade, Julian De Gray, Irwin Edman, Norman
I homas, Meyer Schapiro, Maurice Bowra, Wolfgang Kohler, Erwin Panofsky,
J. H. Mowrer, Henri Peyre, Luigi Borelli, John Crowe Ransom, Brand Blan

•hard, Frank E. Brown, Herbert J. Muller, James Olds, Charles Stevenson,
• Bernard Cohen, Angus Wilson, Wilfred J. Smith, Nadine Gordimer,
•arrett Mattingly, William Golding, Edward U. Condon, Ralph W. Gerard,
ir Steven Runciman, Roderick M. Chisholm, Jacob C. Hurewitz, Sir Tyrone

THE RYERSON LECTURESHIP

THE GEORGE GUND VISITORS AND LECTURE PROGRAM

ns, ana otner
•—
imes for longer periods, an
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SPECIAL LECTURERS, 1967-1968
Allan D. Bloom, Associate Professor of Government, Cornell University
Frederick Hard, Dean, Division of Humanities, and Professor of English
Literature, University of California at Santa Cruz; Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar
Richard Gray, actor
Mayo Loiseau, actress
Rabbi Richard L. Rubenstein, Director, Hillel Foundation, University of
Pittsburgh
William H. Darr, Chairman, Department of Fine Arts, Earlham College
Joseph Cropsey, Professor of Political Science, University of Chicago
The Honorable Avraham Harman, Israeli Ambassador to the United States
The Reverend W. Norman Pittenger, Lecturer, King's College, Cambridge,
England
Werner J. Dannhauser, Professor of Humanities, Queens College, New York
James Farmer, former National Director, Congress of Racial Equality (Public
Affairs Conference Center Lecture)
William G. Caples, Vice President-Industrial and Public Relations, Inland
Steel Company
J Thomas Ungerleider, M.D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, University of
California at Los Angeles Medical Center
Paul Goodman, author (Public Affairs Conference Center Lecture)
Lerone Bennett, Jr., author, Senior Editor of Ebony (Great Lakes Colleges
Association Lecture)
peter

D. Arnott, Associate Professor of Classics and Dramatic Art, University
of Iowa

William Alston, Professor of Philosophy, University of Michigan
Muhammad H. El-Farra, Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Jor
dan to the United Nations
Orace Butcher, poetess, Department of English, Cleveland State University
Robcrt

B. Zajonc, Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan;
National Science Foundation Distinguished Visiting Scientist

Caroler Schneemann, film maker
Herbert Storing, Professor of Political Science, University of Chicago (Public
Affairs Conference Center Lecture)
Kimon Friar, poet, editor, translator
Michael Millgate, Professor of English, University of Toronto
trphrn Glickman, Professor of Psychology, University of Michigan
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SPECIAL CONCERTS

1 he Warsaw Quintet (George Gund Concert)
The Lake Erie College Choir
The Aeolian 1 rio, DcPauw University
The Magnificent Men and the Royal Esquires
The Chigiano Sextet (George Guild Concert)
Richie Havens
The Zagreb Quartet (George Gund Concert)
The Western College Choir
St. Mary of the Springs College Choir
The Charles Lloyd Quartet
The Paul Butterfield Blues Band

CONVOCATION SPEAKERS
founders' Day, October, 1967
Mrs. Harold D. Hodgkinson, former Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Smith College
Honors Day, April, 1968
Allen Tate, poet, critic, Professor of English, University of Minnesota
Baccalaureate Service, June, 1968
The Reverend John M. Krumm, Rector, The Church of the Ascension,
New York City

Commencement, June, 1968
William C. Foster, Director, United States Arms Control and Disarma

ment Agency, Washington, D.C.

.
PiUsburgh

COLLEGE PREACHERS
L

Rubfn,tein'

Steubem^llc^C°P*,ane

^Can®on'

Hillel

Dean

of

Foundation, University of

the College, The Collrge of

Michael Novak, Assistant Professor of Religious Studies, Stanford University

he Right Reverend Charles Alfred Voegeli, Bishop of Haiti

ADMISSIONS, EXPENSES, AND STUDENT AID
ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE
Formal application for admission to Kcnyon may be made after a student
completes his junior year of secondary-school work. The Admissions Office
will supply application forms upon request. The application should be com
pleted by the student and returned to the Admissions Office along with the
$15.00 fee. The Admissions Office will also supply a transcript form which
the applicant should present to his secondary school for completion. The
transcript will be returned to the Admissions Office by the school. I he dead
line for the filing of all application forms is March 1 of the senior year.
All candidates for admission are required to take the College Entrance
Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test and three Achievement Tests.
English Composition must be one of the Achievement I ests taken. 1he SAT s
should be taken no later than January of the senior year while the Achieve
ment I ests should be completed by March of that year. The candidate is
responsible for requesting his scores be forwarded to Kenyon by Educational
Testing Service.
Applicants arc urged to visit the campus while the college is in session for
an interview with a representative of the Admissions Office. Appointments
may be made by writing or calling the Admissions Office at least two days
prior to the anticipated visit. The Admissions Office will provide a guide to
direct prospective students and families about the campus.
The Admissions Office, located in Ransom Hall, is open Monday through
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and until 12:00 noon on Saturday,
•he summer office hours are from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., Monday through
T riday. Overnight accommodations are available at the Alumni House (gu«st
house) by reservation.

Fr'day

Provisional acceptance is granted by the Faculty Committee on Admissions
^ose qualifying students who have completed three and one-half years o
vcondary school. Students qualifying for Early Decision may b< grante
•"'mission by the Committee after three years of secondary school. Accep
,a"ce in all cases is made final only by satisfactory completion of the secondary^hool curriculum.
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All correspondence regarding admission to Kenyon should be addressed to.
Director of Admissions
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022

^'Qutrements for Admission
The Faculty Committee on Admissions will consider an applicant
"UMion if he presents the following:
'• Esidence that he will graduate with fifteen units of work in a colleg
Preparatory program. The fifteen units will include at least our
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English, two in mathematics, two in a foreign language, two in science,
and two in social studies. An applicant presenting a program of fifteen
units showing a different distribution of subjects will be considered if
his record is markedly superior.
2. Recommendations from school officials, guidance counselors, and
teachers.
E\idenrc of a scholarly attitude and the ability to perform successfully
at Kenyon as indicated by secondary-school performance, results of the
College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test, and results of College Board
Achievement Tests.
A certificate of health. The Admissions Office will forward to the
accepted candidate a health form to be completed by a physician. No
student may enroll at the College until the completed form is received
by the Admissions Office.

Early Decision

jC

Ear,y.

^cc'8ion plan is an alternative to the regular admissionJ

to those superior students who do not wish to make
mul»iniUre
with »h YT lca|'ons- A candidate for this program must file his credentiali
e Admissions Office no later than November 1 of the senior year.

tions °

f°r Early Decision a

student must meet the following condi-

l°P
cla88 at the completion of the junior year,
21 attain ran m
and the A *5?rc* of 550 or above on the College Scholastic Aptitude
if accepted0b'y^K"^"1 ^C,tS; an<*
agree to withdraw all other applications

December 1apP'y'nR under the Early Decision plan will be notified by
non-refunHahi

T"

acce tc<l under Early Decision are required to make a
o f $P
2 o ° , o c o v " ' h < - * i o ° f " a n d , h e ? ,

their notification Y ^required of
vuncation of acceptance.
Decision.

W^°

^

a'l

can^'^atC8

entering students) within four weeks o
for financial

aid are ineligible for Early

Transfer from Other Colleges
e^8'kle for admission by transfer whose records
satisfy the entra1"**"1*
courses and »«(!»? rc^"'rcmcnts of Kenyon College, and whose collfftr

curriculum of Kenyon'31'8 *

have bfen received""'1

,u^*tant'ally

**

the requirements imposed by t

con,idcrtd

f

after the following credential*

2 SET lra",CriP'01
hool work.
lran*cript of college record.
, QU
' "ranee form completed by Dean of Students of previous institution.
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Only liberal arts subjects in which the applicant has received a grade of
C or better will be accepted for transfer credit.
A transcript reporting final grades of all college work previously attempted
must be filed with the Admissions Office before acceptance is granted.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT

Students admitted to Kenyon College who have taken college-level courses,
or their equivalent, in preparatory or high schools, and have achieved a grade
of 4 or 5 on the CEEB Advanced Placement examination customarily receive
one unit (one year) course credit. Grades of 3 are frequently given credit, and
a grade of 2 is sometimes honored, but a grade of 1 is not.
Advanced Placement examinations for students who have taken collegelevel courses and who wish to be considered for advanced placement or credit
are offered in May, through the candidate's secondary school.
The primary advantage of the Advanced Placement program is that a
•tudent can enter a departmental major program earlier in his college career,
and may satisfy all of the A.B. requirements by the end of his third year, in• luding a departmental Honors program. Enrichment and intensive work in
the major field are urged upon all students entering with advanced placement.
Therefore, a student entering with one or two units of Advanced Placement
encouraged to declare his major at the earliest possible time so that he will
be able to do an enriched program of Honors work or complete his graduation
requirements within a three-year period.

COLLEGIATE FEES AND CHARGES
TUIIION — For the academic year 1968-69 tuition will be $1,000 each
semester.
EXTRA COURSE CHARGE — For students carrying courses in excess of
the normal load, the charge per extra course is $200 for each semester.
TUITION FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS — For students carrying less thsn
three courses the charge is $225 per course for each semester. For those
courses requiring laboratory work, an additional fee of $10.00 per course
is charged. The maximum load for such a student is two courses per
semester. The tuition charge for students carrying three courses or more
is the regular semester charge.
GENERAL FEE — $65.00 per semester, applicable to all students. This fee
covers all charges for health service, student activities, athletics, and
social events except those sponsored by the Air Force Reserve Officrn
Training Corps.
STUDENT AUTOMOBILE PERMIT FEE —$10.00 per semester, appli
cable to all students having automobiles on campus.
ORIENTATION FEE — A fee of $15 is charged for incoming Freshmen for
the orientation program. This is non-refundable.
REGISTRATION FOR ENTERING STUDENTS —A fee of $15 "
charged for initial application. This is non-refundable.
LABORATORY FEE — There shall be charged an amount of $10 fore*
laboratory course per semester
TRANSCRIPT FEE — There is no charge for initial transcript of IF' .
however, each subsequent transcript furnished the student will f°'1
GRADUATION — $12 to be paid at the beginning of the semester
ing graduation. This fee includes cost of diploma and rental of the
lor's cap, gown, and hood.
LATE REGISTRATION AND OVERCUTTING — There is a Prnalt>jP'
$10 lor registering after Registration Day, and a penalty of $25
^
class absence on the first day of classes in any college session or tn
day before a college vacation.
SPECIAL EXAMINATION FEE —$10 for each examination.
BOOKSHOP DEPOSIT — An advance deposit of $150 ordinarily
or t e purchase of books and supplies, unless the student in 1
desires to purchase for cash. Any unused balance of deposit
unded upon graduation or withdrawal of the student.
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STUDENT INSURANCE — The College makes available to all students
an Accident and Sickness Insurance program at an annual cost of $29.00.
This insurance coverage is required. Descriptive literature cards arc mailed
to all parents during August.
AIR FORCE R.O.T.C. UNIFORM DEPOSIT — Student members of the
Air Force R.O.T.C. are required to make a Uniform Deposit of $25 at the
start of the course. Against this deposit are charged cost of lost or de
stroyed items of equipment and any other charges assessed by the Unit.
Any balance remaining at the end of the course is refunded to the student.
GENERAL REPLACEMENT — From each resident at Gund, Lewis, Norton,
VVatson, Farr, Bushnell and Manning Halls, and any independent stu
dent housed within a division, a $10.00 deposit is required. This deposit
will be returned in whole or in part, depending upon the amount of
damage, at the end of the college fiscal year. The purpose of this deposit
is to defray expense incurred from unexpected or unusual maintenance
and repair arising from student occupancy.

LIVING EXPENSES
DORMITORY RENTALS — Rentals in the College dormitories per semester

are:

I riple Occupancy
Double Occupancy
Single Occupancy
F*rr

$175.00 per student
200.00 per student
237.50 per student

Hall — Single (Private bath)

Single (semi-private bath)
All resident students live in college dormitories,

300.00 per student
275.00 per student
DORMITORIES

ARE

CLOSED DURINO T H E V A C A T I O N S .
1

' 'MMONS CHARGE — $300 a semester. This fee covers food, service, and
use of the common rooms of Peirce Hall. All resident students eat in the
(;reat Hall of the College Commons. NON-RESIDENT students are
charged $10 a semester for use of the common rooms.

PAYMENTS
NTERING STUDENTS — A candidate for admission is charged a fee of
• '5 for initial application. Upon notification that he has been admitted to
cnyon College, the candidate must return with his acceptance a nonre undable advance payment of $100 which will be credited in full on his
for the first semester. A non-refundable room reservation fee of $100
received by Kenyon College not later than May 15. This fee also
Wl
e credited on the bill for the first semester.
^-^NING STUDENTS — At the time of preregistration in April of
iC Tear» a deposit of $50 is required to complete registration. The paym "I will appear as credit on the fall semester statement.

KENYON COLLEGE
ALL STUDENTS
A statement of account will be sent to individuals responsi e or payment, student or parent, before the beginning of each
niester.
charges assessed by the College (tuition and fees, room and
ar
are due an(^ Payable at the beginning of each semester, before
omp etion of registration, and before admittance to classes.
ru'e> established by the Board of Trustees, an additional
fee f 4<y°r^auCe
u,v u ° * e amount remaining unpaid at the close of business on the day
whe r|C ' r " .U^
^ a^ded to the balance of any account not paid
mine /J I " 3 d't'on' ANY student whose bill is 30 days past due may be
impended from all college privilege, „»tU payment ha, been made.

SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS
For Freshmen Only

On application (non-refundable)
n acceptance (non-refundable)
Koom reservation (non-refundable)
(not later than May 15)
l'or

$

15.00
100.00
100.00

Returning Students Only

^^-registration

Not later than Aug. 1, 1968

50.00

Fot All Students

1744.00

On or before August 23, 1968

Advance payment for first
R™" ZUU1°"'

Gen"al

semester in-

Fcc'

Commons,

wC'S'udem In,uran"' "nd
. 1565.00

On or before January 3, 1969

7;T's charg s
:ztr * "

cludanTPaymCnt f°r *COnd scm«ter in-'
GcnCral Fec> Commons,
Room
miscall

°U

/

plus additi°nal

fees and

before graduation
V*" 'ncurred from second semester are due and payable
0dlCr ,tudcnts' charges are due and payable
upon receipt of statement.10"'
Students and Dar»n»«
schedule and make payment^

UF8ed

jt0 ^am^'a"ze themselves with the above

aaaistance^may ^nnf ^UDENT AID — AnY student receiving financial
against the reouirrd f "P t0. one"lla^ °f »uch assistance to each semester
wuirca tees and charges.
PARTIAL PAYMENT PLANS
c
and other fees in en i
Some parents may prefer to pay tuition
is happy to offer
installments during the year. The College
throu8h
"an, Inc., and
facilities of The Tuition
' d EdUCat,°n Fu»d«. Inc., at an additional cost. Upon request,
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detailed description of the plans will be forwarded, together with necessary
application forms. Arrangements should be completed at least 30 days
before the date of registration.
Loans in limited amounts are available from Kenyon College Loan
Funds.
CENERAL STATEMENTS — All students admitted to Kenyon College and
permitted to register with postponement of payment of any of the desig
nated fees and charges because of guarantee of payment thereof by any
person or agency, governmental or otherwise, are so admitted and per
mitted to register under the express stipulation that if, for any reason,
such person should not pay any portion of the student's account, the
student and/or his parent or guardian are liable for this payment of all
such proper fees and charges. T h e total fees and charges for a resident
student for two semesters, exclusive of non-recurring and voluntary charges,
laboratory fees, are as follows:
1968-1969

Tuition

$2,000.00

General Fee

130.00

Commons

600.00

Dormitory Room (approximate average)

400.00

Bookshop Deposit (optional)

150.00
$3,280.00

ALL PEES AND CHAROES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANOE AT ANY TIME BY THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
A student who wishes to transfer his credits to another institution or
t0

withdraw from the College must pay in full all his indebtedness to

Kenyon College, including all amounts borrowed, before a transcript
of his record will be issued or his release granted. Grades are not released
until all payments are made.

REFUND POLICY
The Board of Trustees of Kenyon College in 1947 adopted the following
Wtcy with regard to refund of tuition and other charges. During the first
Vt vvepk, °f actual attendance in Kenyon College, from the date of enroll'nt, charges are made in accordance with the following schedule.
u
aPPU" °nly to the tuition char8e- The gen"al f" 8nd °thCr
°L charges are not refundable.
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Period of actual attendance in
Kenyon College from date of enrollment
One week or less
Between one and two weeks
Between two and three weeks
Between three and four weeks
Between four and five weeks
Over five weeks

Per cent of tuition charged
20%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%

The following rule governs Commons rebates:
Rebates on payments for board at the College Commons are made only in
case of withdrawal from Kenyon College or of absence because of illness for
six or more consecutive weeks. Application for rebate must be made before
the end of the semester during which the withdrawal or absence occurs. If 3
refund is necessary, the charges for Commons meals will be prorated on a
weekly basis.
The following rule governs refunds for dormitory room rental:
1 here shall be no refund of dormitory room rent for the semester, except
in the case of a student withdrawing from the College because of serious ill
ness. Such a student shall be charged 10% of the amount due for the period
during which the room is unoccupied.
In the case of a student being drafted into the Armed Services, those fef'
and charges for tuition, board and room for a semester will be prorated and a
refund made for the unused portion.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID
SCHOLARSHIPS
The resources of the College for scholarships are gifts and bequests in the
form of scholarship endowments, annual contributions by alumni and friends
of Kenyon, special grants made by the Board of Trustees, and grants made by
various corporations, trusts, and foundations.
APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID
The formal application for any type of financial aid for entering students
is a part of the application for admission to Kenyon College which should be
filed by March 1. As a member of the College Scholarship Service, Kenyon
requires that both entering and resident students submit the Parents' Confi
dential Financial Statement to be used by the Scholarship Committee in
determining the amount of an award.
QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
In order to qualify as a candidate for a scholarship an applicant should
present a superior academic record and give firm

promise of becoming a good

student in college and a valuable member of the college community. Financial
teed is not itself a condition for winning a scholarship, but it will determine
ihr size of the stipend which a successful candidate receives. Successful candi
dates who do not need financial

help may be named Honorary Scholars with

out stipend.

In addition to possessing the general qualifications named above, a candi
date for a scholarship should make a creditable showing on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test and on three Achievement Tests (including English Composition) of the College Entrance Examination Board.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Alumni Association Awards, sponsored by the alumni of the College
through its annual fund raising campaign are made on the basis of need to
"udents in good academic and social standing who show promise of con
tributing to the extracurricular program of the College during the year in
* >ch the award is granted. These awards are supervised by the Provost of
the College.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE AWARDING AND RENEWAL
OF SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships are awarded upon the recommendation of the Faculty Comn'ttee
nnua'

j
ln

on Scholarships on a one-year basis, and the Committee makes an
review of all awards.

'n netting the stipend of a scholarship, both when it is first awarded and
carh annual review, the Committee gives first consideration to the candi-
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date'* need as it is expressed in his financial statement. For this reason stipends
may vary from year to year, and work opportunities may also be offered the
student.
Successful candidates arc required to notify the Director of Scholarships
and Student Aid of any grants, scholarships, or other awards which have been
received from a source outside Kenyon College.
Special conditions applying to the renewal of scholarships are that the
holder is required
1. ordinarily to maintain grades which place the student in the upper half
of his class.
2. to submit annually a current financial
need.

statement showing continuing

3. to present a conduct record which shows the student to be deserving
of continued support
If at the end of a year a scholar is doing unsatisfactory work, his scholar
ship may be withdrawn.
Students receiving financial
aid from the College may, under special cir
cumstances, be given permission to have and operate a car or motorcycle in
Ciambier. A student who wishes to do so must submit a petition to the
Director of Scholarships setting forth reasons why he considers a car or othrr
vehicle essential.
Each case will be judged by the Scholarship Committee on its own merits
and the Committee may consider ownership of a car evidence that the student
has less nerd for financial assistance.
TYPES OF SCHOLARSHIPS

All si holarships, including endowed and named scholarships, are granted
in accordance with the general conditions governing scholarships and with
the specific provisions made by donors as described in the following paragraphs.
1. Scholarships supported by Kenyon endowments and special grants by
the Bo.ird of I rustees:
/ h e P h i l a n d e r ( . h a s e S c h o l a r s h i p s provide a maximum stipend of
•>
' bey are awarded for superior scholastic aptitude and achievement
and for outstanding leadership. These scholarships are supported by certain
unrestricted Kenyon scholarship endowments and special grants by the Boa
of Trustees.
to or

^eith Chalmers Scholarships provide a maximum stipend
IheY are awarded on the same basis as the Philander (.hase
i holarships and are supported by certain unrestricted Kenyon scholarship
endowments and special grants by the Board of Trustees.

c u i'

C'OTlion

I.*3 ^Cdr"

Denham Sutclifff Scholarship provides a maximum stipend of $' h
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per year and is supported by special allocation of funds by the Board of
Trustees in memory of a dedicated and brilliant member of the faculty.
George Gund Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200 a year.
They arc supported by the George Gund Scholarship endowment, a fund of
$40,701, the gift of the late Mr. George Gund of Cleveland. Requirements
for these scholarships are similar to those for the Philander Chase Scholar
ships.
Julianu Cuyler Matthews Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of
$1,200 a year. They are supported by the Juliana Cuyler Matthews Scholarship endowment, a fund of $45,000, the gift of Mr. Thomas S. Matthews of
London, England. These scholarships are awarded on the same basis as the
Philander Chase Scholarships.
John Burson Morton Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,200
a year. These are supported by an endowment presently amounting to $20,000,
the gift of Ralph Emerson Morton of Greenwich, Connecticut, in memory of
his brother. Preferred recipients arc those from Central Ohio planning to enter
business, engineering, law or medicine. These scholarships are awarded on
the same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships.
Kenyon College National Merit Corporation Scholarships are sponsored
hy the college for five National Merit Finalists each year on the same basis as
all National Merit Scholarships arc awarded. These awards go to finalists who
have named Kenyon College as their college choice.
William Cooper Procter Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $1,800
year. They arc supported by the William Cooper Procter Scholarship en
dowment, a fund of $62,500. These scholarships arc awarded on the same
a

basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships.
Joseph Curtis Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver Scholarships provide a
maximum stipend of $1,200 a year. They are supported by funds from the
Joseph Curtis Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver Scholarship endowments. The
endowments total $40,000, and were presented by Mr. Robert A. Weaver and
'nf late Mrs. Weaver of Cleveland as memorials to the parents of Mr. Weaver,
hese scholarships are awarded on the same basis as the Philander Chase
Scholarships.

2. Scholarships supported by periodic grants from foundations and spe1 la' rrstricted

scholarships in excess of tuition:

Blake School-Groves Scholarship is awarded upon the recommendation
Blake School to a student graduating from that school. The applicant
nust meet the requirements for admission to Kenyon and the approval o t e
, nyon faculty Committee on Scholarships. This scholarship is supporte
y
r Stephen Goodrich Groves Scholarship endowment, established by t e
r and Mrs. Claude H. Groves of Minneapolis in memory of their son, a
member of the Class of 1949 at Blake and the Class of 1953 at Kenyon.
thp
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Bremer Scholarships are provided from a grant from the Bremer Founda
tion of Youngstown, Ohio, created under the will of the late Richard P.
Bremer. These scholarships, which provide the recipients with maximum
stipends of $1,000 a year, are to be awarded to deserving students who are
residents of Ohio, preferably of the Youngstown area.
I he St. Louis Park School-Groves Scholarship is awarded upon the recom
mendation of the St. Louis Park School to a student graduating from that
school. The applicant must meet the requirements for admission to Kenyon
and the approval of the Kenyon Faculty Committee on Scholarships. This
scholarship is supported by the Stephen Goodrich Groves Scholarship endow
ment, established by the late Mr. and Mrs. Claude H. Groves of Minneapolis
in memory of their son, a member of the Class of 1953 at Kenyon.
3. Scholarships supported by the College scholarship endowment and
which may provide stipends covering tuition. These scholarships are classified
as Kenyon General Scholarships:
The Reginald B. and Bessie C. Allen Memorial Scholarship, established by
Miss Katherine Allen of Gambier. Income from this endowment assists a
student having exceptional promise in mathematics who is recommended b\
the Chairman of the Department of Mathematics, a position held for many
yean by Professor Allen.
The C. Livingston Allis Scholarship, an endowment of $7,000, established
y Mr. and Mn. Clarence L. Allis of Wooster, in memory of their son,
C. Livingston Allis of the Class of 1934. Only upperclassmen are eligible to
receive this scholanhip.
. ^
t e

W. Andrews, Jr. Scholarship, an endowment of $3,011, the gift
on. John W. Andrews of Columbus, in memory of his son.

I u^l! Arn°ld ScholarsfliP> an endowment of $10,000, founded by the bequest
°» Rolhn I. Arnold of Mount Vernon. The income is awarded annually to a
student resident in Knox County.
The Mrs. Rnynond
Rayma
D. Ashmun Scholarship, an endowment of $30,0(
established by Mrs.
. i ..
y Mrs. Ashmun of Cleveland. The income is to be used I
scholarship purposes.
The Austin Badl

h*nn».» A(U\ln .
Scholarship, an endowment of $1,434, founded
bequest of Auitm
Austin Bad
Ba.8Cer, OI Mca,
* ,
8 of Medina. The income is to be awarded only «
student
ministry
dent preparing for the
the mini.trv

tix nee Iceland Keith and Olivia Benedict Scholarship, an endow
a ' ls r
hushanrt
by Mrs. Cleveland Keith Benedict in memory
is to hr' a mcmber of the C1a»s of 1887. The income from this end
pro,„,,n "^"4.,a;i^;r,radu',e'

'° <>•"

"udy,n8
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The George Stone Benedict Scholarship, an endowment of $17,000,
founded by the bequest of Clare P. Benedict, in memory of her father, the
Reverend George Stone Benedict, a member of the Class of '84.
The Philo Sherman Bennett Scholarship, an endowment of $500, assigned
to Kenyon College by the late William J. Bryan as administrator for Mr
Bennett.
The Andrew Willis Bliuen Memorial Scholarship, a gift amounting now to
$4,636, by Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Bliven as a memorial to their son, Andrew
W. Bliven of the Class of 1944, who lost his life in the second World War.
The income is available for award to a junior or senior each year.
I he Cornelia and Malcolm Bronson Scholarship, an endowment of $20,125,
given by the late Malcolm Bronson and Mrs. Bronson of Hamilton, Ohio.
The recipient is to be a promising pre-medical student, preferably from the
Hamilton area.
I he ]. Ray Brown Scholarship established anonymously to honor, and in
memory of, J. Ray Brown, the late Cashier of the Peoples Bank who served
the Gambier community and Kenyon and her students as a friend and coun
cilor for many years. The income from this endowment is awarded to a
student resident in Knox County.
The Raymond D. Cahall History Scholarship, an endowment of $6,000,
founded by the bequest of Raymond D. Cahall, a member of the Class of *08
and
many years a professor and chairman of the History Department at
Kenyon College. Income from this endowment is to be awarded to a promis
ing history student.
The Carnegie Scholarship Endowment of $25,000, the gift of the late
Andrew Carnegie. Postulants for holy orders are ineligible.

The Carter Scholarship Endowment of $5,000, the gift of Mrs. Carter of
Albany, New York, in memory of her husband, the Rev. George Galen Carter,
ST
of the class of 1864, and his father, the Rev. Lawson Carter, late of
eveland. I he income provides for two scholarships. In making appointments
Preference is to be given to postulants for holy orders, especially to postulants
w 0 >re sons of clergymen.
(lass of 1930 Scholarship, a 35th reunion gift of the Class of 1930, to
to support scholarships for students selected for general merit.

ucd

Class of 1940 Scholarship, a 25th reunion gift of the class of 1940, to be
* to support scholarships for students selected for general merit.
u. T'0"
Scholarship, a 25th reunion gift of the Class of 1941, to be
to support scholarships for students selected for general merit.
The (.ushing Scholarship, an endowment of $5,000, founded by his parents
memory of Kirke W. Cushing of the Class of 1914. The appointment is
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in the hands of the President and the chairmen of the Departments of
English and Mathematics, with the direction that it be conferred upon a
student of special need and merit who has been at least one year in residence.
I he Robert S. Dechant Memorial Scholarship, an endowment of $12,800,
established by bequest of Mr. Dechant, a member of the class of 1923, of
Lebanon, Ohio.
7 he Devol Scholarship Fund, an endowment of $10,000 founded by the
bequest of Richard C. Manning, former Benson Memorial Professor of Latin
The income is to be used for financial aid to students.
I he Albert Douglas Scholarship, an endowment of $10,000, established
by the Hon. Albert Douglas of the Class of 1872. The income is assigned to
a student not a candidate for holy orders, preference given to residents of
Chillicothe, the native city of the donor.
The Doyle Scholarship Endowment of $10,000, the gift of the Utf
Joseph B Doyle of Steubenville The income is available for young men pre
paring for holy orders during their collegiate or seminary course. Students
from St. Paul's and St. Stephen's Churches, Steubenville. arc preferred bene
ficiaries.
I he Faculty Scholarship in memory of Kenyon men who lost their bsf'
in the second World War, an endowment now amounting to $3,047 establis e
bV Rifts of members of the College faculty. This scholarship, amounting to
the income from the endowment, is annually available to an upperclassman
'hararier, academic ability, and general promise.
7 he Cinn Scholarship, two endowments of $2,500 each, given by their »n,
U rank Had,ey Ginn of Cleveland, in memory of Francis Marion 0»»
and Milheent Pope Ginn. Eligibility is limited to graduate, of Ohio high
schools, preference being given to students from Sandusky County, wher^
CI

A
y

'f
for

®'nn served as principal and superintendent at Fremont
"tore than thirty years
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Memorial Fund, an endowment of $400,000, of
Th' bequest of Wanda Follett Grang
memory of her husband, Sherman Moorhead Granger,

M a loan fund

M<MCS Moo^rad
Fo,,eM and

Granger; hts brother, Alfred Hoyt Granger,
Charles Follett, brother, of Mra. Grange',J*

THC
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,HE PRINF,P

R

:on7i'°r
which will be granted in accordance with the a""1'
••on, generally governing .cholarship,

ctabb,lwd'h"lt.C<>|0jrICft Grot"' Scholarship, an endowment of
t U,t Mt 4"« Mrs Claude H. Grove, of Minncapoln,»
n!lo^ J,hy
4 memb" of the Clan of 1953, provide, oh
shin, with n T '<>n' Wh°
preference for residents of Minneapolis or of Minnesota.
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The GSF Fund, an endowment of $100,000, the income from which will
be devoted to scholarships until further action by the Board of Trustees.
The Hall-Mercer Scholarship, an endowment of $74,182, founded by the
bequest of Alexander G. Mercer of Newport, Rhode Island.
The Rutherford B. Hayes, 1842, Scholarship, an endowment of $5,000,
established by the trustees of the Hayes Foundation at Fremont.
The Ralph S. Holbrook, 1887, Scholarship, an endowment of $4,471,
established by Mrs. Mame Holbrook. Students from Lucas County, Ohio, are
given special consideration.
The Julia Weaver Lawless Scholarship Endowment, founded by Mr.
Robert A. Weaver of the Class of 1912 in memory of his sister. Assigned
insurance on Mr. Weaver's life with a face value of $10,000, the income from
which will be available for scholarship purposes.
The David Lewis Scholarship Endowment of $50,000, the bequest of
Florence E. Lewis Rauh of Elyria, Ohio, the income to be used toward the
education and support of worthy and deserving students.
The Thomas A. McBride Scholarship, an endowment of $2,000, founded
by bequest of Mary A. McBride of Wooster, in memory of her son, Thomas A
McBride of the Class of 1867.
The Milmine Scholarship, a gift of Mrs. Charles E. Milmine of New
York, in memory of her husband, Charles Edward Milmine, of the Class ol
1885. This endowment of $20,000 provides scholarships for students selected
for general merit.
The Nash Scholarship Endowment of $10,000 founded by bequest of Job
M. Nash of Cincinnati.
The Clifford Alfred and Katherine Young Neff-Knox County Scholarship
fund, a gift of $6,854. This gift is from the late Katherine Young Neff,
widow of Clifford Alfred Neff, Class of 1888, and her sister, Mrs. Carrie Young
1 ayram, the income from which is to be used to provide scholarship assistance
preferably to residents of Knox County in cooperation with the Knox Count)
Alumni Association.
1 he George Jones Peet Scholarship, an endowment of $2,000, established
by the bequest of George Ledlie in honor of his lifelong friend, George Jones
et of the Class of 1865.
1 he Reader's Digest Foundation Scholarship Fund, an endowment of
' ,000 provided by the directors of the Reader's Digest Foundation, to be used
or 8eneral scholarship purposes.
7 he Southard Scholarship, an endowment of $2,500, the gift of Mr.
"•orge F. Southard of the Class of 1873.
Tht

John W. Thomas Scholarship Endowment, an endowment of $10,000,
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the gift of the late John W. Thomas of Akron. The income from this endow
ment will be awarded to young men of promise in one of the scientific studies.
7 he War Memorial Scholarship, now an endowment of $21,000, established
>y contributions made through the Kenyon Development Program and more
recent y, in honor of the Kenyon men who lost their lives in World War II.
I"' ^°^ ^eaver Memorial Scholarship Fund, in memory of Mrs. Robert

A

.

eaver of Cleveland, is being accumulated by friends of Mrs. Weaver.
from this endowment will be awarded on the same basis as the
Philander Chase Scholarships.
,n^omc

The College administers the following loan funds:
7 he Curtis Fund, which now amounts to over $70,000. This fund, whic
of k"U rnt® ^y loans at a low rate of interest, was granted to the Truste
fnyon College by the late Henry B. Curtis, L.L.D., of Mount Vernoi
•l P 1",^res, 1S '"'ended to meet only the risk of death and is not to be great)
than the average rate of life insurance.
w

n Prrn!f'y ^MUips l-und of $1,000, which was established by Mr. an
h'H'Ps of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to be loaned withoi
,CWC
o a stu ent intending to study for the ministry.

of West
students

Ioan ^und of $500, given by the late George Spitzer, 188!
* a^ettc> Indiana, the income to be used for loans to meritorioi

Loan Fund, established by the bequest <
Dnvirtrr •
J".T? °f M°unt Vern°n, Ohio, of $1,000 for the Collegia!
Department and $1,000 for the Theological Department.
Adrwl

°

Dickinson

of $50 nnn afnger
Memorial Fund, a specified portion in the amour
$50,000 from the Granger-Follett Memorial Fund
Education Act of 1958 Loan Funds. The College is pai
ticipati'nv"^!
funds for lna P , atJ°nal Defense Education Act Loan program and ha
Inquiries ronr" W 10 are adr"»nistered under the provisions of this ad
ihould bc 8fnt to thr Director of Scholai
ships and Studem'/Vid *

EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS

-

in ,hc ,ab<"a,ori"',hr
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should be made
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»k

tv *

"" c°"^,,ffi

arC 0prn to studcnts who nerd more m°'

Applications for student employ"!
of Scholarships and Student Aid.

Commons

t0 thp D,rector

Chalmers Memorial Library

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
Courses numbered 1-2 or 11-12 are generally introductory courses
in all departments and are frequently prerequisites for other courses
in the department. These are ordinarily taken during the freshman
or sophomore year. Courses numbered above 11-12 arc courses that
are considered part of a major program and may be taken in any
year above the freshman year.

AEROSPACE STUDIES
Major Green, Military Commander and Chairman
Captain Higbie
The United States Air Force Reserve Officers Tiaining program
(Air Force ROTC) provides the student an opportunity to qualify
for a Reserve commission in the United States Air Force. I he two
year program is designed to develop within the student the qua lties
of leadership and other attributes essential to progressive a vancc
mont to positions of responsibility as commissioned officcis in t e
bnitcd States Air Force. Further information concerning tic pio
gram is on page 25.
.. .
Students who arc accepted into the two-year program enro m
AS 300 and AS 400 in their Junior and Senior years of college,
respectively. The curriculum, in combination with the Corps rain
ing sessions and summer field training, is designed to Provl~® a Pr0
fcssional background to future career Air Force officers.
e two
year curriculum is outlined below.
AS

300. AEROSPACE STUDIES.

'

Growth and Development of Aerospace Power. A survey course
al*>ut the nature of war; development of airpower in the Cm tea
States; mission and organization of the Defense Department,
force concepts, doctrine; and the future development of aerospace
Power. Three classroom hours per week for the full aca emic yea
a total of 90 classroom hours). Cadets also attend a one hour <orps
Gaining session each week of the academic year.
Prerequisite: Approval of the Professor of Aerospace Studies.
As

«°o.

AEROSPACE STUDIES.

.

, V

The Professional Officer. A study of professionalism, leadership,
and management. Includes the meaning of professionalism, protesj'onali responsibilities, the Military Justice System; leadership t cory,
"n(t,ons, and practices; management principles and function, pro >Cm so'v'ing; and management tools, practices, and contro s.
47
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classroom hours per week for the full academic year (a total of 90
classroom hours). Cadets also attend a one hour Corps Training
session each week of the academic year.
Prerequisite: Approval of the Professor of Aerospace Studies.

ART
Associate Professor Slate, Chairman
Assistant Professor Boyd
Assistant Professor Wolff
It is the Art Department's conviction that a broad general prep
aration, an introduction to the major intellectual and aesthetic
modes of apprehension, is essential to all educated men. Conse
quently, the Department's basic offerings are designed for the gen
eralise 1 he studio problems are both analytical and creative, so
that any student may learn to apprehend the formulation behind
the craft, the craft behind the finished work. The art history courses
concentrate, as well, on the development of form. How well a
student learns to perceive form, how well this perception is organ
ized into works of a permanent nature, and how well these works
convey feeling is also our concern; therefore, the Department offers
a vanced courses and a major to aspiring painters, sculptors, and
architects, as well as a program of studies for the potential art
historian.
Courses required of studio majors: Within the Department: six
units, including 11, 12, 13, 21-22 or 23-24, 31, 32-33 or 34-35, and
one unit of art history. Potential sculptors need take only /i unit of
painting, potential painters /2 unit of sculpture, using the remain
ing unit for work in the special topics course Art 100. Outside the
department: two units from such allied fields as Music, Drama, and
the writing and poetry courses in English. For sculptors and de
signers, (ourses in mathematics and physics are acceptable,
.i
'"urses required of majors specializing in art history: Within
ie Dcpartmcn1; 11, \ ^ and 21 or 13 and 23> and three units from
p. ., L 7' utside the Department: two units from History and/or
in ' °S°i^ ^
^or students intending to continue art histon
L
^ a Uate
°p'> a reading knowledge of French and German, or
firi#».!t
^^Se courses. Students who are already prohUtnrv I,n *10S^ an8ua8es or those not intending to continue art
follnwi m ?ra( UatC sc^°°' maY choose courses from three of t e

T* T

SEMCST" Music> Drama-English> His,ory'C|1SS,CS'
art hitecture students should include in their courses of stud}
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the following: Art 11, 12, 13, 23-24, 34-35; Math 11-12 (Calculus I),
two physics courses, and a semester of physical chemistry.
11. COLOR.

'A

uni*

Study of the interaction of color; its relativity, vibration, mix
ture, and how these relate to image-making. Students proceed from
solutions to prescribed problems to the invention of designs that incor
porate constellation, configuration, and other visual phenomena.
Outside assignments. No prerequisite.
12. DESIGN.

%

UNLT

An introduction to geometrical form, both two- and threedimensional; use of various materials such as wood, paper, clay,
augmented by informal lectures on calligraphy, environmental design,
and the mathematical, aesthetic, and functional implications of form.
Mo prerequisite.
U. FUNDAMENTALS OF DRAWING.

'A

UNI'

Introduction to freehand drawing and its various media, alter
nating between simple conceptual and perceptual problems, using
hoth organic and mechanical forms. No prerequisite.
'4.

GREEK ART.

'A

UN,T

'A

UN"

I he Eastern Mediterranean World.
1'. ROMAN ART.

Etruscan to Byzantine.
'••19.

MEDIEVAL ART.

1 UNI*

Exploration of art forms developed from the fall of the Roman
Empire to the 15th century, including Islamic art and the art of the
Indian sub-continent.
20

MODERN ARCHITECTURE: 19th and 20th CENTURIES.
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PAINTING.

'A

un,t

1 UNI'

Investigation of color and design in acrylic paint on board, pro
Ceding to problems in representation. Prerequisite: Art 11, whir i
"ia\ he taken concurrently.
,3*34.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SCULPTURE.

• ' '

A studio course, beginning with solutions to problems in mode jnK organic and geometric forms in clay, proceeding to constructions
ln Sll( h materials as cardboard, balsa, wire, and sheet metal. Seoon
semester introduces carving and casting; execution of a major in i
1(ual project. Outside assignments. Prerequisite: Art 13 or permis
10n
'nstructor. Art 12 is desirable.
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ADVANCED DRAWING. ft

«"»'•

Study of the human figure.
site: Art 13.
32-33.

Pencil, ink and pen, wash. Prerequi

ADVANCED PAINTING.

1

Continuation of beginning painting, using more durable mate
rials and form; greater concentration on individual problems, ('lass
criticism. Outside assignments. Prerequisite: Art 21-22.
34-35.

ADVANCED SCULPTURE.

' «ni'

Continuation of beginning sculpture, but with more intensive
exploration of materials, tools, and techniques as sources of creative
inspiration. Individual problems in coordinating concepts and execu
tion of three-dimensional form. Prerequisite: Art 23-24.
100.

SPECIAL TOPICS. ft

uni'

Independent study of painting, sculpture, design, graphics, and
art history, as well as offerings of special courses to be taught infre
quently by the staff or by visiting artists and lecturers.
Studio Work in Stained Glass.
Problems in Visual Narration.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS PROJECT. ft

UB"

Independent work for honors students.
400.

SENIOR HONORS PROJECT. ft

»o '

uB"

BIOLOGY

Professor Yow, Chairman
Associate Professor Blight
Associate Professor Burns
Associate Professor Jegla
Biology as taught at Kenyon is truly in the Liberal Arts tradition
stuc^enU are encouraged to diversify to an unusual extent
icy should have an acquaintance with a broad spectrum of subjects
and a knowledge of several of these. Biology is an integral part of
every student's experience outside Kenvon, and we would hope this
experience could be continued here.
n

The major program in the Department of Biology is designed to
acquaint the student with the principles and methods vital to an
understanding of modern day biology. At the same time this pro
gram prepares the student for professional work in biology and the
medical sciences. Independent study, either in or out of the honor?
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program, is encouraged for all students, in order that they may have
some contact with research. Many of the courses within the depart
ment demand the writing of term papers, and the students are
encouraged to utilize original literature from our journal library.
Critical appraisal of current research is emphasized. Students are
encouraged to draw their own conclusions and to discuss them with
members of the staff.
The major in biology consists of Biology 11-12L, six or more
advanced courses in the department and a sufficient number of re
lated courses, determined by the department, to make up the eight
units of credit required for the major. Ordinarily, the related courses
will be in chemistry, physics, psychology and mathematics, although
the precise program will be determined for the student in consulta
tion with his adviser.
The student planning to attend medical school or graduate school
in biology will satisfy the requirements of those schools by the design
of his major program.
'MIL INTRODUCTION TO ZOOLOGY.

""'U

The primary aim of this course is to demonstrate biological
principles, concepts and methods. This is achieved by studying e
phyla in considerable detail, utilizing representative species in t e
laboratory. Genetics, evolution, physiology and embryology are
studied where properly associated with each group. Where P0881 e>
hving animals are used to demonstrate behavioral and physiological
activities. This course is a prerequisite for advanced biology courses,
jnd « intended primarily for students planning to major in biology.
Required by medical schools. 96 class hours, 128 laboratory hours.
No prerequisite.
"•U.

INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY.

.

1

Essentially the same course as Biol. 11-12L, above, with t
exception of the laboratory. In Biol. 11-12, in addition to the lecture
material, there will be the equivalent of an additional hour per
^eek,
hour
arranged, to be spent in laboratory emon
Nation-participation exercises. These will be carried out in an
m ormal atmosphere and may consist of individual and/or group
Projects in some cases. This additional hour will be speci ca y
Signed to fill the needs of the diversifying student. 96 class lours,
H laboratory hours.
No prerequisite. Open as a guided elective.
PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION.

^

M?"

An introduction to modern concepts of the process of organi
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evolution. Following a discussion of present theories regarding the
origin of life and biochemical evolution, the evolutionary history of
selected animal groups is reconstructed on the basis of evidence
from paleontology, comparative anatomy, embryology, taxonomy
and other biological fields.

The process of speciation is examined

in terms of genetic mechanisms, variation, adaptation, natural selec
tion and various kinds of isolation. A previous knowledge of biology
is neither assumed nor needed.

48 class hours.

No prerequisite.
28.

FIELD BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY.

'A

The course is concerned with the interrelationships between liv
ing organisms and the various physical, chemical and biotic factors
,n. ! .ei1 env'ronment.

J

1C..

Characteristics of ecosystems and the factors

their structure and perpetuation are examined in
'0t',C ®ntcract'ons are explored in terms of the characteristics
ynamics of populations, communities and other aggregations.

an

"a. watorV studies and field trips acquaint the student with ecological
princip es and taxonomic methods as applied to the local fauna
and flora. 48 class hours, 64 laboratory hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L.
36.

SELECTED TOPICS IN INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY.

NSU*IjcCt

thr

tnnir-e(S °

matter

%

uni'

^ drawn mainly from current research in

mvortcbratc

ecology, physiology and behavior. Among

com'dercd

are: aspects of environment and adaptation,
ry atu camouflage, defense mechanisms; hormonal control 0
and «trSe'«
durtiv
and •«»
and

41

nic*ainorPh°sis,

L

molting and reproduction, periodicitii v

UuC

^uPction in the nervous system; social and repro-

C la.V10I['

m'gration

direction finding,

communication. 48 class hours,
icicquisite: Biology 11-12L.
C0MPA»ATIVE

yy uffii

PHYSIOLOGY.
primarily

ent funrti°UrSiC

bTcove rf"

SyS,OT5

respiration

^ °S,m?^c

tractile system^1*
topics in invA
used in soinn * f

k

spatial orientation

concerned with analysis of the differ

ncrv'ous
anc^

a!lon'

system) in animals. Topics «>

»or|ic regulation, nutrition and digest'0"
pigments, temperature relations, c°"

.

rc,m>

-d "crvous

devoted to a study of some of

pn"lari,y>

Prerequisite: Mo^u^L.

but vertebrate animals will also
h°mS' 64 laborat°n

^
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$1. EMBRYOLOGY.

'A ««»!•

A study of the development of animals, with particular emphasis
upon the vertebrates. Special attention is paid to fertilization, cleav
age, gastrulation and the formation of the various organ systems.
Experimental embryology forms the basis of the principles studied
in the latter part of the course. The chick and pig are analyzed in
laboratory, and the student may undertake an analysis of develop
ment using living embryos. 48 class hours, 64 laboratory hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L.

S3. MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY.

'A

UNI»

Animal tissues, mainly mammalian, are studied with the view of
discovering the functional significance of their structure. This study
is extended to the organs constructed from the various tissues. I he
laboratory work includes the microscopic identification of major
mammalian tissues and organs and study of electron micrographs.
18 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L.

34. CYTOLOGY.

'A

The results of modern experimental methods of investigating the
structure and function of microscopic and sub-microscopic com
ponents of plant and animal cells. Mechanisms concerned with cell
division: chemical features of the mitotic apparatus, replication of
die hereditary material, intrinsic and extrinsic factors which affect
cell division. Organization of the genetic material and its role in
nucleo-cytoplasmic interactions in normal cell function and during
development. 45 class hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L. (Recommended for students who
do not elect Biology 66).

"• GENETICS.

'A

This course is designed to produce a thorough understanding of
c assic genetic principles and theories and to explore in detail new
tfends in genetic research in terms of their impact on modern con
cepts of the nature of the gene and the mode of gene action. T opics
considered include transmission genetics, quantitative inheritance,
inkage, mutation, biochemical genetics, gene structure and function,
®xtrachromosomal inheritance, developmental and population genetlc*. 42 class hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L. (Mathematics 1-2 or 11-12 and
cmistry 5-6 recommended).
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61.

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. ft

UBj,

This course deals with the interactions among animals and the
neurophysiological basis for their behavior. Topics include behavioral
ecology, inheritance of behavior, instincts, learning and neurophysi
ology. Formal laboratory experiments are performed with protozoa,
and selected invertebrates and vertebrates in order to illustrate basic
principles. An independent investigation is completed by the student.
The course is limited to 15 students.
Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L or Psychology 11-12 (credit in
both is recommended). Written permission from instructor.
66.

CELL PHYSIOLOGY. ft

«n»

Lecture and laboratory work concerning the nature of cellular
environments, the physical and chemical organization of cells, the
exc ange between cells and their environments, irritability and
response, nutrition and growth, and cell division. 48 class hours, 64
clock hours of laboratory.

Prerequisite: Biology 11-12L; Pre or Corequisite: Physics 3-4;
emistry 31 -32, and consent of the instructor.
97, 91.

PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY. ft

»o ft

Independent investigation of a problem related to a course, to
8 researc^> or to a special interest of the student.
YfS a J™1?
is
/ *Cn concurrently with a course to which the problem
re.
' May be taken during the academic year or during a
special summer program.

Prerequisite; Consent of the instructor.
200.

SENIOR SEMINAR. ft

«n!^y.an^

lo ft «*

^"cuss'on

or
of special topics, based on assigned readings
or student research projects.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

1

inar and research for junior Honors candidates.
600.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

nar and research for senior Honors candidates.

1

**

CHEMISTRY
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CHEMISTRY
Associate Professor Johnson, Acting Chairman
Professor Pappenhagen
*Professor York, Chairman
Associate Professor Clement
Assistant Professor Batt
The work of this department provides the student with a scien
tist's understanding and knowledge of chemistry. Even in the ele
mentary courses it is intended that students who do not plan to
study chemistry beyond this level will, nevertheless, know an appre
ciable body of factual information and also be aware of the nature
of chemistry as one of the sciences and liberal arts. More advanced
courses prepare majors for graduate work in chemistry or chemical
engineering, or for commercial laboratory work, as well as provide,
through the major program, that degree of chemical education
necessary for professional fields such as medicine, dentistry, business,
etc. The department is approved by the American Chemical Society.
Major (Certified by ACS) : Chemistry 11, 12, 21, 22, 31-32, 33-34,
65, 66, two half-unit credits selected from Chemistry 51, 63, and 71,
and at least one-half unit from 100, 200, 300, or 400. In addition the
candidate should present Physics 11-12, Mathematics 25-26 and Ger
man 1-2 or its equivalent. The minimum requirement for the majoi
in (hemistry (without certification) must include Chemistry 11,12,21,
22, 31-32, 33-34, 65, 66, as well as one unit credit of physics and
athernatics 11-12. Exceptions to these requirement may be granted,
•n unusual cases, on petition to the Department of Chemistry.
for the chemistry major who plans to attend medical school
or a professional school other than one in chemistry, the department
Su?gest a suitable program to meet the necessary prerequisites
ln ac^'hon to those described above.
"'

W,NCIPIIS OF CHEMISTRY.
% uni*
Introduction to the fundamental principles of chemistry followed
y a more detailed study of atomic structure and the nature of
® chemical bond. These principles are used to investigate the prop°rt,cs of the elements, their compounds, and the reactions they
U? ,ei?°' ^ c'ass hours, 42 clock hours of laboratory. Those students
** inadequate secondary school preparation in chemistry will be
required to meet for one extra hour per week during the first

semester.

No prerequisite.
0n

"Mat'cal leave, 1968-69
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12.

PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY.

yh

A continuation of the studies started in Chemistry 5. 42 class
hours, 42 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 11 or placement.
21.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.

%

unit

A study of the principles of quantitative analysis. The course is
based on the titrimetric, gravimetric, and simple instrumental an
alysis of common inorganic materials with accompanying laboratory
work. 28 class hours, 84 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12 or placement.
22.

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

%

UBi'

Advanced principles and techniques for the analysis of both
inorganic and organic compounds, including experiments involving
multi-component systems. Spectrophotometry, electrometric, and
other instrumental methods. 42 class hours, 84 clock hours of
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 21, and 33-34.
31-32.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

1-1% v"1*1

A study of the physical and chemical properties of organic com
pounds based on the fundamental concepts of molecular structure
and reaction mechanism. The laboratory work involves studies o
reaction parameters, techniques of separation and identification of
organic compounds. 84 class hours, 168 clock hours of laboratan f°r
< hemistry majors. 84 class hours, 84 clock hours laboratory for nonmajors.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12 or placement.
33-34.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.

* """

This course covers the properties of the states of matter, thcrmoc cmistry, chemical thermodynamics, properties of solutions, homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibrium, kinetics, electrochemistry,
colloids, and quantum theory. 84 class hours.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12, physics, calculus (or concurrent).
,' )rar course starts the second semester and ends the following
mid-year.
Students other than chemistry majors may register for
13 for one-fourth unit credit.
31.

ADVANCED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.

laboratory^

t<>PiCS

physical

Prerequisite: Chemistry 34.

Chcmistn

* """
chemistry-

42

class h°Url'

"°
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63.

ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

'A «"»'•

This course includes a study of selected elements and their
compounds in light of the more recent theoretical advances in the
interpretation of bonding, in reactivity of inorganic compounds,
and in structural chemistry. 42 class hours, no laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 33-34 (Chem. 34 may be taken con
currently.)
65.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY.

'/*

ONI'

A laboratory course designed to demonstrate the principles and
techniques of physical chemistry. Extensive data analysis and repoits
required.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 21 and 33.
66.

ADVANCED LABORATORY.

^ """

An intensive study of selected inorganic and organic systems
emphasizing research orientation. Physical Chemical and Analytica
Chemical techniques and methods are used in the investigation of
the reactions, and in separation and identification of the materia s
prepared.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65 and Chemistry 31-32 (or concur
rent).
'1.

ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

% U"H

Selected topics in organic chemistry. 42 class hours, no laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31-32 and Chemistry 33-34.
INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CHEMISTRY.

100

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
For chemistry majors in their upperclass years.
Credit to be determined at time of registration but not to be less
n one-fourth unit credit nor more than one-half unit credit
each semester.
100

*•

SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOCHEMISTRY.

^

Prerequisite: Chemistry 31-32 and 33.
^2 Class hours, no laboratory.
100

100

(

^M'NAR IN CHEMISTRY.
rerequisite: Consent of the Department.
JUN|ot

HONORS COURSE.

rerequisite: Consent of the department.

Credit to be determined at time of registration.

^

UN,T
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400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

Prerequisite: Consent of the department.
Credit to be determined at time of registration.
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

Professor McCulloh, Chairman
Mr. Bennett
1 he courses of this department are chiefly intended to introduce
the student to the languages, literatures, and civilizations of Greece
and Rome. Courses in Greek and Latin are offered for all degrees
of attainment; Hebrew, Sanskrit, and Modern Greek may also be
studied. In addition to the intrinsic, values of their literatures, Classi
cal Greek affords an excellent foundation for study of the Greek New
Testament and Patristics, Ancient Philosophy, and Modern Greek,
Latin is essential for any thorough study of Patristics, Medieval History, and the Romance Languages. Acquaintance with the Classics
should also deepen the student's understanding of English literature
and the English language. Indeed, almost any study of the Western
intellect and imagination looks repeatedly toward Greece and Rome,
and docs so to the greatest advantage through the lucid windows of
the original languages.
Minimum requirements for major:
1) Language. Either four credits in one language and one credit
in the other, or three credits in one language and two credits
in the other. (Note: Latin 1-2 does not provide credit toward
the major.)
2) One credit in Ancient History.
3) Comprehensive examination in three parts: Greek Authors,
Latin Authors, and Ancient History.
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION

T hise courses do not require a knowledge of Greek or Latin
11-11.

ANCIENT HISTORY.

*

A study of the ancient world, from prehistory to the fourth
s*century A.D. The course emphasizes ties between the Near
reece, and Italy. Reading of ancient authors in translation, an
consi eration of archeological evidence are stressed.
13-14.

GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH.

]

I he major phases in ancient Greek literature are examinedrom
omer to the Greco-Roman period. Readings include
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Iliad and the Odyssey, lyric poetry, selected tragedies (with a study
of tragic theory) and comedies, and portions of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Plato. Some consideration is given to the influence of
Greek literature on subsequent Western literature.
100.

SPECIAL STUDIES ft

to

1

unit

Various topics in the field of classics which are not provided for
mother courses, e.g., archaeology, classical linguistics, Sanskrit, Greek
and Roman religion, Latin Literature in Translation.
100.

ADVANCED STUDIES IN ANCIENT HISTORY. ft

unit «och

Greek History.
1 he Hellenistic Age.
1 he Roman Republic.
Ihe Roman Empire.

"•H. ELEMENTARY GREEK.

' ""'L

A short dialog by Plato is read at the end of the year.
No prerequisite.
"•H. INTERMEDIATE GREEK.

'

UNIT

Homer. Simple lyric poetry. Herodotus. A drama by Sophocles,
nripides, or Menander.
31 •LL

GREEK LITERARY GENRES.
' UN"
1 he readings are designed to suggest some of the diversity of
e and outlook within Greek literature. E.g., Pindar and other
p.nr |P0ets; Aeschylus' Agamemnon, Aristophanes, Thucydides,
_ ato s Symposium, Theocritus, Daphnis and Chloe. Samplings of
yzantine and Modern Greek may be included. The course may
repeated.
,°°'

T^

WD

an tL,

FADING IN GREEK AUTHORS.

%

be taken either to supplement the work of
reaV Cf course *n the department or to pursue a special course of
('"g not otherwise provided for, including some Modern Greek.
U Course

may

300

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.
%
' U""
"dependent study for junior candidates for honors in Greek.

400

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.
V4 K> '
"dependent study in Greek for senior candidates for honors.
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Latin 1-2 and 21-22 are open to all freshmen. Students arc
assigned to the proper course by interviews and a placement test.
Qualified freshmen are also admitted to advanced courses with the
permission of the instructor.
1-2.

ELEMENTARY LATIN.

1

Forms, syntax, and vocabulary; simple prose and verse; composi
tion. By the end of the year the student should be able to read
narrative prose with understanding.
21-22.

INTERMEDIATE LATIN.

1

This course is intended for students who can read average Latin
prose. The second semester affords an introduction to Latin poetry
through selections from Catullus, Ovid, Propertius, and T ibullus.
31-32.

VERGIL AND PETRONIUS.

' »n"

I wo comprehensive and sharply opposed literary encounters
with the complex, ambivalent experience of the early Empire, for
their differing purposes, the authors effect an intricate and sophisti(atcd transformation of such genres as pastoral, didactic, and epic
poetry, romance, the novella, and Menippean satire.
33-34.

PHILOSOPHY: CICERO AND LUCRETIUS.

' ,'ni,

Cicero presents in the main the Platonic view. Lucretius argues
for F.picurus's creed in epic verse.
35-36.

HORACE, PLINY, AND JUVENAL.

'

un"

I hesc authors afford an insight into the private lives and attitudes
of Romans in the Empire. The course involves consideration of thf
types of Roman satire and the features of Horace's lyric achievement
in his Odes.
100.

RAPID READING IN LATIN AUTHORS.

*

1 his course may be taken either to supplement the work of
another course in the department or to pursue a special course of
reading not otherwise provided for.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

% 1© '

Independent study in Latin for junior candidates for
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

Independent study in Latin for senior candidates

Honors

% K> 1
for Honors

DRAMA
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DRAMA
Professor Michael, Chairman
Assistant Professor Patterson
Mr. Parr
Some of man's most revealing statements about himself have
been made in his dramatic writing, his plays, and some of his most
significant activity has been theatrical. A play is to be understood
in relation to the theater for which it was written. The enterprise of
the theater, past and present, is the concern of the Department.
The courses listed below can contribute variety and breadth to
the course of study of any student, or they can serve as cognates for
students majoring in a variety of disciplines, or they can form the
heart of a curriculum for students majoring in drama.
The Guided Elective: The Department recommends Drama
11-12—Introduction to the Theater.
The major in Drama is designed for any student with an interest
in the subject, and its pursuit should not be thought of as preprofessional, although the student who graduates with this concen
tration will be well prepared to pursue a graduate degree in t le
subject. 1 he major is normally open to students whose performance
in Drama 11-12 has been good. Of the eight units in the program,
no more than six (including Drama 11-12 and Drama 200) shall
in this department, and no less than two in related subjects, t
i* possible for a student to design his program in such a way as to
^trcss the theatrical or the dramatic aspects of the subject, anc in
lb cases to give his study an historical basis.
, ^ student who wishes to pursue a course leading to the egree
w>th Honors in Drama will normally engage in independent rcsearc
an /or creative activity during the junior and senior years.
is 1S
ln addition to the requirements for the major in drama.
J

VOICE AND DICTION.

h study of the voice as an instrument for communication.
is
Provides an introduction to the theory of voice control, an
Practice with a variety of literary materials.
N°t a guided elective.

C0Un?

4-

READING.

"""

A study of the principles, vocal and literary, in\olved in the
ln erpretation of works of literature. Continuing practice using
ections of increasing difficulty.
Mot a guided elective.
Prerequisite: Drama 3, or the consent of the instructor.
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11-12.

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER.

1

A study of the theory and practice of the theater as an art form.
The course will give special emphasis to direct experience of
theater, some important works in its history, the idea of theater as
medium, and the work of several important theater artists.
Lecture and discussion, reading and problems, exercises and
demonstrations.
Recommended Guided Elective. Required first
Majors in Drama.
13-14.

course for all

HISTORY OF THE THEATER.

'

UBi'

An historical study of the theatrical institution from its origin
to the present time. The physical theater structure, the plays and
the production elements of acting, directing and design will be
emphasized.
Lecture and discussion, readings, projects and reports.
Prerequisite: Sophomore Standing.
31-22.

ELEMENTS OF THEATER ART.

'

ufl"

A close examination of the arts of the theater, particularly
acting, directing, and design.
Reading, discussion problems and practice will increase the
student s understanding of the theatrical experience and develop
his skill in the theater arts.
Prerequisite: Drama 11-12.
31-32.

THE PLAY: PLAYWRITING AND DRAMATIC THEORY.

'

un''

A study of the play as an artistic and literary form. 1 he course
emphasizes the theory and technique of the major forms of dramatic
writing considered in relation to representative plays and to tie
theaters for which they were written. The problems of the play
wright are examined in the light of some important works o
dramatic criticism, and brought into focus by the practice ot
playwnting.
Prerequisite: Consent of the Instructor.
Vi un" ,0C,,
A study, in terms of the theater, of selected plays of a period
o notable dramatic achievement, or the work of an important
p aywnght. Emphasis on the theatrical qualities of the pla>* an
their staging by means of problems and exercises.
51-36.

THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS.

51.

THE OREEK AND ROMAN THEATER.

52.

THE ELIZABETHAN THEATER.

ECONOMICS

53.

THE THEATER OF

54.

THE THEATER OF THE 19th CENTURY.

55.

THE THEATER OF THE EARLY 20th CENTURY.

56.

THE CONTEMPORARY THEATER.
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THE 1 7»h and 18th CENTURIES.

Sophomore Standing.
>00.

INDEPENDENT STUDY.

'/, to I unit

Projects will normally be of two kinds: scholarly research
culminating in a long paper, or creative activity leading to a major
piece of work in one of the arts of the theater.
Permission of the Department.
100.

SENIOR SEMINAR.

1 unit

This course, substantially historical in plan, provides the
•icvanced student with an opportunity to make a synthesis of
1

eater history, the arts of the theater and dramatic literature.
Independent research projects and the presentation of papers.
For Drama Majors.

300

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

1 unit

Independent study for junior candidates for honors, under the
irection of the honors supervisor.
00

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

1

Independent study for senior candidates for honors, under the
,rect,0n °f the honors supervisor.

ECONOMICS
Professor Brehm, Chairman
Professor Titus
*Associate Professor Batchelder
Assistant Professor Gensemer
Assistant Professor Renning
• t u d e n t s t ^ l e ^ePartincnt of Economics: (1) to familiarize
OTfaaj-- ^ the origins, character, and operation of our economic
PtQciU
'necon'

an^ ot^ier economic organizations of the past and
to investigate with students special fields and problems

trpnds </m'CS
orces,

view to obtaining an understanding of economic
and principles, and their relation to the solution of
a

°n l'avt °f "hence, 1968-1969.
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such problems; and (3) to develop in students the habit of
approaching all industrial and economic activity from a social
rather than a private or individual point of view.
The courses that form the major program are designed to
furnish a foundation for graduate study in economics, business
administrauon, law, journalism, politics, government administration
and foreign service. A major in Economics can also be of value to
students who plan to go directly into business, journalism, politics
or government service after graduation.
1 he Major Program. Successful completion of Economics 11*
12, with a grade of, at least, C, is a prerequisite to becoming a
major. Three to five additional units within the Department are
required, including Economics 21, 23, 35, and 400. Cognate subjec ts
are chosen with the help of the student's advisor, so as to provide
an integrated major with a particular emphasis. For example, com
binations of courses from various departments can be arranged to
emphasize international problems, industrial relations, quantitative
economics, etc. Majors are also responsible for an understanding of
the books on the departmental Independent Reading List.
11-12.

INTRODUCTION T O E C O N O M I C S .

1

"""

A study of the operation of modern economic society. Includes
an introductory analysis of production, exchange, prices, distribution
and national income.
Required of students who major in Economics.
21.

MICROECONOMIC THEORY.

"""

An intensive and advanced study of economic analysis used m
the study of consumer behavior, production, exchange and Pricc
determination, and distribution under various market structures
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12.
23.

M A C R O E C O N O M I C THEORY.

An intensive study of the determinants of the level of nat'on,
income and employment. Theories of inflation and economic
are examined. The theory and functioning of government sta i12*
tion policies are studied and evaluated.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12.
35.

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH

METHODS.

The application of statistical methods to economic phenom,
.
emphasis is upon the use of probability theory and s*atl.
inference involving confidence intervals and tests of hyp°l
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including simple and multiple regression. Index numbers are also
considered.
Prerequisite: Math 1-2 (may be taken concurrently).
41. DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT. ft

«•*'»
History of the development of economic thought as exemplified

by the writings of the great economists, Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Marx,
Marshall, Veblen, Keynes, Schumpeter.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
ECONOMICS O F UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES. ft
«">•'
An examination of the circumstances surrounding, and of the
obstacles to, economic growth, with emphasis upon present condi
tions in poor countries and particularly upon the current problems
there of over-population, inadequate capital accumulation, and
42.

insufficient technological progress.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or 12 concurrently or consent of
the instructor.
41. MONEY AND BANKING. FT

UN"

A study of the American monetary and financial system and
'ts relation to prices, national income, and economic welfare,
functions of financial institutions; the Federal Reserve System and
monetary management.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
LABOR U N I O N S A N D THE E C O N O M Y .

'A

wn"

A study of the development, structure, government, and policies
. 'a^r organizations; major issues in union-management relations;
impact of unions on the economy; problems of public policy.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
4S-

GOVERNMENT AND LABOR.

%

UNH

A study of the effects, primarily economic, of legislation designed
enefit labor groups, and regulate employer-employee relations;
Wa^e an(l hours law; legal minimum wages; unemployment com
pensation; Labor Management Relations Act; Railway Labor
Act; etc.

,0

Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF BUSINESS.

%

UNIF

study of the extent, techniques and effects of monopolistic
ess practices and concentration of economic power; anti-trust
Ration and other approaches to social control.
•^requisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
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PUBLIC FINANCE. ft

unit

A study of the proper role of government in the economy and
an analysis of the basic principles of government expenditure and
taxation. Current expenditure and tax policies of national, state,
and local governments are examined and evaluated.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
48.

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.

% «">'»

A study of alternative ways of organizing economic activity.
Modern capitalism, the Soviet economy and other socialist systems
will be analyzed with regard to their institutional structure as well
as the principles governing resource allocation and income dis
tribution. The relationship between private and public economic
decision making will be examined, with emphasis on the techniques
and the extent of economic planning in the different systems.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 or consent of the instructor.
49.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS.

%

uni'

A study of the nature, bases, and effects of international
economic relations; comparative advantage and gains from trade,
balance of international payments; tariffs, exchange controls, and
other policies.
55.

INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMETRICS.

%

The construction and testing of econometric models. Specia
emphasis is given to the analysis of time scries and to the anal\s>s
of supply and demand.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12 and 37, or consent of the
instructor.
211.212.

SOPHOMORE HONORS SEMINAR.

'A •• '

Prerequisite: Sophomore standing and consent of instructor.
300.

INDEPENDENT STUDY.

%

,0

%

For students who are not candidates for Honors but who wish
to do advanced work in regular courses or to study subjects not
included in course offerings.
311-312.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. ft

lo 1

For juniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics.
1 rerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the instructor
«00.

SENIOR SEMINAR.

'A

An intensive study of several aspects of a selected central topic
equired of Pass students majoring in Economics.
Prerequisite: Senior Major in Economics or consent of instruct

ENGLISH

411-412.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.
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»/,

to

,

uni,

for seniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and consent of the instructor.

ENGLISH
Professor Roclofs, Acting Chairman
Professor Crump
Professor Cruttwell
* Professor Daniel, Chairman
fAssistant Professor Ring
Assistant Professor Church
Assistant Professor Donovan
Mr. Heath
Mr. Klein
Mr. Mott
Courses in the Department of English are designed both for
i lose who wish to cultivate literary understanding as part of their
1 ra| education and for those who contemplate professional careers
for |Cra!^ •cholarship. The major in English not only prepares
°r t e literary and scholarly professions but also forms an excellent
°Un at'°n for careers in the church or the law, in business, in
!'»actical politics—and, indeed, for the conduct of private life.
goals of the Department are to encourage the enjoyment,
U ^rstanding, and appreciation of literature, to enlarge the stuJ'
(
abil^S knmV!cd*e
English language, and to improve his
' • to write. Courses in literature, arranged according to major
cr't' 0Ijs' Periods, and genres, introduce the student to a variety of
ica methods. Students majoring in other departments frecn > take courses in English as electives or cognates.
in if

e9l"va'ent's prerequisite for all other courses
°r
hut the instructor of an advanced course may make an
C on to this rule if the student is specially qualified. A student
H'h ^'
•n his f°°TS ^n^''sh as a guided elective normally takes English 1-2
iman ^Car" ^ sophomore expecting to major in English
noriT n
for adt ^ ta^es English 11-12, particularly if he intends to apply
(,n'ttancc to the Honors Program. The major normally consists

On sabbatical leave, 1968-1969.
fave

°f

a b stnce,

1968-1969.
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of six units of English courses numbered 11-12 or higher and two
units of cognate courses, which the student chooses in consultation
with his adviser. By college rule, an honors student may take his
free clectives in courses that count toward the major. Major students
arc strongly advised to continue their studies of foreign languages
at least to the level of courses numbered 11-12, or the equivalent.
English 9-10 is also strongly recommended.
English majors who take English 7, 8, 9-10, and 51-52 count
them as elcctivcs.
I-2.

LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE.

1 «"'•

(-lose study of the major literary kinds, or genres, by means of
distinguished examples both native and translated. The development
of the language is included. Frequent papers, mainly concerned with
the literary works discussed, are required and are thoroughly
analyzed in class and in conferences. The work in composition
inc ludes training in techniques of documentation.
7.

ADVANCED WRITING: PROSE FICTION.

'

unil

Extensive practice in imaginative writing. Techniques of the
short stoiy and the novel arc studied in the work of contemporary
American and European writers. Some attention is given to journal
ism. I he student is encouraged to set ambitious goals for his writing,
and his work is appraised both by his fellow-students, in class, and
b\ the instructor in individual conferences.
Open to any student seriously engaged in writing, as determined
by the instructor.
I.

ADVANCED WRITING: POETRY.

Vi

uBi'

English 8 parallels English 7 but emphasizes imaginative poetry
and verse technique. An important part of the course is close study
of the work of contemporary poets in the United States, Britain,
and (in translation) France, Italy, Germany, Spain, and Greece.
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.
9-10.

LINGUISTICS AND THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

1

Survey of basic theories and methods of current linguistics,
cspecia y as they apply to the English language and its develop
ment. , aterials will be chosen from ancient and modern foreign
languages, and from English and American literature.
II-12.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

'

p ,tUA
kinds, and major figures
and texts of
English literature from the Old English to the modern period.
a ^phomore course; recommended for prospective major*
.
in English.
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13-24.

CHAUCER

ANO MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE.

I <"»'•

Study of the styles, kinds, and themes of latc-medicval English
literature. A reading of The Canterbury Tales, Trnilus and Criseyde,
and selected lesser works of Chaucer, with attention to the Middle
English language, as well as works by some of Chaucer's contem
poraries and successors
2J-26.

SHAKESPEARE.

UN"

1

Close study of the major works of Shakespeare, with emphasis
on his development as a dramatist. Additional readings in the plays
of his predecessors and such contemporary dramatists as Marlowe,
Jonson, and Webster.
31-32.

SPENSER AND MILTON.

1

UNFL

A study of the Renaissance Poet, the "new poetry, and the
tradition of Humanism and related ideas from The Shepheardes
Calender to the second edition of Paradise Lost. The minor poetry
and The Faerie Queene of Spenser; the minor poetry, selected prose,
Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes of Milton
are read.
"•36.
>6.

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

' """

Critical study of works by Swift, Pope, Johnson, Boswell, and
•ther major figures of the age, with readings that include biogra. ty, criticism, drama, poetry, history, and philosophy.
37-3«.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

VMN"

Critical study of the Romantic Movement and its ramifications
•n later poetry, prose fiction,
and non-fiction. Major writers from
Make through Yeats will be considered in lectures and discussions.
4,-«2.

MODERN AMERICAN FICTION.

'

A survey of American fiction
from the end of the nineteent i
' (>ntury to the present day. The novels studied are treated bot \ as
u°rks of literature and as examples of American cultural history.

Prerequisite: English 45-46.
44-

POETRY OF OUR AGE.

.

%

"""

Study of modern poetry, beginning with its roots in Pre"
aphaclitism, Symbolism, Hopkins, and Hardy. The work of eats,
tevens, and Thomas is emphasized. Attention is given to contem
P°rary criticism.
45'46

AMERICAN LITERATURE.

. .

' "?"

Close critical study of some major writers and traditions in
American literature. The first part of the course concentrates on
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the writers of the mid-nineteenth century; the second introduces
writers from Whitman to the present day.
4».

THI NOVEL.

'A

A study of major novels written in English, from Moll t landers
to the works of British and American writers of the present. The
approach is predominantly critical, but the historical development
of the novel and its relation to society are also considered.
49-50.

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

«

The poetry of Donne, Herbert, Marvell, and Dryden, and the
prose of Anglican and Puritan. English cultural and literary revo
lutions, from Metaphysical to Augustan ways of thought, are
considered, as well as the interrelationships of literature, politics,
and science.
51-52.

READINGS IN MODERN LITERATURE

' """

Readings in modern American, English, and European litera
ture concerning the position of man in a world of changing social,
moral, and religious values. The course is conducted by discussion.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
*7-98.

LITERATURE IN CONTEXT.

1

"""

I he literature of a specific period studied within the artistic,
philosophical, and social context of its age. Conducted by the
lec ture-tutorial method, the course is primarily for senior majors
not reading for honors, but other students who arc well prepared
may be admitted with the consent of the Department.
100.

SPECIAL TOPICS IN LITERATURE.

200.

DIRECTED READING.

'
'A

,0 1

The student reads independently in a chosen subject, un^er'|^
supervision of a member of the Department. Normally English 20(1
is restricted to seniors who are unable to pursue a needed fie'd 0
study in a regular course.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR.

1 wn"

Seminar for junior candidates for Honors. Independent inves
tigation of literary problems leading toward selection of a subject
for the Honors essay.
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

' """

Special studies and research in preparation for the Honors essay,
composition of the essay under supervision o f a member of t i c
Department. Enrollment by semesters.

FRENCH
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FRENCH
Professor Harvey, Chairman
Associate Professor Goodhand
Assistant Professor Seymour
The objectives of the French Department are, of course, much
the same as those of the Departments of the Classical Languages,
English, German, and Spanish. We also have affinities with the
other Departments in Humanities, as well as with most of the
Departments in the Arts and in the Social Sciences. The study
of literature is at the heart of our component in a liberal arts
education, and our primary aim is the enjoyment and critical
analysis of enduring works of literature.
Although we are proud that many of our majors go on to
graduate schools or to study abroad in order to prepare themselves
to teach in schools and colleges, our emphasis is not narrowly
professional. Students who are contemplating careers in business,
•n industry, in the professions, such as law and medicine, should
not regard a French major as impractical for them.
The Department is pleased to advise prospective majors who
to spend their Junior year in France. Plans should be made as
as possible.

wish

Majors take French 11-12 or 13-14 or 33, 34 and four more
(ourses in French literature. Cognate courses are selected from the
Departments of Art, Classical Languages and Literatures, Drama,
nglish, German, History, Philosophy, Religion, and Spanish.
The Department does not at this time offer a course whose
primary purpose is to serve as a guided elective; all of the couises
u fill
requirement of a guided elective, "Foreign Languages
a»d Literatures." It is the hope of the Department that increasing
numbers of students will select courses numbered 11-12 and above
or
intrinsic interest to them and to satisfy the guided elec tiv t
requirement. The Department wishes to stress that French 1- ,
Expository French, is offered as a service to students who need a
reading knowledge in order to work in their major fields at Ken)on
an< in graduate school. It is not designed for students who have
la( prior study of French.
EXPOSITORY FRENCH.

1 UNI'

Recommended for students who wish to gain a reading knowlc Sc of the language. In the second semester students will wor
11 frrnch texts in their major field of study. A terminal coursi.
f°urses numbered 11-12 or higher arc not ordinarily open to students
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who complete French 1-2. Two contact hours, with a third hour
held in reserve for consultation with the instructor.
3, 4, 5.

INTENSIVE FRENCH.

or 2 unit»

Recommended for students who wish to concentrate or take
advaix ed courses in French. Divisible into two sequences. Students
will be enrolled in the appropriate sequence on the basis of prior
instruction in French and placement scores. Those who have had
no French previously or who need an intensive review of grammar
and development of audio-lingual skills take the sequence 3-4-5
over three semesters for two units of credit. (French 3 and 4 meet
four times a week; French 5, three times a week.) Students who
qualify may take only the sequence 4-5 over two semesters for one
and one-half units of credit. In French 4-5 increasing emphasis is
placed on reading speed, comprehension and analysis of literan
texts. Students should not take French 3 unless they intend to
complete French 4-5 the following year.
11-12.

FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

1 unil

Primary stress is placed upon critical analysis of repi esentatn <
texts of the seventeenth century. Conducted in English.
13-14.

ADVANCED ORAL AND WRITTEN FRENCH.
TOPIC! LITERARY STYLES OF THE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES.

'

u"

'

Excerpts from works of the 19th and 20th centuries are analysed
intensively. Primary stress is placed upon development of
student s ability to write about literary material.
16.

STUDIES IN FRENCH LITERATURE.

%

"""

Recommended as a continuation of French 5 on an advanced
level. I opics are announced annually. Possible areas of stu ) •
dramatists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; selected wnt
ings of one outstanding literary figure.
33.

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE.

^

Anthologies covering several centuries form the core of t11
< ourse, conducted in French, and designed to follow French 3, •
J4.

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE.

%

"""

Anthologies covering several centuries form the core of '11
i ourse, conducted in French, and designed to follow French 3, • 1
41-42.

THE READING OF FRENCH POETRY.

A study of poems from the sixteenth century to the
with emphasis on the nineteenth century.

'
present
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FRENCH
4J-44.

TRENCH LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

1 umH

The first semester surveys the Enlightenment with primary
emphasis on Voltaire, Rousseau, and Diderot. The second semester
deals with representative novels and plays. With consent of the
instructor either semester may be taken as a half unit course.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
JM2.

CONTEMPORARY

FRENCH LITERATURE.

1 unil

A close examination of the major works of the twentieth century
with particular stress placed upon Proust, Gide, Malraux, Sartre,
•uid Camus. The second semester touches upon selected writings of
exponents of the "nouveau roman," such as Butor, Robbe-Grillet,
and Sarraute.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
71 -72.

THE NOVEL FROM MME. DE LA FAYETTE TO ZOLA.

1 unit

^

I he development of the novel from the seventeenth century to
( late nineteenth century. A close examination of representative
p0r s by Mme. de La Fayette, Prevost, Laclos, Bernardin de Sainti
^onstant» Stendhal, Balzac, Flaubert, Huysmans, and Zola,
wu > attention given to social and historical background.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
75

MEDIEVAL FRENCH LITERATURE.
^requisite: Consent of the instructor.

7 ' 7 ';

>

MB "

F " NC H

1
LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCE.
a
evv
writ
^
representative 16th century French
C? ant^ thinkers, with introductory comments on the preaissance and ending with consideration of the French baroque.
ntCn,'VC

stu^y

,0 °THU" CS ' N FRENCH MATURE.
%
adva l.lf)Ulse 's designed to meet the needs of small groups of
nce
,tudents in French. Class-room discussion is in French,
ferequisite: Consent of the instructor.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

dirtcti
400

'

MB"

e^e"^ent study

for junior candidates for honors under the
°n of the honors supervisor.

• J l NlOR HONORS COURSE.
C^ent

study

1

"""

dirertir^
for senior candidates for honors under the
*t,0n of the honors supervisor.
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GERMAN
Assistant Professor Hecht, Chairman
Professor Haywood
Mr. Dittrich
The Department offers instruction in both the language and
the literature of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. The prere
quisite for all courses in literature is a good reading knowledge of
German.
I he major program comprises five
courses beyond the inter
mediate level, including 11-12 and 13-14. At the beginning of the
senior year students majoring in German will be given a compre
hensive examination testing both their linguistic skills and their
knowledge of German literature. Honors candidates may take moie
than five units of credit and they are urged to do so, particularly if
they arc contemplating graduate study. A thesis is required of all
honors candidates.
Students majoring in German are urged to attend a summer
school either in Germany or the United States preferably between
their sophomore and junior years.
I-1.

EXPOSITORY GERMAN.

1 uB"

Elementary reading course for students desiring a limited knowl
edge of German for research purposes. No active language ski s
taught. No prerequisite. Not open to German majors. Meets three
times a week.
3. 4. 5.

INTENSIVE GERMAN.

2 uBi"

cou|^

A three semester accelerated elementary and intermediate
for students desiring proficiency in German. All language ski»
taught. Qualified students may enter the course at the 4 or 5 'ev c s
German 3 meets five times a week (y4 unit), German 4 meets four
times a week (y+ unit), German 5 meets three times a week A
unit).
II-11.

GERMAN LITERATURE SINCE 1890.

1

""'J

1he course will initially survey the political, intellectual, an
literary tendencies of the period. The second part of the course will
<onsider the literature of German Expressionism, and examine t>
works °f major writers like Rilke, Kafka and Brccht, who del)
n entification with any of the prevailing literary movements, J
"ally contemporary writers of proSe, drama and lyric poetry, inc u£
my, nsch, Weiss, Boll, Diirrenmatt, Grass, and Johnson, wi
studied. Prerequisite: German 5.

75

GERMAN
11-14.

INTENSIVE CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION.

uni

The course presupposes an intermediate knowledge of German.
It attempts to develop systematically oral facility in German and
offers instruction in comjiosition. It is particularly recommend©
for students who wish to acquire an active command of t e an"
guage. Students who intend to apply for grants to study in
rmany, Austria or Switzerland are urged to take this couise. re
requisite: German 3, 4 or comparable background.
16-17.

CONTEMPORARY GERMAN LITERATURE.

'

um'

Two semester courses offering selected readings of authois w 10
have gained literary prominence in East- and West-Germany, us
tria and Switzerland since 1945. 16 and 17 maybe taken incepenc
cntly of each other. Prerequisite: German 5 or compara e
background.
1M1.

GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION.

1

un''

This course is designed to acquaint students who have no now
edge of German with major German writers and the c laiactei
of modem German culture. Among the authors to be read from
time to time are Goethe, Holderlin, Grillparzer, Buchner, Hebbei,
Hauptmann, Mann, Kafka, Brecht. The course is not open to
students who have satisfied the language requirement in German.
J,-M.

GERMAN LITERATURE SINCE 1470.

1

The first part of the course will cover the periods o
enai
^tce, Reformation, Baroque, and Enlightenment through repre
sentative works. In the second part selected works of
oe e,
Schiller and the Romantic poets will be read and discusse w
•eference to the background of the age in which, as one ng is^
historian put it, "all modern ideas were conceived in Germany,
•he third part of the course will examine the trend towards ream11
Presentation in the literature of the nineteenth century, togetne
with discussion of developments in Germany's political andI intel*ctual Ufe. Authors to be read include Heine, Buchner, Storm,
Keller, Meyer.
41'

°0*TME S FAUST AND THE FAUST LEGEND.

erma
egen

Detailed interpretation of this major masterpiece o
'terature, together with an examination of the Faust
treatments of the Faust theme by other authors.
«

N

0OETHE.

%

"""

^ close examination of Goethe's writings with reference to t e
orks of his contemporaries and the background of
is

76
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THOMAS MANN. ft

unit

Detailed examination of some half dozen novels by one of
Germany's foremost modern writers. Since all the works to be read
are available in adequate translation, the course may be taken for
credit, with permission of the instructor, by students who have no
knowledge of German.
71.

MEDIEVAL GERMAN LITERATURE. ft

Reading in the original Middle High German of the epic and
lyric poetry of this first Golden Age of German literature.
100.

SPECIAL TOPICS. ft

This course will undertake the study of a particular work, a
major author, or the literature of a period not covered in regular
courses. The course is designed primarily for majors in German and
may not be taken by others unless the permission of the instructor
has been obtained.
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

1

Independent study for senior candidates for honors under the
direction of the honors supervisor.

HISTORY
Professor Baker, Chairman
Professor McGowan
*Profcssor Warner
Assistant Professor Browning
Assistant Professor Carignan
Assistant Professor Evans
Assistant Professor Schoenhals
1 he courses in History aim primarily to foster an enjoyment
of history, but they attempt to make the student's interest in the
past a discriminating one by encouraging: (1) a detached an
judicious attitude toward sources of historical information, (2) a
sympathetic understanding of past times according to the standarc s
of those times, and (3) an evaluation of historic institutions and
movements in the light of present problems.
,
In addition to having cultural value, such an historical appr°af 1
to the solution of modern problems is of particular usefulness to
those intending to take up such professions as the ministry, teaching,
the law, journalism, politics, or the foreign service.
•ON \abbatical leave, 1968-69.

HISTORY
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The Major Program is designed to provide each major with:
(1) a basic knowledge of the major historical forces and trends
in Western history; (2) special study of one or more of the major
historical epochs or areas; (3) the opportunity to coordinate histor
ical studies with work in cognate fields.

Admission to the major program requires a grade of "CI" or
better in History 11-12 or 23-24 (or a 3 or better in the Advanced
Placement Examination in European or American History.)
Courses Required of all majors: Within the Department: five
to six courses, including History 11-12, 23-24, 43-44, 45-46, and
one unit of work in the special subject courses listed under History
100. Outside the Department: two to three unit courses of his choice
selected in consultation with his adviser to make a coherent program
in related areas. The allied fields may be Economics, Political Sci
ence, Literature, Philosophy, Religion, or Art History. I he total units
required in the major and related fields are eight. Honors candidates
enroll in both History 300 A-R and History 400.
"•11.

EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1750.

1

A study of European and American political, economic, and
institutions and thought from 1750 to the present. Majoi
emphasis is given to the great revolutions in America, h ran< e, and
Russia, the scientific revolution, industrial revolution, expansion
Europe, and the restructuring of European states. I he It«tUI <
and the reading also stress the origin and development of sut i
ideologies as democratic liberalism, conservatism, romanticism,
nationalism, imperialism, and totalitarianism. The collateral reac srH'ial

'"g includes interpretive studies and novels.
No prerequisite.
ANCIENT HISTORY.

'

See Classical Civilization 11-12.
No prerequisite.
"•

AMERICAN COLONIAL HISTORY.

'/i wo.t

A study of the early explorations and discoveries, tlu ouiui u
and growth of the English colonics in North America, mercantilism,
•ntercolonial rivalries, society and thought in Colonial America,
,he

Pre-Rcvolutionary crisis, and the winning of independence.

JJ.7*

•

T... .
UNITED STATES SINCE 1783.

I

THE

A study of American politics, society, and thoug it rom
"'"ding of the American nation to the present.

1C

01

.
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reflect the most recent historical interpretations and the weekly
discussions emphasize the problem approach to such events as the
forming of the Constitution, the Civil War, the Great Depression,
and the peace making after the major wars.
23.

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT.

% unit

A survey of the historical development of American political
ideas from the Colonial period to the present day. In the earlier
period attention will be paid to the writings of Paine, Adams, Ham
ilton, Jefferson, Madison, and Calhoun; in the later period, the
Social Darwinists, the Progressives and other writers of the late nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries will be studied, together with
trends such as liberal reform and conservatism.
Prerequisite: Junior standing or with consent of the instructor.
29-30.

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

1 »»•'

See Political Science 61-62.
Prerequisite: Political Science 1-2, or History 23-24, or major
in Economics.
31-32.

ENGLISH HISTORY.

1 ««»

An analytic survey of English history from its origins. The course
seeks to be comprehensive, but prime attention will be given to two
undainental themes: the achievement of political stability, and the
shaping of English society and character.
No prerequisite.
33-34.

GERMAN HISTORY FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE PRESENT.

1 «"»'•

An interpretive survey of German history, stressing crucial and
formative developments from the Protestant Revolt to postwar
partition and reconstruction. Attention will be given not only to
t e course of intellectual and political phenomena leading to
ational Socialism but also to alternative possibilities in German
istory, such as Liberalism and Federalism. A reading ability m
•»erman will be helpful but is not mandatory.
Picrcquisite: History 11-12 or consent of the Instructor.
35-36.

RUSSIAN HISTORY.

1 ««'•

An analysis of the political, economic, social, and religious
eve opment of Russia from its origins to the present.
requisite: History 11-12 or consent of the Instructor.
43-44.

EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

»

A study of the emergence and evolution of Western European
civilization from the fourth to the fourteenth century.

Prerequisite: History 11-12.
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4S-46.

EUROPE IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD.

1

UN"

A study of the political, religious, economic, and cultural devel
opments in Europe from the beginning of the fourteenth to the
end of the eighteenth century. The emphasis will not be on the
history of a single nation, but on ideas and institutions fundamental
to the definition of European civilization and its relation to the
modern world.
Prerequisite: History 11-12.
47.61.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL THEORY.

' •N*1*

See Political Science 33-34.
Prerequisite: Political Science 11-12, or consent of the instructor.
»0.

LATIN-AMERICAN HISTORY.

"""

This course treats the ancient civilizations in the Western Hem
isphere, the colonial systems of Spain and Portugal, the Wars or
Independence, the subsequent history of Latin-American states an
their relations with each other and with foreign power* It analyzes
present conditions, problems, and the trends in the individua states.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
,0°

SPECIAL SUBJECT COURSES.

^

MN''

Prerequisite: History Major or consent of instructor.
I opics in Medieval European History.
Empire and Papacy in the Middle Ages.
Topics in Renaissance History.
The History of Historical Thought Since the 16th Century.
Institutional and Ideological Development of the Nation S
since 1450.
Tudor and Stuart England, 1485-1715.
The Old Regime in Europe, 1660-1789.
Prance Since 1815.
The French Revolution and Napoleon.
Great Britain since 1830.
Germany Since 1848.

Topics in the British Empire and Commonwealth.
Evolution of Alliance System and Causes of World
Soviet Russia.
M War
Eastern Europe (excluding Russia) Since First Wor
a.
Western Europe Since World War I.
The Two Germanics, 1945 to the Present.
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The American Revolution and the Constitution.
Topics in American Diplomatic History.
The American Civil War and Reconstruction.
The Role of the City in American History.
I he Progressive Movement in the United States, 1900-1920.

nited States in the Twentieth Century.
300A.

that

JUNIOR HONORS SEMINAR.

% UNI,

s^

1C ^rowt^ anc^ change of an idea or institution
'"J
.e ahv;ays present in western society. The primary
1C
or inctif
* lnvest'Sation will be to determine whether the idea
and nla ^ ,0" revca's constant characteristics despite changes in time
and place. The topic for 1968-1969 will be "Utopian Thought."

Instructor"'8'*6

-vr

Jun'or

candidates or consent of the

honors sem,nar-

the present*0^

*

^'stor'ca' thought from the sixteenth century to

InstructorJun'or
400TIL**'0* H0N0"S

their time

honors

honors candidates or consent of the

SEMINAR.

^°r

,

UNI|

^onors

enrolled in this course will devote
e research and writing of their honors thesis.

MATHEMATICS
Professor Finkbciner, Acting Chairman
rofessor Lindstrom, Chairman
Associate Professor Fesq
Associate Professor McLeod
Associate Professor Stoddard
Assistant Professor Slack
objectives: (l v™**'03 curr'culum is planned to achieve the following
revealing the r ?t^re?ent mathematics as an art as well as a science,
an^ aesthetic values of mathematical ideas
and processes*
t0
ena
literature with
A
^e
student to read concise scientifi*
<
rstan
his thoughts in 1!" !
^"18» (3) to train the student to express
reason with riiror^^A
®ua8c» b°th orally and in writing, and to
student with thr*
^onomy of thought; (4) to familiarize die
C m*thematical theories and methods which are
•Q l,
°» "»* of

absencei I968 69
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MATHEMATICS

fundamental in the study of science and social science; (5) to pre
pare the student for graduate work in mathematics.
There are three mathematics courses open to students who have
had no previous college course in this subject: Mathematics 1,2;
3-4; and 11-12. An entering student who plans to enroll in any
mathematics course must take a placement test to determine the
degree of his preparation. Students interested in physical science or
mathematics normally elect Mathematics 11-12. Biologists, psychol
ogists, or social scientists often enter 11-12; 11, 2; or 1,2.
Advanced Placement candidates and others who give clear
evidence of strong mathematical promise and preparation may be
permitted to elect a special four year honors curriculum in mathe
matics, beginning with Mathematics ll-12Sand either Mathematics
H-12 or 25.
The Department will approve any program of cognate study
which is sensibly related to the interests of the student; mathematics
majors often choose philosophy, chemistry, physics, or economics,
but religion, music, literature, and biology have been preferred b\
some.
A major in mathematics normally will include courses 11-12,
25, 26, 27, 28, 61-62 and two additional units as approved by the
Department. An honors major normally will include courses H-12,
11-12 S, 25, 26, 28, 65-66, 300, 400, and at least one additional
unit as approved by the Department.

ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS.

^

Primarily intended for students interested in social scier
biology, or psychology this course develops mathematical concepts
needed for applications to behavioral sciences: introductory ca cu us
and

analytic geometry.

•

*• ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS.

...

V. unit

,

Basic knowledge of calculus is used to study pro a 11y,
binomial and normal distributions, sampling theory, con
intervals, and other statistical concepts.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 1 or the equivalent.

MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS.

.

FI

Because the ability to reason precisely is valuable in every
°f endeavor, this course is offered primarily for t c ino
student who is more interested in the methods of mathem

,,
^
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in its specific technique. Topics chosen to stimulate rigorous thought
and to convey the spirit of the subject may include logic, set theory,
number systems, geometry, and topology.
11-12.

CALCULUS.

t unit

This course offers a unified introduction to single variable
Calculus. Functions and limits are studied intensively as a foun
dation for understanding the derivative and integral and their sig
nificant applications. The study includes algebraic, trigonometric,
exponential and logarithmic functions, infinite series, and simple
differential equations. Mathematics 11-12 is prerequisite to all
advanced courses in mathematics.
11-12S.

FOUNDATIONS

OF

CALCULUS.

V4

l'n"

Offered for students who show unusual promise in mathematics,
this course substantially supplements the content of Mathematics
11-12. Topics include the real number system, introductory set
theory, and basic concepts of analysis and topology.
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. Mathematics 11*12,
concurrently.
25.

ELEMENTS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA.

%

wni'

1 he methods of abstract algebra are introduced through a study
of Euclidean spaces, systems of linear equations, matrices, determi
nants, vectors, scalar and vector products, dual space, quadratic
forms, and applications to algebra and geometry.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12 or permission of the Depart
ment.
26.

MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS.

% """

An introduction to the study of functions of several variables.
1 opics include limits, continuity, differentiability, multiple integrals.
Taylor scries and applications.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 25.
27.

ELEMENTS OF ABSTRACT ALGEBRA.

*

An introduction to basic abstract algebraic structures. I opics
include elementary number theory, polynomials, and elcmcntan
theory of groups and rings, including the homomorphism theorems
for these structures. Emphasis will be placed on concrete example
of algebraic structures and applications to other fields.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 11-12 or permission of the Depart
inent.
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MATHEMATICS
II.

LINEAR ALGEBRA.

y,

unit

This course deepens the studies begun in Math. 25. Topics
include abstract vector spaces, linear mappings, various canonical
forms for matrices, characteristic values and vectors, diagonalization
theorems, inner product spaces, self-adjoint and normal transfor
mations, and topics in multilinear algebra.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 25.
Jl-32.

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS.

1 unit

A study is made of probability and its applications in the theory
of random variables. Such topics as sampling theory, testing hypo
theses, estimation of parameters and correlation are examined with
attention to their practical use.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 26.
34-

GEOMETRY.

% unit

I his course is an algebraic study of various geometries based
°n the algebra developed in Math. 28. Topics will be chosen from
'he following: affine and projective geometry, the geometry of
quadratic forms, orthogonal and symplectic geometry, and algebraic
geometry.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 28.
6'-M.

ADVANCED CALCULUS.

' unit

1 he study of Calculus is extended to further topics in multi•mensional calculus, differential equations, and integration theory.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 26.
>

65*W.

ABSTRACT ALGEBRA.

> "nil

A detailed study of groups, rings, modules and fields. Topics
",( u
'he homomorphisin theorems for groups and rings, the
\K |W ^leorems for KrouPs, the basic theorem for finitely generated
^ ian groups, Euclidean rings, algebraic field extensions, finite
c s and introductory Galois Theory.

T

t^ ^

rerpquisite:

Mathematics 27, 28, or permission of the Depart-

COMPLEX FUNCTIONS.
w*'h

'

UN"

a
a study of the algebra of complex numbers
" the geometry and topology of the complex plane, this course
xamines elementary functions and their Riemann surfaces, differation and integration theory, infinite series, holomorphic functl0ru>

angularities.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 61-62, or concurrently.
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85-86.

GENERAL TOPOLOGY.

1 unit

This course begins with a study of methods of defining topologi
cal spaces, classes of sets, operators on sets, continuous mappings,
general convergence. Properties of spaces are then considered:
separation, connectedness, countability, compactness. Other topics
may include extension theorems, metric spaces, uniform spaces,
function spaces.
Prerequisite:

Mathematics 61-62, or concurrently.

REAL FUNCTIONS.
1 ««i»
Advanced topics in real analysis are considered within the
context of general topology and functional analysis. Central topics
include measure theory, function spaces, generalized integrals and
derivatives, and connections with other topics in analysis.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 85-86, or concurrently.

•5-96.

100.

SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS.

V« •« '

I he content of this course is adapted to the abilities, needs,
and preferences of upperclass students in mathematics. Possible
subjects include Set Theory and Foundations, Number Theory,
Differential Equations, Applied Mathematics, Numerical Analysis,
Functional Analysis, Abstract Algebra, Differential Geometry.
300.

PROBLEMS IN MATHEMATICS.

No tr#d"

An informal series of discussions on contemporary mathematics,
especially intended to reveal the nature and methods of mathe
matical research, presented by members of the Department and
onors Candidates. Required of all mathematics majors and open
to other students by permission of the Department.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

%

2

A course of variable content adapted to the needs of jun'^
candidates for Honors in Mathematics. Normally this course will
be an introduction to real analysis, elected by Honors Candidates
in lieu of Mathematics 61-62.
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

% »o

2

•",h

A course of variable content adapted to the needs of senior
candidates for Honors in mathematics.
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MUSIC
Professor Schwartz, Chairman
Associate Professor Lendrim
Mr. Taylor
The courses in this department are designed to foster an under
standing of music, past and present, both from the critical and the
creative points of view. In the introductory courses the aim is on
the one hand to make a more discriminating listener out of a mere
music lover, and on the other hand to give a firm grounding in
theory to the potential composer or performer. Advanced courses
go more deeply and specifically into music composition or music
history. In all subjects stress is laid upon presenting music not as
an isolated cultural phenomenon, but as one of several related
forms of artistic expression.
I he Major Program falls into two categories: (1) music history
and musicology; (2) music theory and composition. While there
a no major offered in applied music, competence as an instrumentalist, vocalist or conductor is a requirement for graduation. Such
competence can be acquired through private instruction and/or
through membership in one or more of the choral or instrumental
groups.
Courses required of all music history majors are: 21-22, 25, 26,
31-32, 33-34, 35-36 and 200; courses required of all music theory
majors are: 21-22, 25, 26, 33-34, 35-36, 41-42 and 100.
'• CHORAL LITERATURE.

* """

Ear-training and sight-reading; analysis and performance of
standard works for men's chorus.
5*

elements of music.

1 un"

Study of the fundamentals of music through notation; tonal and
temporal aspects; textural and structural elements; vocal and

mstrumental media.
MUSIC LITERATURE.

' """

Critical listening to significant vocal and instrumental works
r°m main periods; aesthetic evaluation of music as a reflection o
0Ur general culture.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
""'d .

lllMENTA*Y

composition.

1

Principles and techniques of strict style counterpoint and har"tony- Analysis of musical forms; elementary orchestration. Com-
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position of smaller polyphonic and homophonic forms in free style.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
25.

FORM AND ANALYSIS. ft

Study of the evolution of musical morphology; analysis of out
standing scores from all periods.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
26.

ORCHESTRATION

% «•"»

Discussion of the historical development of orchestra instru
ments; demonstration of standard instruments and their functions.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
31-32.

MUSIC HISTORY: ANCIENT, MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC.
1 unit

1 he music of Greece and Rome; Ambrosian and Gregorian
Chant; secular monophony. The beginning of

polyphony; Ars

Antiqua; Ars Nova; the Burgundian school. The Flemish school;
the Italian motet, mass and madrigal; the English madrigal and
anthem; the French chanson. The rise of instrumental music in the
sixteenth century; independent music for lute, organ and harpsi< hord. Concentration upon such composers as Guillaume Dufay,
Josquin des Pres, Palestrina, de Lassus and the early Monteverdi.

Picrequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
33-34.

MUSIC HISTORY: BAROQUE AND CLASSICAL MUSIC.

*

uni'

Baroque opera, oratorio, and cantata; sonata, suite, and concerto
orms by French, English, and Italian masters of the seventeenth
< entury. Ihe flowering

of all instrumental and vocal forms during

t he era of Bach, Handel, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, and Rameau. The sons
of Bach and the Mannheimers; the opera of Gluck and Mozart.
Chamber and symphonic music by Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven.

Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.
35-36.

MUSIC HISTORY: THE NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES.
1 unit

1 he cultivation of old and the evolution of new forms. The
songs and piano pieces of Schubert, Schumann and Brahms; the
pianism of Chopin and Liszt. The symphonies and chamber music
o

( uert and Brahms. New-Roinantic tendencies in Richarc

Wagner. Anton Bruckner and the Russian school. The late romanti
cism of Gustav Mahler and Richard Strauss. The music of Debussy
and his contemporaries. The music of Stravinsky, Bartok, Schoenberg, Hindemith and Prokoficff; the American School.
Prerequisite for non-majors: Music 5-6 or its equivalent.

PHILOSOPHY
41*41.

INTERMEDIATE COMPOSITION.

87

1

unif

Composition of larger polyphonic and homophonic forms in free
style.
Prerequisite: Music 21-22, or its equivalent.
BAROQUE CHAMBER ENSEMBLE.

»l.

No Crodit

Study and performance of solo sonatas, trio sonatas and other
chamber combinations by such composers as Vivaldi, Handel and
Telemann.
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
W.

No Credit

CHAMBER CHOIR.

Study and performance of motets, masses, madrigals and chan
sons suitable for a vocal ensemble of approximately sixteen voices.
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
100.

SEMINAR IN ADVANCED COMPOSITION.

1

Prerequisite: Music 41-42, or its equivalent. Offered on sufficient
demand.
100

SENIOR SEMINAR IN MUSICOLOGY.

1

Independent study in form of individual research projects.

PHILOSOPHY

Professor Kading, Chairman
Associate Professor Banning
Associate Professor McLaren
Mr. Short
While providing a balanced program for majors in the Depart
ment, the course offerings in philosophy have been arranged pri"fn'y with the following aims: (1) to acquaint the general student
*'t certain philosophical classics as part of his liberal culture,
. ^ to impart to him something of the philosophical attitude, an
Introduction to the method of philosophical analysis which will
°f \alue for his general intellectual development, and a disposi10" t0 aPply this attitude, method, and fund of tradition to the
e
scientific, aesthetic, religious, political and social problems
01 our time; and (3) to enable the student to achieve a philo•ophieal approach to his field of major interest, whether this is
Philosophy itself or not.
Philosophy 11-12 is the course most suitable to be taken as a
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guided elective. Under exceptional circumstances, and with the
permission of the department, Philosophy 31-32 or a sequence of
two one-semester courses will be acceptable.
The student ordinarily begins the study of philosophy with
Philosophy 11-12. For those who intend to major in philosophy,
this should be followed as soon as possible by Philosophy 31-32 and
Philosophy 23. In addition to this course, majors are also required
to take Philosophy 101, 102, 103, 104 and one of Philosophy 24,
41, 55 or 100. Honors candidates will also take Philosophy 301,
302, 401, 402. (Philosophy 3 is not suitable for inclusion in the
major program.)
Vi «ni'
1 he logic of language, formal and informal fallacies, practical
reasoning, inductive and deductive arguments. Not for majors.
No prerequisite.

3.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC

11-12.

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY.

1 «N"

The primary aim of this course is to acquaint the student with
the spirit, methods, and problems of philosophy. Major works of
important philosophers, both ancient and modern, will be used to
introduce the student to topics in metaphysics, epistemology, ethics,
and other traditional areas of philosophical concern.
23.

SYMBOLIC LOGIC.

VI

An introduction to the nature and techniques of formal logical
analysis. Intended primarily for philosophy majors and those in
terested in mathematics.
24.

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE.

A study of the methods and purposes of science as these
philosophical problems.

Vi
present

Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12, or Phil. 23, or permission of instructor.
31-32.

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.

'

The first semester will be devoted to selections from ancient
and medieval philosophers, and the second semester to selections
trom modern philosophers.
41,

EXISTENTIALISM.

% «•»

Readings in contemporary Existentialism, from Kierkegaard to
ar re.
n examination of the historical sources of Existentialism
an a critical discussion of its contributions to twentieth century
thought.

Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor.
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<I.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY.

*

.

A study of the development of American philosophy, from its
beginnings until the present. Readings in James, Dewey, Royce,
Whitehead, and Santayana emphasized.
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor.
J4.

ARISTOTLE AND HIS INFLUENCE.

* """

Aimed at acquainting the student with the Aristotelean philoso
phy and its later developments, especially Aquinas.
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor.

is.

PHILOSOPHY OF ART.

.

#

The student will be introduced to philosophical thinking a ut
the arts by way of disputed issues in classical and contemporary art
criticism. S e l e c t i o n s f r o m t h e l i t e r a t u r e o f a e s t h e t i c s , o v e r a u i t e
range.
Prerequisite: Phil. 11-12 or permission of instructor.
'00.

SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHILOSOPHY.

% UNIT

This course will undertake the study of a particular wor ,
major author, or a topic not covered in regular courses.
A) Philosophy of Religion
(B) Scientific Explanation
Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
,#1-

SFMINAI IN THEORY OF VALUE.

*

I HIS AND THE FOLLOWING THREE SEMINARS ARE GIVEN IN A TWO YE
SCQUENCE, A SEMESTER EACH. PREREQUISITE FOR EACH: JUNIOR STAN IN
AND PERMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT.
'0J

500

SEMINAR IN THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE.

*

SEMINAR IN METAPHYSICS.

* """

SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAOE.

^

'^DEPENDENT STUOY.

^

Permission of the Department.
*01-10}
-«•

1 «nll
JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

,

4

• tudies in Rationalism and Empiricism. Open on y °
Candidates in Philosophy.
SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

Readings in Kant, and supervised research. Open
°n°rs Candidates in Philosophy.

URTNNRI
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
Associate Professor Morse, Chairman
Mr. Brannum
Mr. Christman
Mr. Dulske
Mr. McHugh
Mr. Sloan
Mr. White
The Kenyon College physical education program is designed
to encourage all students to engage in healthful physical activities
t at maintain and improve his own health, develop practical athctic s i Is, foster an appreciation toward physical activities that
'ring enjoyment and physical well-being to the student while in
college as well as in future years.
I he department offers a voluntary instructional physical educa/OI?,. ProRram) intramural athletics, intercollegiate athletics, and
facilities for recreational activities.

Voluntary Physical Education
f be S(hool calendar will be divided into four quarters with the
following activities offered:
1st Quarter

Physical Fitness, Beginning Swimming, Canoe
ing, Soccer and Spcedball, Tennis and Golf.
Flag Football
2nd Quarter
Physical Fitness, Advanced Swimming and Water
polo, Bowling, Handball and Badminton, Bas
ketball and Volleyball
1 Quarter - - Physical Fitness, Advanced Physical Fitness.
Bowling, Skiing, Basketball and Badminton, ^ °'"
lcyball and Handball, Gymnastics and Tumbling,
Scuba Diving
4th Quarter — Physical Fitness, Advanced Physical Fitness.
Canoeing, Golf, Tennis, Softball, Life Saving and
Water Safety
Intramural Athletics
student*bc opportunity for participation in sports by every
sored Th COmPrebensive program of intramural sports is sponvolleyball ' baskethal?* °f SP°rtS indudcs tQuch football, badminton,
shooting softball tr. .SW,n?™,n8' P°°l. bridge, table tennis, fou •
' •°ftba,,« tenms, golf, bowling, track and field.

PHYSICS
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Intercollegiate Athletics
The College sponsors varsity teams in football and soccer in the
fall; basketball, indoor track, swimming, and wrestling in the winter;
and baseball, lacrosse, tennis, golf, and track in the spring. Junior
varsity teams may be sponsored in sports where the number of can
didates so warrants. Seasonal medical examination of all candidates
for all s|)orts is compulsory.

PHYSICS
Professor Harrold, Chairman
Professor Miller
Assistant Professor Greenslade
I here arc three introductory courses in the department, all
designed to meet specific and different needs. Physics 1-2 is intended
to meet the requirements of a guided elective for non-science majors,
'hysics .1-4 is intended as a terminal course for science majors who
require a year's work in physics and who seek breadth of coverage
without mathematical complexities. Physics 11-12 is so designed
'hat it may also serve as a one-year course in physics, but a more
hallenging one. The course does not cover all areas and is the first
part of a two-year sequence, to be completed by Physics 21, 24.
hirh will rover all areas in adequate detail necessary for advanced
'tudv. This sequence is primarily designed for physics, chemistry and
mathematics majors.
Students intending to major in physics should realize that the
ahihty for advanced work in mathematics is essential. Such students
*fausc of the prerequisites will find it necessary to choose in the
year Mathematics 11-12 and Physics 11-12, even though later
'*ting these as guided clectives, in order to fulfill the requirements
0 'be major program.
I be normal major includes the following courses beyond Physics
'*12 and Mathematics 11-12: Physics 21, 24, 31-32, 33, 35, 77.
and 93-94; Mathematics 25, 26; and at least one year of chem!*>• Student* intending to proceed to graduate work should take
JV'<s 100, or should read for honors and take Physics 300 and
I hese courses are of variable content and may include seminars
m advanced topics or study of current research literature. Facilities
°r experimental projects are available, but such projects do not
norm*,|y eatry academic credit.
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I-2.

CONCEPTS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

1 unit

This course is not open as a guided elective for science majors.
A knowledge of high school algebra is assumed. Laboratory work is
an essential part of this course; it centers around some of the deci
sive experiments of classical and contemporary physical science. 84
class hours, 56 clock hours of laboratory.
3-4.

COLLEGE PHYSICS.

1 unit

1 his course covers the major areas of current interest in physical
phenomena at a sophisticated level, but without a corequisite mathe
matics course. 84 class hours, 84 clock hours of laboratory.
II-12.

CLASSICAL PHYSICS I, II.

I

1 he fundamental phenomena and theories of physics are cov
ered in four semesters, of which this course comprises the first two.
I his course covers mechanics, electricity and magnetism. I he
sequence is necessary for physics majors and is also recommended
for chemistry and mathematics majors. 84 class hours, 84 clock
hours of laboratory.
Prerequisite or parallel: Mathematics 11-12.
21.

CLASSICAL PHYSICS III.

Vi

A continuation of Physics 11-12 dealing with wave phenomena,
iay optics and wave optics, heat and thermodynamics. 42 class
hours, 42 clock hours of laboratory.
Prerequisites: Physics 11-12, Mathematics 11-12.
24.

QUANTUM PHYSICS.

Vi »"'*

I he concluding portion of the general analytical survey begun
in Physics 11-12. An elementary study of relativity; electrons, pho
tons and their interactions; optical and X-ray spectra; nucleons and
nuc lear energy. 42 class hours, 42 clock hours of laboratory.
Proicquisite: Physics 3-4 or 11-12; Mathematics 11-12.
Note; All advanced courses in physics have as prerequisites
ysics 11-12; 21; and Mathematics 25, 26 unless otherwise noted.
31-32.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

1

uni'

Mathematical formulation of the laws of electromagnctism; elec
tric and magnetic properties of matter; electromagnetic radiation.
1 he first-semester
laboratory is in electronics, and attention will
*S°, C,Siv™ to lh's topic in first-semester
lectures. 84 class hours.
84 clock hours of laboratory.
33.

THERMODYNAMICS.

Thermodynamics, kinetic theory, and statistical physics.

Vi

<",i'
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35.

Yi »"•'

OPTICS.

Propagation of wave trains and wave groups; diffraction and
interference of waves; dispersion and polarization of light by ma
terial media; coherence properties.
77.

THEORETICAL MECHANICS.

•"»*

An analytical course in physical mechanics.
85.

TOPICS IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS.

'A

A course designed to be taken in the first semester of the junior
year in which advanced problems in vector fields, vibration and
wave motion are considered.
86.

INTRODUCTORY QUANTUM MECHANICS.

'A «">"

Mathematical formulation of the postulates of quantum mechan
ics; the Schroedinger method with applications to the linear oscil
lator, hydrogen atom, and molecular rotation and vibration; matrix
methods; simple perturbations.
Prerequisite: Physics 24, 85, Mathematics 21-22.

•a.

SOLID STATE PHYSICS.

%

u,,i,

Properties of crystal lattices; thermal properties of solids; the
free electron theory of metals; Brillouin zone theory; supercon
ductivity.
Prerequisite: Physics 24, 33, Mathematics 21-22.
ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS.

1

Mn''

Relativity; introduction to quantum mechanics; application to
atomic and molecular structure and spectra; nuclear structure and
reactions; radioactivity; cosmic rays; meson theory. Introduction to
current literature of physics. 84 class hours, 112 clock hours of
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Physics 24, Mathematics 21-22.
'00.

TOPICS IN ADVANCED PHYSICS.

'A

fo

^

un"

Special advanced work for students not reading for honors.
*00.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

fo

'

Special topics, adapted to the needs of individual junior honois
Majors.
400

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

'A

fo

1

Un"

Special topics, adapted to the needs of individual senior honors
'"ajors.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
Professor Horwitz, Chairman
Professor McGowan
Associate Professor Goldwin
Assistant Professor Clor
Assistant Professor Eidelberg
Mr. Frame
Mr. Marcus
Mr. Ceaser
Ihe major objectives of the Department arc: (1) to explore the
place and significance of politics in human life and to further the
understanding of political science by analyzing the various forms of
political regimes; (2) to develop the student's capacity for intelli
gent judgment of political controversies and policies, thereby helping
to prepare him for citizenship; and (3) to prepare selected students
for graduate work in political science, law, and related fields.
Students majoring in political science are required to complete
Political Science 11-12, 21-22, 33-34-35, plus one and one-half addi
tional units in political science electives. Political Science 1-2 is rec
ommended as the guided elective. The Department has no specific
language requirements.
1-2.

MODERN POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES.

'

Mn"

A systematic introduction to the dominant political doctrines of
this century. Major emphasis is afforded the theoretical foundations
and goals of liberal democracy, communism, socialism, and national
ism. Readings, lectures, and discussion focus on the classic statements
of these doctrines, as formulated by their founders (e.g., Jefferson,
Lincoln, Marx, Lenin, Renan, Wilson), as well as commentaries
and political novels.
Guided elective
"-12.

THE POLITICAL REGIME OF THE UNITED STATES.

'

A (onsideration of the theory and practice of American govern'in lit and politics. The first semester is devoted to an explanation
« t ie political ideas and objectives of the Founding Fathers, and an
examination of the operation of the Congress, Presidency, Supreme
t-ourt and administrative system. The second semester is concerned
with political parties and interest groups, with controversial basic
issut s o public policy, and with the question of national purpose.
*ui c
21-22.

elective: not open to Freshmen, no prerequisite.

COMPARATIVE POLITICAL REGIMES.

'

An introduction to the study of modern regimes with emphasis
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placed upon the understanding of democratic and totalitarian
regimes. Britain, France, Weimar and Nazi Germany, the U.S.S.R.
and Communist China are considered as examples of such regimes.
Special attention is directed to the origins and development of these
regimes with a view to determining the principles upon which they
arc founded.
AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT.
!A «"•»
A survey of the historical development of American political
ideas from the Colonial period to the present. The writings of Paine,
Adams, Hamilton, Jefferson, Madison, and Calhoun, from the
colonial period and the Social Darwinists, the Progressives and
other writers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
arc studied. Trends such as liberal reform and conservatism are
discussed.
JS.

H. POLITICAL PARTIES.

'A

UNI'

Provides an historical and comparative analysis of political par
ties in the United States. Among the topics considered in this course
are the development of political parties in contemporary, constitu
tional democracies, sectionalism, pressure politics, public opinion,
party organization, and electoral behavior.
34, 33.

CLASSICS OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

1%

A systematic analysis of the classics that have shaped the political
understanding of western man. This thrce-semestcr sequence conr(,ntrates °n the political works of Plato, Aristotle, and St. Thomas
Aquinas (33); Machiavelli, Hobbcs, Locke, and Rousseau (34) ;
a"d Burke, John Stuart Mill, Marx and Dewey (35). Texts are
generally read in their entirety. Although emphasis is placed on
intensive examination of these authors, other important political
philosophers receive some consideration. A major objective of this
sequence is the development of the student's skills in textual analysis,
afr°rdingly reliance on secondary literature is minimal.
Prerequisite: Political Science 11-12, or consent of instructor.
55

MORLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS.

'A

UN,F

An examination of basic issues and forces in world politics.
°pics discussed include: the causes of war, the role of power
clitics, the role of moral principles, the nature and effects of
political ideology, international organization and world government,
r°mniunism and Soviet foreign policy, and American foreign policy
ln the Cold War and in the nuclear age.
Prerequisite: completion of one unit in Political Science or
f°nsent of instructor.
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61-62.

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

1 unit

An examination of the historical development of the American
Constitution, with emphasis on major Supreme Court decisions and
on judicial philosophies and controversies. The first
semester is
devoted primarily to exploration of the fundamental concepts and
basic, principles of the Constitution. The second semester empha
sizes contemporary issues, such as civil rights, due process of law,
church and state, and freedom of speech.

100.

SPECIAL SEMINARS. ft

unit

Special seminars in Political Science are offered every year.
Enrollment is limited, and preference is given to Political Science
Honors candidates who may fulfill a portion of their Junior Honors
requirement by successfully completing 1 unit of work in these sem
inars. Enrollment is open to other students with the permission of
the instructor.

100A.

Seminar in Political Philosophy.

A full semester of study of one of the great works of political
thought. Emphasis is placed on understanding the work as a whole
and seeing the political relevance of its arguments.
1 rerequisite: Political Science 33-34 or consent of the instructor.

100B.

The Behavioral Approach to Political Science

100C

Seminar in State and Local Government.

Prerequisite: Political Science 11-12.

lOOD.

The Philosophy of Statesmanship of the Founders of the America0
Constitution.

This seminar examines the character, purposes and underlying
pililosophy of the political institutions established by our Founding
'^le'r v'e%vs °f government, law, society and human naturr
will be explored through intensive analysis of the Debates of the
Constitutional Convention, The Federalists, and other materialsS|>ecial emphasis is placed on the relation between the political
turns and practical politics of such men as Madison, Hamilton,
Jefferson and Marshall. These considerations will provide a basis
or inquiry into the nature of statesmanship.
Prerequisite: Political Science 11-12 or consent of the instructor.

PSYCHOLOGY
100E.

97

Seminar on Communism, Democracy, and Nationalism in Asia.

This seminar affords primary consideration to the origins and
political development of the Chinese and Japanese regimes, as well
as several Southeast Asian regimes. Emphasis will be directed to the
influence of Western political doctrines on traditional Asian societies,
on the position of Asian leaders in reconstituting their societies, and
on contemporary relationships among Asian regimes.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
100F.

The Supreme Court and Constitutional Democracy—The Problem of
Judicial Activism.

This seminar explores alternative views of the role of the Supreme
Court in the American political regime. It begins with a search for
the legal and political theories which underlie major trends in the
decision of the Warren Court. The controversy over the "activism"
and "libertarianism" of the Warren Court will be examined. The
seminar concludes with consideration of the theory and practice of
judicial decision-making.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
tOOG.

The Public Affairs Conference Center Seminar.

Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
3 <to.

JUNIOR HONORS PROGRAM.

' «n"

Prospective Junior Honors candidates should consult the De
partment Chairman regarding registration in this program.
400

SENIOR HONORS PROGRAM.

1 Mnit

Prospective Senior Honors candidates should consult the De
partment Chairman regarding registration in this program. Content
and format of the seminar varies from year to year, but stresses the
development of independent research projects.
PSYCHOLOGY

Associate Professor Clifford, Chairman
Professor Cummings
Professor Shepard
Assistant Professor Hoffman
Assistant Professor Williams
Psychology, as the scientific study of mental life, is a systematic
approach to the transaction between man and his environment. I he
'"dividual is the focus of attention in this relationship; his develop-
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incnt, his being as it is capable of scientific description, and his fate
as it can be predicted from available knowledge and evidence.
Psychology is taught at Kenyon as a mode of intellectual inquiry.
It is a diverse subject, and one that lends to many interests. Indeed,
while many graduate majors have pursued careers of teaching, re
search, or practice as professional psychologists, others have found
their study of psychology valuable preparation for careers in such
varied fields as medicine, law, education, communications, business,
and religion.
Students begin the study of psychology by taking Psychology
11-12. I his course may be counted as a Guided Elective or as part
of the major. Psychology 21 and 22 are required of majors and
should be taken as carlv as possible.
Ihe 8-unit major consists of from 4 to 6 units in Psychology,
including 21 and 22, and the remaining units in other departments.
I he latter arc frequently in the social and natural sciences, although
other concentrations are possible, too, as they may contribute im|>ortantly to the liberal education of a major in psychology. One
year of mathematics and biology 11-12 are strongly recommended
for all majors.
Highly qualified students will be asked, usually when they declare
their major, to become candidates for honors in Psychology. Candi
dates for the degree with honors are expected to develop special
< apacities for independent scholarship beyond the requirements for
pass majors. A senior thesis is required of all candidates for honors.
11-11.

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY

' """

An introduction to the scientific study of human behavior. I opics
(oveied include the physiological bases of behavior, the learning
picxcss, personality, psychopathology, and psychotherapy, scientific
mt thodology as it is utilized in psychology, mental testing, child
development, social behavior, motivation, sensory and perceptual
pioccsscs, and thinking and problem solving. Laboratory work is
included.
No prerequisite. Acceptable as a Guided Elective.
21.

STATISTICAL METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGY.

K

uni'

1he role of descriptive and inferential methods in the analysis of
experimental data. Emphasis is placed on gaining an understanding
of statistical reasoning. Topics covered include describing samples
of data, basic probability theory, hypothesis testing and estimation
in\o\ing the binomial, normal, t, chi-square, and F distributions,
and correlation and regression techniques.

Prerequisite or concurrently: Psychology 11-12.

PSYCHOLOGY
H.

EXEPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.

99
>/, unit

General methods in experimental psychology and problems in
research design are considered in detail. Research studies employing
more than two groups are conducted in the laboratory and introduce
the student to the fundamentals of analysis of variance. Special
emphasis is given to the problems and data involved in animal,
perceptual-motor, and verbal learning. Laboratory work is an
important part of the course.
Prerequisite: Psychology 21.
31.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.

'/i unit

This course is offered for students who plan to teach in secondary
schools.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12, and consent of the instructor.
33.

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.

Vt unit

Contemporary theory and research on emotional, motivational,
and behavioral aspects of psychological development are emphasized
\uth special attention to primary socialization, affection, indepen
dence, identification, achievement motivation, and aggression. Recent
' °nceptions of the development of language and cognition are also
considered.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
37-

A>NORMAL

PSYCHOLOGY.

%

UN,T

I lie development, dynamics, and social significance of deviant
x'havior, with emphasis on the range and variety of psychopathol°Sy> including delinquency, deficiency and the principal forms of
•nental disorder. In addition, the nature, scope and theoretical im1» Mations of the problem of positive mental health will be discussed
a"d evaluated.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
38

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

M

UN"

I raditional functions and expanding roles of the applied psyogist in clinic, hospital, school and social agency will be extenVe y reviewed. Particular stress will be placed on methods of
j^essrnent, such as diagnostic interviewing, objective, and projective
echniques. Special attention will be given to different theories of

r 0

30
nt

ioi modification, including psychoanalysis, behavior therapy,
various other forms of counseling.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
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PSYCHOLOGY OF MOTIVATION.
Vi
The determination of behavior by maturation, early experience,
deprivation, stimulation, and reward are considered in this course.
I he concepts of instinct, homeostasis, drive, reinforcement, arousal,
and incentive are examined with reference to empirical research
largely from animal behavior. Traditional and contemporary theo
ries of motivation are reviewed and reference is made to the recent
findings in the physiology of drive and reinforcement.

41.

Prerequisite or concurrently: Psychology 11-12.
PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING.
Vi
The historical development of S-R and S-S theories is reviewed.
followed by the more current positions of Mowrer, Estes, Spcnrc.
Miller and Skinner. Experimental findings that are discussed in
detail include: classical and instrumental conditioning, concepts of
reinforcement and punishment, experimental extinction, stimulus
discrimination and generalization, transfer of training, human learn
ing and retention, and learning approaches to education and clinical
psychology.

42.

Prerequisite or concurrently: Psychology 11-12.
43.

PERCEPTION.

% unit

A consideration of the human being as a perceiving organism.
During the first section of the course a presentation of current per(eptual theory is undertaken. Then a variety of the most significant
perceptual phenomena is considered and related to the prevailing
theories, finally the relation of perception to other cognitive proc
esses will be discussed.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
45.

PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT.

%

A study of experimental approaches to language, to conceptual
processes, and to their possible relations. Topics include: recent
concept formation work; studies on learning how to learn; infor
mation processing and production; transformational grammar, it*
rc ation to thought, and its implications for psychological theorizing,
the child's acquisition of language.
47.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

Vt

A course dealing with the physiological and neurological bases
of behavior. An attempt is made to integrate the newer findings of
n< urop ysiology with the patterns of behavior observed by psycholo
gists.
wide range of mental phenomena and their biological bases
is considered: sensation, motivation, attention, and the integrative
processes.
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41.

PERSONALITY THEORY.

,

n

Early psychoanalytic theories are followed by the neo-Freudian
theories, the ego psychologies, and the more contemporary
approaches of learning theory and field theory. Personality assess
ment and experimental research in personality aie then revicwe
Finally, personality development is considered with specia attention
to problems of deviant behavior.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
49.

CULTURE AND PERSONALITY.

n

The nature of society and culture and their effects upon t ie
individual. Among the topics considered are: human groups, socia
stratification; cultures and sub-cultures; basic personality; nationa
character; group stereotypes; the socialization of the in ivi ua
child rearing practices; the nature and function of tie sc. .
course emphasizes the intcrdcpendency of findings of < u tin a an
pology, sociology, and social psychology.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
*0.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.

Topics considered include: (1) Attitudes, their measuicine n ,
theories of attitude organization, and attitude change, ( '
Dynamics, including the measurement of group structure an in
action, group standards and pressures, and the pio uc ivi
groups, and (3) Prejudice and Intergroup Conflict with a co
cration of both individual and societal determinants o prcj
Emphasis is placed on the experimental literature anc me io
•cal considerations.
Prerequisite: Psychology 49 or consent of the insti uc toi.
„

•1.

HISTORY AND SYSTEMS OF PSYCHOLOGY.

'A unit

,

1 he philosophical and cultural evolution o Ps>* °
thought. Empiricism, positivism, and evolutionism arc *
,
|Eey influenced viewpoints of the late 19th century . ^ '
iamcs
'srn °f Wundt and Titchener, the Functionalism o
» ,a,T
Pavlov's Reflexology, and Freud's Psychoanalysis.
"n'uaviorism
W an examination of the major systems of psyc ho ogv. c analvtic
Cresta.lt Psychology, Field Theory, and the neo-Freud la
^Eools.
., .
Prerequisite: junior standing. Not acceptable as a
uicc
Elective.
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100.

INDEPENDENT STUDY. ft

,0 )

gn|,

A laboratory program or seminar for pass students which permits
independent study of topics in psychology of special interest to the
students.

Pierequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE. ft

t0

j

I or junior candidates for honors in Psychology. A course of concentrated study adapted to the interests and needs of the student.
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department.
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE. ft

i0 2 units

. ^ program for senior candidates for honors in Psychology cul
minating in a senior honors thesis. The course will consist cither of
an experimental research investigation or independent study of an
area of psychology of particular relevance to the ix>st-collcgiatc
ptofessional plans of the student.

Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department.

RELIGION
Professor Baly, Chairman
* Professor Hettlinger
Professor Kullmatm
Associate Professor Rogan
Mr. Kim
.,nf|lh® <".Urscs in the Department of Religion offer a basis for
anC^ Cr't'c'z'ng the ideas and literature of the major
faithFS r'U|
C
• ? [ " vy0rI<? anc^ the cultures with which they are associated,
a t< ntion is given to the Judaeo-Christian tradition.
e»ii

,

throughout is related to other fields of study and
ma inn' nCC-' a'K cour^e* are presented so as to be of value to those
tauffht a m Hn^ 8UbjeCt Advanced courses (100 and above) are
discussion SCn"na,s 'n orc'er to encourage independent thought and

exDeriet

srhnnlc onn" 'ncrcas'ng demands for lay teachers in religion in
bv • Ph nCgeS an,d universities, and the Kenyon degree followed
1,1 re igion is a first-class
qualification in this field.
<)n sabbatical leave, 1968-69
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Theological schools advise prospective candidates to take at least
sonic courses in religion at the undergraduate level.

The Major Program
The Major Program is suitable for those interested in proceed
ing to graduate school in religion, law, sociology and other fields, as
well as for those who expect to terminate their formal education at
Kenyon and to enter business, journalism, or similar careers.
Pass Majors are normally required to take three courses —
Religion and Societies (11-12), Introduction to the Old Testament
(13-14), and Introduction to the New Testament (15-16) plus
three other units in the Department, of which at least one must be
a seminar. It is desirable, though not essential, that one of the re
quired courses be taken in the sophomore year.
Honors candidates take six to eight units of credit in the Depart
ment. Each selects a field of concentration consisting of two units of
seminars or directed reading, plus a unit and a half of advanced
honors work under the supervision of a faculty member.
1-2. RELIGION IN THE MODERN WORLD

'

UNIL

An introduction to the academic study of religion. The first
third of the year is devoted to basic religious concepts (sacred and
secular, myth, symbol, ritual, etc.); the second third to a study of
selected major eastern and western religious traditions; and the last
third to some modern religious problems (belief and unbelief, the
Heath of God controversy, religion and politics).
"•U.

RELIGIONS AND SOCIETIES.

1 UNIL

Ihe religious contributions of various cultural strata such as the
hunters, the horticulturalists of Africa, the Americas, Oceania etc.
from pre-historic times. In the second semester the religious phe
nomena of higher civilizations such as Hinduism, Buddhism, and
Confucianism, focusing on the unique contributions each distinctive
r|vilization makes to the history of man's religions.
,J-H.

THE JEWISH HERITAGE: INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

1 UN,F

T he history, literature, and religious thought of Palestine during
the Old I estamcnt period in the light of modern scholarship and
rcsearch. I he first
third of the year will be given to the background
and the historical books; the second third to the Prophets; and the
ast third to the Psalms and post-Exilic literature.
1S-I6.

INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT.

1

""'T

A study of earliest Christianity against the social, political and
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religious background of the first century A.D., and a survey of the
New Testament documents. Special emphases include the descrip
tion of Jesus afforded by the Gospels, the Pauline tradition, the
theology of Hebrews, apocalyptic literature, and the problem of
method in biblical studies.
17-11.

JEWISH THOUGHT FROM TAIMUDIC TIMES TO THE
ENLIGHTENMENT,

,

uni,

A study of patterns in the intellectual and spiritual history of
Judaism viewed as a product of its culture. The materials will cover
t ie 1 ahnudic, Gaonic and Medieval periods. Readings will be re
quired in translated texts of Jewish law, mysticism, philosophy and
|X)ctry.
19-20.

JEWISH THOUGHT SINCE THE ENLIGHTENMENT.

I unit

The Enlightenment: Mendelssohn, Maimon, Kroehmal. The
e oim. Holdheim and Geiger, and its opposition: Steinheim and
b. R. Hirsch. The Problem of Jewish Culture: Achad Ila'am. The
identity of Ethics and Religion: Lazarus, H. Cohen.
Classical and romantic religion: L. Baech. The mystical experiGordon, Rosenzweig. The Encounter with
the Unaccountable: M. Buber. The Evolution of Judaism: M.
Kaplan. I he Theology of catastrophe.
23-24.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT.

I unit

The major themes of Christian thought as represented by such
men as Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Butler, Schlciermacher, Kierkegaard.
Kitsch!, Barth, Reinhold Niebuhr, Tillich, Bultmann, Teilhard de
1 aF i"1' ^n']ot*fferj Harvey Cox, and Altizer. Emphasis will lie
p ac c on t ie inter-action between theology, philosophy and culture
translatio")
27-78.

aMt' reac^n£ w'"

he required in original sources (in

THE MIDDLE EASTERN WORLD.

I u«i»

A study of (hP leligious ideas, cultural patterns, and jxditical
ncepts, o tie Middle East in the light of the underlying environ•.Tjf
both geographical and historical. Special attention
ral
8lven to Islam, considered both as a religion and as a politiem, an to the modern problems of the Islamic Middle East.
'00-103.

I00B.

SPECIAL TOPIC SEMINARS.

Buddhism.

vni,

tinn t|U.'n'n^ a
historical knowledge of the Buddhist traditfvfJ T (°lUS° ,s dcs,8ncd to acquaint the students with the primary
various schools and historical periods. The emphasis is
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placed on the expository reading of the texts with the help of some
secondary sources.
Prerequisite: Religion 11-12.
101 A. The Wisdom Literature.

unit

A study of the Wisdom Literature of the Old 1 estainent. 1 he
practical wisdom of the Proverbs, the problematic quest for the
definite answer in Job, the sceptical piety of Ecclesiastes consideied
in the context of the Wisdom Literature of ancient Egypt and
Babylon.
Prerequisite: Religion 13-14 or Religion 15-16.
I01B.

The Literature of the Apocrypha.

A study of the Wisdom Literature
Apocrypha. The Proverbs of Jesus Sirach;
the Fourth Book of the Maccabees and
Aristcas interpreted in the framework of

'A

um'

of the Old lestament
the Wisdom of Solomon;
the Letter of (Pseudo)
Hellenistic civilization.

Prerequisite: Religion 13-14 or Religion 15-16.
'02A.

The Johanninc Literature.

'

un"

study of the Fourth Gospel, the Epistles of John, and the
Book of Revelation, with special reference to the critical problems
involved, and the relevance for the modern world of the thought
expressed in these various books. The course will be based on the
English text, but students of Greek will be welcome, and given full
opportunity to use the original Greek text.
Prerequisite: Religion 13-14, Religion 15-16, or permission of
'he instructor. Recommended for students of Classics.
A

"BA.

Contemporary Christian Thought.

'

Extensive reading in Protestant and Catholic theology as a basis
l°r analyzing current discussion of the following themes, fait i,
rcason and revelation (including miracles); creation and evolution,
5'n, freedom and responsibility; the person of Christ; immortality
>nd resurrection; God as personal and the problem of evil.
1(bB.

Christianity and History.

A study of the various philosophies of history which have been
current during the past 250 years, e.g. Bossuct, Voltaire, Turgot,
Undorcet, Hegel, Comte, Marx, Bury, Spcngler, Toynbee, Dawson,
** Hutterfield. Discussion will center on the significance of these
j 'inkers for understanding the situation of modern man, and t e ie
on °f their ideas to tile biblical understanding of historical events.
"»

"ttlCTID READING.

"""

KMj

300.

KENYON COLLEGE
JUNIOR HONORS.

uni,

Advanced study under the direction of a member of the faculty
in a selected field of concentration.
400.

SENIOR HONORS.

j.2

Advanced study under the direction of a member of the faculty
in a selected field of concentration.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE
THF. RT. HON. LORD KENYON, B.A., LL.D.
Honorary Chairman
EX OFFICIO
THE RT. REV. JOHN HARRIS BURT, A.B., B.D., D.D.
Bishop of Ohio
Chairman for the Year
THE RT. REV. ROGER WILSON BI.ANCHARD, A.B., B.D., D.D.
Bishop of Southern Ohio
WILLIAM GOFF CAPLES, Ph.B. ('30), J.D., LL.D.
President of Kenyon College

ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES UNDER ARTICLE II
Term Expires
JAMF.S G. BELLOWS , A.B. ('44), L.H.D., Los Angeles
PIERRE B. MCBRIDE , Litt.B. ('18), LL.D., Louisville

196®
1969

I HE RF.V. WILLIAM C. MUNDS , B.D. (B. '28) , D.D.,

Wilmington, Delaware
#

1969

I HE HON. JOHN W. FORD , A.B., M.A., LL.B., LL.D., Litt.D.,

Youngstown

*97®

ROBERT H. LEOG , A.B. ('39), M .S., LL.B., New York
JOHN G. SMALE, B.S., Cincinnati
R. GALE EVANS , B.S. ('26), Cincinnati
TGSOROR FARR, JR ., B.S. ('26), LL.B., LL.D., Cleveland
DAVID W. KENDALL , A.B., LL.B., LL.D., Detroit
KENYON C. BOLTON, B .S., LL.D., Cleveland
VF.RNON B. STOUFFER , B.S., LL.D., Cleveland
R. HENRY NORWF.B , A.B., LL.D., Cleveland
JOHN B. DEMPSEY II, A.B., Cleveland
HUOH C. LAUOHLIN , A.B., LL.B., Toledo
PHILIP R. MATHER , A.B., LL.D., Boston
RICHARD L. THOMAS , A.B. ('53), M.B.A., Chicago
WILLIAM E. CLESS, JR ., Ph.B. ('25), New York
1 HF . RT . REV . JOHN P. CRAINE , A.B. ('32), B.D. (B. 35), D.D.,
Indianapolis
ROBERT J. HOVORKA, B .S. (*25), New York
D. BRUCE MANSFIELD, A.B. ('30), LL.B., J.S.D., Akron

1970

'97^
'97'
197'
1972

'972
'972
1973

'973
1973
1973
1974

1974

J974

ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER ARTICLE II
JACK O. DOKROE ('45), Cleveland
T HE REV. G. RUSSEL HARGATF., A.B. ('31), B.D. (B. 32),

D.D., Elyria

*
I%9

JAMES A. HUGHES , Ph.B. ('31), Chicago
DAVID W. JASPER, JR ., A B. ('38), J.D., Syracuse
R E N BARRY, JR ., A.B. ('42) LL.B., Mount Vernon
EPPA RIXF.Y III, A.B. (*49), Cincinnati

J97^
J9™
9

i

^Numerals indicate Kenyon class year; a prefix of B. indicates Bcxlcy Hall class year)

utctased, January 16, 1968

deceased, August 15, 1967
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EMERITUS TRUSTEES
ERNEST G. DEMPSEY, A.B. ('11), LL.B., LL.D., Cleveland
GF.OROE E. FRAZER, A.B., J.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Chicago

THE RT. REV. HENRY W. HOBSON , A.B., B.D., D.D., S.T.D., LL.D.,
HH.D., Glendale
•WILLIAM F. MAAO, JR ., Litt.D., L.H .D., Youngstown
AUSTIN MCELROY ('09), LL.D., Columbus
RALPH E. MORTON , Ph.B. ('16), LL .B., LL.D., Greenwich, Connecticut
THE RT. REV. BEVERLY D. TUCKER , A.B., M .A. (Oxon.), D.D., S.T.D.,

LL.D., L.H.D., Cleveland
ROBERT A. WEAVER , B.S. ('12), LL.D., D.Sc., Cleveland
SECRETARY OF THE CORPORATION
WILLIAM R. CHADEAYNE, A.B. ('50), LL.B., Columbus

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE CORPORATION
D. GERTRUDE FESLER, Office of the President
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Elected
EXECUTIVE
MR.
MR.
MR.
MR.

CLESS
DOEROE
HOVORKA
KENDALL

MR. MANSFIELI
MATHER
M R MCBRIDF.
MR

MR

SMALR

PRESIDENT CAPLKS, ex officio

1 he Chairman of the Board of Trustees, ex officio
NOMINATING
PRESIDENT CAPLES, ex officio
I HE RT. REV. DR. CRAINE
MR

MR. JASPER
MR. KENDALL

EVANS

Appointed
ACADEMIC
MR. MATHER

MR. BELLOWS

MR

RIXEV

THE REV. DR. HARGATE

MR

STOUFFER

MR. LAUOHLIN

PRESIDENT CAPLES, ex offici
MR. BRUCE HAYWOOD, ex officio

• Deceased, February 29, 1968
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ON BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND FACULTY HOUSING
MR. EVANS
MR. BARRY
MR. MCBRIDE

MR. RICHARD THOMAS
MR. SAMUEL S. LORD, ex officio

ON THE BISHOP CHASE MEDAL
I HE BISHOP OF SOUTHERN OHIO

THE BISHOP OF OHIO

PRESIDENT CAPLES

ON DEGREES

(Joint Trustee-Faculty Committee)
MR. BOLTON
MR. HOVORKA
MR. LAUOHLIN
PROFESSOR MCGOWAN

PROFESSOR SLATE
PROFESSOR TITUS
PRESIDENT CAPLES, ex officio

ON DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS

(Joint Trustee-Alumni Committee)
MR. BELLOWS

MR. RANDOLPH D. BUCF.Y
MR. MCBRIDF.

B'MIOP BLANCHARD
ISHOP BURT
ME RR. REV. DR. GRAINE
• R DOKRGE
M « MATHER

PRESIDENT CAPLES, ex officio
MR. WILLIAM H. THOMAS, JR., ex officio
MR. EDGAR G. DAVIS, ex officio
MR. ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
MR. BILL B. RANNEY

MR, HERBERT J. ULLMANN

FINANCIAL
MR. CLESS
M R . DOF.RGE

MR. MANSFIELD
MR. HOVORKA
MR. RICHARD THOMAS
MR. SAMUEL S. LORD, ex officio

ON STUDENT AFFAIRS
MR. BOLTON
JOHN DF.MP*
M R . HUGHES

THE RT. REV. DR. GRAINE
MR. THOMAS J. EDWARDS, ex officio
THE REV. DONALD L. ROGAN, ex officio
PROFESSOR GENSEMER, ex officio

FACULTY
WILLIAM GOKF CAPLKS, Ph. B. (Kenyon *30), J.D. (Northwestern)
LL.D. (Kenyon '61)

PRESIDENT
BRUCE HAYWOOD, B.A., M.A. (McGill), Ph.D. (Harvard)
PROVOST
Professor of German Language and Literaturr
FEI.BE HERBERT JOHNSON, A.B., M.A. (Olivet), Ph.D. (Chicago)
D.Sc. (Kenyon)
Henry G. Dalton Professor of Physics, Emeritus
STUART RICE MCGOWAN, Ph.B. (Kenyon *28), M.A. (Western Reserve)
Professor of History and Political Science
PAUL MERLIN TITUS, A.B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (Princeton)
Edwin M. Stanton Professor of Economics
JOHN C.ROWE RANSOM, A.B. (Vanderbilt), B.A. (Oxon.), Litt.D. (Kenyon)
( amegie Professor of Poetry, Emeritus
JBAYES MARSHALL NORTON, B S. (Yale), B.Sc. (Oxon.), Ph.D. (Yale)
Bowler Professor of Chemistry
SAMUEL BILLINOS CUMMINOS, JR., A.B. (Amherst), M.A. (Columbia),
Ph.D. (Princeton)
Spencer and Wolfe Professor of Psychology
* JAMES ROLL BROWNE, B.S. (U.S. Naval Academy), M.A. (Cincinnati),
Ph.D. (Chicago)
rc er M. Huntington Professor of Spanish Language and Literature
•HOYT LANDON WARNER, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., ( H a r v a r d )
Henry M. Weaver Memorial Professor of History
JAMES ELDER MICHAEL, A.B. (Amherst), M.F.A. (Yale)
Professor of Speech and Dramatics
1 RANK F,DOAR BAILEY, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Professor of History, Emeritus
PAUL SCHWARTZ, Ph.D. (Vienna)
ip omas in Piano and Composition, Master Diplomas
in Composition and Conducting (Vienna State Academy)
Professor of Music
•On sabbatical leave, 1968-69
tDeceased December 15, 19fiy
XDeceased October 27, 1967
jiDeceased August 8, 1967
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FRANKLIN MILLER, JR., A.B. (Swarthmore), Ph .D. (Chicago)
Professor of Physics
EDWARD HARVEY, A .B., (Bates), M .A. (Middlebury),
M .A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Samuel Mather Professor of French Language and Literature
DANIEL TALIIOT FINKREINER II, A.B., M.A. (Washington and Jefferson),

Ph D. (California Institute of Technology)
Professor of Mathematics
EDWARD CLEMENT HEINTZ, A B. (Brown), A .B.L .S. (Michigan)
LIBRARIAN
JAMES MEREDITH PAPPENHAGEN, B.S. (Mount Union),
M .S., Ph.D (Purdue)
Professor of Chemistry
1 HOMAS JOSEPH EDWARDS , B.S. (Springfield), M.A. (Toledo)
DEAN OP STUDENTS
ALFRED DENIS BALY, B .A. (Liverpool)
Professor of Religion
P'RRRIT HUBBARD ROELOFS , A .B. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)
Mcllvaine Professor of English
TWKNDELI. DON LINDSTROM, A .B., M .S., Ph.D. (Iowa)
Professor of Mathematics
ROBERT LEWIS BAKER , A.B. (Brown), M.A., Ph D. (Princeton)
Professor of History
IRANCIS WAGONER YOW, B.S. (Western Carolina College),
M.S., Ph.D. (Emory)
Professor of Biology
"RICHARD FREDERICK HETTLINOER, B.A., M.A. (Cantab.)
Professor of Religion
EDMUND PAUL HECHT, A.B. (Ohio University), M.A. (Columbia)
Assistant Professor of German
DONALD ELWOOD WHITE , B.S., M.A. (Kent State)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
On sabbatical leave, 1968-69
n l *«ve

of absence, 1968-69
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•ROBERT WOOOHAM DANIEL, A.B. (University of the South), Ph.D. (Yale)

Lee Vaughn Professor of English
WILLIAM EZRA MCCULLOH, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), B.A. (Oxon.),

Ph.D. (Yale)
Professor of Classical Languages
FRANK TORBET LENDRIM, MUS.B., Ed.Mus.B. (Oberlin),

Mus.M., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Associate Professor of Music
Director of Choirs
•OWEN YORK, JR., A.B. (Evansvillc), M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois)

Professor of Chemistry
JOSEPH FRANK SLATE, A.B. (Washington), B.F.A. (Yale)

Associate Professor of Art
CYRUS WAYNE BANNINO, A.B. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)
SECRETARY

Associate Professor of Philosophy
WILLIAM CAMBRIEL BLIOHT, A.B. (Southwest Missouri),

Ph.D. (Washington University)
Associate Professor of Biology
GORDON LEE JOHNSON, B.S. (Ohio University), Ph.D. (Illinois)

Associate Professor of Chemistry
TANTHONY GRAYUM BINO, A.B. (HAVERPORD), B A. (Oxon.),
M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Assistant Professor of English
BASIL PETER SEYMOUR, B.A. (Oxon ), M.A. (Toronto)

Assistant Professor of French
CARL THEODORE BREHM, A.B., M.A. (Drake), Ph.D. (Indiana)

Professor of Economics
PHILIP DAKE CHURCH, A.B., M.A. (Michigan)

Assistant Professor of English
ROBERT DAVID BURNS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan State)

Associate Professor of Biology
JAMES HARVEY HARROLD, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Professor of Physics
•On sabbatical leave, 1968-69
fOn leave of absence, 1968-69
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LELAND THOMAS CLIPFOKD, A.B., M.A. (Michigan State),

Ph.D (Michigan)
Associate Professor of Psychology
ROBERT HARRINOTON GOODHAND , A.B. (Hamilton), M.A., Ph D. (Rice)

Associate Professor of French
•AI.AN BRUCE BATCH ELDER, A .B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)

Associate Professor of Economics
ROBERT MAXWELL FESQ, JR., A.B. (Hamilton), M .S. (Rutgers),

Ph.D. (Oregon)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
THOMAS BOARDMAN GREENSLADE, JR ., A.B. (Amherst), M .S., Ph.D. (Rutgers)

Assistant Professor of Physics
GALBRAITH MILLER CRUMP, A.B. (Hamilton), M.A. (Reading),

D. Phil. (Oxon.)
Professor of English
MAURICE JAMES PATRICK CRUTTWELL, B.A., M.A. (Cantab.)

Professor of English
MICHAEL JAY EVANS , A.B., M.A. (Washington)

Assistant Professor of History
DONALD LYNN ROCAN , A.B. (Morris Harvey),

S.T.B. (General Theological Seminary)
CHAPLAIN

Associate Professor of Religion
ALAN BARTON DONOVAN, A.B. (Williams), Ph.D. (Yale)

Assistant Professor of English
RONALD EUOF.NE MCLAREN , A.B. (Kcnyon '58), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Associate Professor of Philosophy
ROBERT HENRY HORWITZ , A.B. (Amherst), M.A. (Hawaii), Ph.D. (Chicago)

Professor of Political Science
HANS DIETER RF.NNINO , Ph.D. (Freiburg)

Assistant Professor of Economics
HARRY M. CLOR, A.B. (Lawrence), M.A., Ph .D., (Chicago)

Assistant Professor of Political Science
*0n leave of absence, 1968-69
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KAI PKTER SCIIOENHALS, A.B. (Kalamazoo), M.A. (Yale), Ph. D.
(Rochester)
Assistant Professor of History
ROBERT ALLEN GOLDWIN, A.B. (St. John's, Maryland), M.A., Ph.D.
(Chicago)
Associate Professor of Political Science
BRUCE I.EE GRNSEMER, A.B. (Ohio Wcsleyan), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Assistant Professor of Economics
I HOMAS CYRIL JEOLA, B.S. (Michigan State), M.S., Ph.D. (Illinois)
Associate Professor of Biology
DONALD EDOAR

BOYD, B.F.A. (Ohio State), M.A.T. (Harvard), M.F.A.
(Iowa)
Assistant Professor of Art

ROBERT MELVIN MCLEOD, B.S. (Mississippi State), M.A., Ph.D. (Rice)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
(TEOROE HENRY CHRISTMAN, JR., B. S . ( K e n t S t a t e ) ,
M.H. in P.E. (Bowling Green)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
KENNETH LEE TAYLOR, A.B. (Missouri State), M.A. (Central Missouri State)
Instructor of Music
MICHAEL CHARLES ALSTON MOTT
Lecturer in English
DANIEL KADINO, A.B., M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph.D. (Cornell)
Professor of Philosophy
JAMES HARWOOD STODDARD, B.S., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
REED ST. CLAIR BROWNINO, A.B. (Dartmouth), MA., Ph D (Yale)
Assistant Professor of History
ROBERT ERNEST BENNETT, A.B. (Trinity), M.A. (Yale)
Instructor of Classics
WILLIAM RALPH HEATH, A.B. (Hiram), M.A. (Western Reserve)
Instructor of English
ROY DIXON GREEN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Vanderbilt)
Major, United States Air Force
Professor of Aerospace Studies
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JAMES ARIS PATTERSON , A.B. (Florida), M.A. (Michigan)
Assistant Professor of Drama
STEFAN SORRELL WOLFF , A.B. (U .C .L.A.), B.Arch. (Pcnniylvania),

M.A. (New York University)
Assistant Professor of Art
ROWLAND HUGHES SHEPARU , A.B., Ph.D. (Cincinnati)
Professor of Psychology
EDWARD LEE HOFFMAN, A .B., Ph.D. (Illinois)
Assistant Professor of Psychology
PHILIP JOSEPH MORSE, B.S. (Wittenberg), M .Ed. (Xavicr)
Associate Professor of Physical Education
Director of Athletics
WILLIAM VERNER FRAME , B.A., M.A. (Hawaii)
Instructor of Political Science
PHILIP NEAL MARCUS , B.A.. M.A. (Michigan Stat**)
Instructor of Political Science
JON LLOYD WILLIAMS , A.B. (Obcrlin), M.A. (Kent State),

Ph.D. (Michigan)
Assistant Professor of Psychology
1 HOMAS FRANCIS MCHUOH, B.S. (Notre Dame), M .Ed. (Xavier)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
JOHN ALBERT DUI.SKF ., B .S. (Michigan State)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
RICHARD MORGAN HIGBIK , B.S. (Virginia Polytechnic)

Captain, United States Air Force
Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies
JEEOOOK KIM, A.B. (Wagner), M .A. (Chicago)
Instructor of Religion
THOMAS LLOYD SHORT , A.B. (Antioch)
Instructor of Philosophy
E «CEN

KULLMANN, A .B. (Landau, Germany), Ph.D. (Basel, Switzerland)
Professor of Religion
WILLIAM F. KLEIN , A.B. (Butler), M.A. (Chicago)
Lecturer in English
JAMES WALTER CAKIONAN , A.B. (Bates)
Assistant Professor of History
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STEPHEN PETER SLACK, A.B. (Columbia), M.S., Ph.D. (Wisconsin)
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
DANIEL OTTIS PARR II, A.B. (East Texas), M.A. (North Texas)
Instructor of Drama

RUSSELL HOWARD BATT, B.S. (Rochester), Ph.D. (University of California)
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
GERALD EDWIN CLEMENT, A.B. (Minnesota), Ph.D. (Purdue)
Associate Ptofessor of Chemistry
PAUL EIDELBERG, M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)
Assistant Professor of Political Science
JAMES WILBUR CEASER, A.B. (Kenyon '67)
Instructor of Political Science
ROBERT W. BRANNUM, B.S. (Michigan State)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
RICHARD H. SLOAN, A.B. (Monmouth), M.S. (Illinois)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGIATE FACULTY

1968-69
ACADEMIC STANDING
M R . H AYWOOD,

(chairman. Mr. Browning, Dean Edwards, Mr. Kushan,
Mr. Jegla, Mr. McLaren, Mr. Roelofs
ADMISSIONS

Chairman, Mr. Boyd, Mr. Church, Dean Edwards, e x
officio, Mr. Evans, Mr. Haywood, ex officio, Mr. Kushan,
Mr. Seymour, Mr. Tutchings, Mr. White

MR. P A P P E K H A O E N ,

ATHLETICS
Chairman, Mr. Batt, Dean Edwards, Mr. Goodhand,
Mr. Haywood, Mr. Morse, Mr. Pappenhagen, Mr. Schoenhals

M R . HARVF.Y,

Student Representatives: Gregg L. Foster, Robert S. Maclntyre, Jr.
BOOKSHOP
MR. RENNINO,

Chairman, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Klein, Mr. Lord,
Mr. Marcus, Mr. Pitney

CURRICULUM AND HONORS
MR. HAYWOOD,

Chairman, Mr. Baly, Mr. Banning, Mr. Brehm. Mr. Burns,

MR. HRINTZ,

ex officio, Mr. Kushan, Mr. Michael

FACULTY COUNCIL
P RESIDENT C APLRS,

Chairman, Mr. Baker, Mr. Burns, Mr. Clifford,
Mr. Cruttwell, Mr. Finkbeiner, Mr. Harvey, Mr. Haywood, ** officio,
Mr. Michael, Mr. Slate, Mr. Titus
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Chairman, Mr. Haywood, Mr. Hecht, Mr. Kim,
Mr. Schoenhals, Mr. Wolff, Mr. Yow

MR. GOODHAND,

LECTURESHIPS
M R . D O N O V AN,

Chairman, Mr. Baker, Mr. Greenslade, Mr. Patterson,
Mr. Shepard, Mr. Short, Mr. Wolff

Student Representatives: Stephen A. Landsman, Neil S. Hackworth
LIBRARY
MR. SCHWARTZ,

Chairman, Mr. Cruttwell, Mr. Cummings, Mr. Goldwin,
Mr. Heintz, Mr. Kullmann, Mr. McLeod
SCHOLARSHIPS

Chairman, Dean Edwards, Mr. I-esq, Mr. Frame,
Mr. Harrold, Mr. Haywood, ex officio, Mr. Hecht, Mr. Kushan,

M R . R O E L O FS,

Mr. Patterson, Mr. Tutchings
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PRE-LAW STUDENTS
MK. CLOR, Chairman, Mr. Brehm, Mr. Eidelberg, Dean Edwards,

Mr. Haywood, Mr. Kushan
PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS
MR. JOHNSON, Chairman, Mr. Clement, Dean Edwards, Mr. Greenslade,

Mr. Haywood, Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Kushan
PRIZES AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
MR. HAYWOOD, Chairman, Dean Edwards, Mr. Lendrim, Mr. McCullnh,

Mr. Patterson, Mr. Williams
CAMPUS SENATE
MR. GKNSKMKR, Chairman, President Caples, Mr. Clifford, Dean Edwards,

Mr. Evans, Mr. Haywood, Mr. Rogan
Students: Richard A. Baehr, James T. Eastman III, David W. Hosier, Jr.,
Anthony J. IxiBello, Robert S Maelntyre, Jr., John M. Smyth, Jr.
JUDICIAL BOARD
MR. HORWITZ, Chairman, Mr. Kading, Mr. Mott. Students: Daniel M.

Epstein, Robert P. Fine, Karl D. Rut tan, Steven A. Silber
Alt< mates: Mr. McLaren. Mr. Stoddard. Students: Frederick R Frankr, Jr.,
Barry F. Schwartz
PUBLICATIONS
MR

MILLER, Chairman, (WKCO), Mr. Carignan, Mr. Church. (Collegian),

Dean Edwards, tx officio, Mr. Heath, (Hika), Mr. Parr, Mr Rcnning,
(Reveille), Mr. Slack
Students: Thomas R. Callihan, Gerald B. Ellsworth, Robert A. Strong,
Robert C. Borurhowitz, Thomas J. Coakley, Peter W. Dickson,
Paul E. Halpern, Murray L. Horwitz
SPECIAL PROJECTS
MR. ROGAN, (.hairman, Dean Edwards, Mr. Haywood,

Mr. Stoddard, Mr. Taylor
Students: Robert C. Altman, Jr., Richard G. Cinquina,
Watson I^owery, Jr., Gregory P. Spaid
CALENDAR PLANNING
MR. PETER EDWARDS, Chairman, Mr. Donovan, Dean Edwards

Students: Erie B. Herr, David W. Hosier. Jr.
TACULTY-TRUSTEE COMMITTEE ON DEGREES
Mr McGowan, Mr. Slate, Mr. Titus, President Caples, « officio

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF
WILLIAM GOFF CAPLF.S
President
DOROTHY GERTRUDE FESLER (St. Marys, Indiana)
Assistant to the President
Assistant Secretary of the Corporation

WILLIAM HENRY THOMAS, JR., Ph.B. (Kenyon .16)
Vice President for Development

BRUCF. HAYWOOD
Provost

SAMUEL SHERMAN LORD, A.B. (Allegheny)
Vice President for Finance
GF.NF. ALFRED COOPER, B.S. (Bowling Green), M.B.A. ( loledo), C.P.A.
Comptroller
HARRY GF.OROF. ROBERTS
Director of Plant and Operations

JOHN DANA KUSHAN. A.B. (Bradley), M. Ed. (Harvard)
Director of Records and Admissions
PAUL WESLEY TUTCHINOS, A.B. (Kenyon 61)
Assistant Director of Admissions
Director of Scholarships and Student Aid
DAVID MOROAN WHITE, B.S., M. Ed. (Ohio I ni\< I*i<> 1
Assistant Director of Admissions

THOMAS JOSEPH EDWARDS
Dean of Students

DONALD LYNN ROGAN
Chaplain

EDWARD CLEMENT HEINTZ
Librarian
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HELEN CHEADLE, Ph. B. (Marquette), B.L.S. (Wisconsin),
M.A. (Michigan)
Head of Technical Services

I AUL FRANKLIN HILL, A.B. (Kenyon'58), M.L.S. (State University of
New York at Albany)
Reader Services Librarian
OWKN THOMAS MCCLOSKEY, B.S. (Ohio State), M.A. (George
Washington), M.L.S. (Rutgers)
Reference Librarian
MARY PATRICIA FERNEY, A.B. (Mount Saint Mary), M.S.L.S. (Drexel)
Associate Cataloguer
I HOMAS BOARDMAN GREENSLADE, A.B. (Kenyon *31), M A. (Columbia)
Archivist

PETER GILLESPIE EDWARDS, A.B. (Washington University)
Director of Public Relations
HOWARD MICHAEL DAVIS, A.B, (Massachusetts)
Assistant to the Director of Public Relations

I HOMAS LOWE BOOARDI S, JR , A.B. (Kenyon '47), M. D. (Cincinnati)
College Physician
JOHN CARLTON DRAKE, B.S., L.H.D. (Kenyon '24), M.D. (Western Reseive)
Consultant in Fraumatic Surgery
GENE CECELIA PAYNE, R.N. (Mercy Hospital, Philadelphia)
Resident Nurse

KEITH OWEN PITNEY
Manager, College Bookshop

F«ANK MORANO, Technical Sergeant, United Stales Air Force
rrsonnrl Technician, Department of Aerospace Studies
DONALD EDWARD EMHRY, Staff Sergeant, United States Air Force
nistrative I echnician, Department of Aerospace Studies

GKOROE WILLIAM LANNINO, JR., A.B. (Kenyon '52)
Lditor, The Kenyon Re\'icw
J

.1 I INOTON WHITE, JR., A.B. (Kenyon '50), M. A. (Johns Hopkins)
Associate Editor, The Kenyon Review

THE KENYON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The general association of the alumni, known as the Kenyon Alumni
Association, dates in its present form from June 15, 1931, when the exist
ing association was reorganized and a new constitution adopted. Under that
constitution, every graduate of the collegiate department and of the theologi
cal department of the College; every matriculant of the College and of
Bexley Hall, after the graduation of his class; and every holder of an hon
orary degree from the College is automatically a member of the Alumni
Association.
The Alumni Council is the executive body of the Association, its mem
bers being elected — six by the Association from its membership, six by the
Council, and one representing each local association with an additional
representative for each fifty alumni in excess of fifty. The total member•hip of the Council is about sixty. The Council holds its annual meeting
*t Gambier in June of each year and a regular meeting at the College in
the autumn.
For the continuous transaction of alumni business, there is an Executive
Committee of the Council, consisting of the president of the Council ex
officio and nine members elected by the Council for terms of three years.
An important function of the Association and of the Executive Committee
the Council is the nomination by the Executive Committee, and the
election by the Association, of two alumni each year to serve for three yean
esch as Alumni Trustees of the College, thus giving the alumni six repre>entatives on the Board of Trustees. One of these, elected every third year
by the memben of the Bexley Alumni Society is to be the holder of a degree
from Bexley Hall.
In many communities there are local alumni associations. These local
"•ociations carry on their activities with the help and guidance of the
Alumni Secretary and elect local officers yearly.
The Alumni Secretary is in residence in Cambier. He has been elected
by the alumni as Secretary of the Association, the Alumni Council, and the
Executive Committee of the Council. The relations of the alumni to the
wbole institution, the College and Bexley Hall, are his concern. His duties
•nclude keeping the records; organizing and helping maintain local alumni
xwociations; handling all alumni matters at the College and supervising
^0* in the field.
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HONORS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS, 1967 - 1968
PHI BETA KAPPA
Elected in 1967-68
Brian David Abner
William Bulette Barnes
Richard Herbert Bernstein
Michael Snyder Cross
Barry Ira Eisenstein
Mark Symington Geston
James Laurence Gillespie
Gerald Hirsh Goldschmidt
Mark Stanley Greenberg
Earl Raymond Heithaus
Jeffrey James Henderson

Lawrence Douglas Lilien
Eric Edgecombe Lindcr
Ronald Edwin Long
pau| Andrew Lucky
John David Morrison
Sanford Neiman
Carl Frederick Seastrum
Richard Lee Shapiro
Mark Eugene Sullivan
Frank Svec, Jr.
Timothy Joal Wildman
Steven Lewis Willncr

The Robert Bowen Brown, Jr., Prize in Biology, the gift of the late
o rt Bowen Brown of the Class of 1911 and Mrs. Brown, in memory of
t eir son, Robert Bowen Brown, Jr., 1940, is awarded to the graduate who
as one the best original or research work in biology during the current
year. Awarded to
EARL RAYMOND HEITHAUS '68
PAUL ANDREW LUCKY '68
The George B. Ogden Prize, given by Thomas J. Goddard, 1903, in
onor o
is riend, Mr. George B. Ogdcn, is awarded annually to the underR^a uate w o submits in competition the best essay in English prose. Awarded
DANIEL MARK EPSTEIN '70
7 he Robert Frost Poetry Prize, the gift of Mrs. C. Nichols Greene of
. .n*
in 1967

,,awa.

^

^ annually to the author of the poem submitted in com^rSt

'^p R°bcrt Frost Prize Committee. No award

Prop
.^rize lor Poetry, given by friends in memory of James M.
Coll
I 8M °
' '* awar<f<*d to the freshman or sophomore in Kcnyon
best bv th <P<' '>°r,".or trouP of poems, submitted in competition, is judged
octry rize Committee. The prize is a cash award. Awarded to
DANIEL MARK EPSTEIN '70

1968 in h
" ?,T ^ansom Poetry Prize, established by the College in
n ( rowc Ransom, Carnegie Professor of Poetry, Emeritus,
is awarded"!f '»
of n<irm>
u
*un'or or senior in Kcnyon College whose poem or group
m,,,r
mitter Th
'n ro,npetition is judged best by the Poetry Prize Com-

byl ir^dT

Joh" CrOWr Rans","'1 M""J F"m'•

RICHARD DAVID KRUPP '68
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The Kenyon Review Prize for Achievement in Fiction. Established in
1968, an annual award of $50 to the undergraduate who has produced a
single outstanding work in the course of the year or has composed a number
of fictions of substantial literary quality. The judges are editors of the
magazine and the chairman of the Department of English. Awarded to
MARK SYMINGTON GESTON '68
The George Gund Awards, from the income of a fund established by the
late George Gund of Cleveland, arc given annually for the best essays on
topics that illuminate the nature of American life, culture, oi principles of
government. Awarded to
PETER HENRY BRENNAN '69

The George L. Brain Prize in Classics, given by friends in memory of
George L. Brain, class of 1920, a devoted alumnus and trustee of the
College, is awarded to the undergraduate who has done outstanding work
in Classics. Awarded to
MKLVIN HOWARD FIELD '70
7 he Alan G. Goldsmith Memorial Prize in History, given by friends in
memory of Alan G. Goldsmith, class of 1911 and a trustee of the College
from 1947 to 1952, may be awarded to an undergraduate who has accom
plished the most outstanding work in the field of history during the current
year. Awarded to
MICHAEL SETH BALABAN '70
7 he Reginald B. Allen Prize in Mathematics, the gift of Mrs. Allen in
memory of her husband, for many years head of the Department of Mathemay be awarded to any undergraduate who has shown unusual
Promise in this field. Awarded to
ANTHONY JOSEPH LOBELLO '69

The John Chesnut Memorial Prize in Political Science, given by Alexan^cr
Griggs, 1953, in memory of his classmate, John Garrard Chesnut.
I he prize consists of books of permanent value, and is awarded to the under
graduate who has done the most outstanding work in the field of political
•rimer during the current year. Awarded to
MARK STANLEY GREENBERG '68

The Simpson Prize in Religion, the gift of Dr. and Mrs. Hector C. Mcof
of
graduate
Awarded
rectur

Newark, Ohio, in memory of the Reverend Thomas Porter Simpson,
Trinity Episcopal Church, Newark, may be awarded to an under
who has done outstanding work in the department of religion.
to
TIMOTHY JOAL WILDMAN '68

The Henry G. Dalton Fellowship in American Studies, established by a
K|ft of $30,000 by Pickands, Mather and Company in honor of the late
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Ilenry G. Dalton, is awarded annually to a senior who is eligible to do
graduate work in American studies. Awarded to
CARI. FREDERICK SKASTRUM '68

1 he Philip H olcott 7 imberlake Memorial Prize, given by Lambda Chap
ter of Sigma Pi Fraternity in memory of Philip Wolcott Timbcrlake '17,
Mcllvaine Professor of English at Kenyon College and charter member of
Lambda Chapter. This prize is to be awarded annually to an undergraduate
who, as determined by the Chairman of the Department of English in con
sultation with the Department and with the approval of the President of
Lambda Chapter, has written the best essays in the Department. Awarded to
GERALD HIRSH GOLDSCHMIDT '68

The Ryerson Prize in Painting, appropriated from the inrome of the
Rycrson hund, consists of $25 for the purchase of paintings which are
judged best in the annual competition. Awarded to
JOEI. ANTHONY FISHF.R '69

/ he Chemical Rubber Company Freshman Achievement Awards are
given to those students who, based on their professors' opinion, have made
the most outstanding scholastic improvement in beginning chemistry, physics,
or mathematics. Awarded to
Chemistry: KENNETH DAVID ALPERN '71
JOHN STEPHEN KLINEDINST '71
RUSSELL MARSH POTTER '71

Physics:

^'"r
^°^nson Pfi*e in Physics, established in 1967 by the Depart
ment of Physics in honor of Elbe H. Johnson, Henry G. Dalton Professor of
ysics, and in recognition of his many years of devoted service to the College,
is awar ed to an undergraduate who has shown special promise in the field of
physics during the current year. Awarded to
J. KEITH KALINOWSKI '69

1 eachers College Book Prize, given by Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity. An award to a junior in selected liberal arts colleges who displays
aginative and intellectual interest in educational issues. Awarded to
DAVID WILLIAM HOSTER, JR. '69
C'trman

Awarded"

Achievement Prizes awarded by the West German government

rri?r'"'ua,ps w8°

have done excellent work in the department.

DANIEL FRANK GRUM '69
RONALD LEF. SMITH '70

^war^s
°

ZL

CO ^A

are

*wwded annually to undergraduates who in the
have done an unusually commendable piece of

1 e comm,ttee

to0""1

thC requirementJ

DAV!N R W V M O N D " R , T H A U S ' 6 8
DAVID WILLIAM HOSTER, JR. - 6 9

of re«ul"

cou™

-°rk

61 thC

WILLIAM FRANCIS KRUOER '69
TIMOTHY JOAL WILDMAN '68
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The Scholarship Award, given by Major-General Lionel R. Kenyon in
1921, is awarded to the group or division with the highest scholastic aver
age, as that is determined by the Registrar. Awarded in 1967-68 to

SOUTH HANNA
The Freshman Scholarship Cup, given by Major-General Lionel R. Ken
yon in 1924, is awarded annually to the fraternity pledge rlass which has the
highest scholastic average. Awarded in 1967-68 to

SOUTH HANNA
1 he Ash/ord Memorial Award Cup, given by the Iota Chapter of the
Psi Upsilon Fraternity, to be awarded annually in the spring to an under
graduate student of Kenyon College who has made the most notable con
tribution to theater at Kenyon. Awarded to

GERAI.D BERNARD ELLSWORTH '69
I he Paul Newman Trophy, the gift of Paul L. Newman of the Class
°f 1949, is awarded annually in the spring to an undergraduate who has
given the most skillful and successful performance in an acting role during
the year. Awarded to

MICHAEL CHARLES JOHNSTON '68
I he E. Malcolm Anderson Cup, given in 1935 by the late Eugene Mai
foltn Anderson of the Class of 1914, is inscribed at each Commencement
with the name of the undergraduate who, in the opinion of the undergradu
ates and the faculty, has done most for Kenyon during the current year.
Awarded to

DAVID WILLIAM HOSTER, JR. '69
The Inter-Fraternity Singing Cup, given anonymously by an alumnus,
awarded annually to the division whose members win the Inter-Fraternity
Singing Contest. Awarded to

NORTH HANNA
I he Kenyon College Football Sportsmanship Trophy, given by the late
Gilbert T. Hoag in 1939, is awarded annually to the member of the foot
ball squad, not a letter man, who has shown throughout the season
the highest qualities of good sportsmanship. Awarded to

DAVID HAMMOND CARTER *71
The Kenyon College Soccer Sportsmanship Trophy is awarded annually
t0 the member of the soccer squad, not a letter man, who has shown through
out the season the highest qualities of good sportsmanship. Awarded to

SANTE MATTEO '71
JAMES HARRIS PEACE '71
1 he Carl A. Weiant, Jr., Memorial Plaque, presented by Carl A. We,*nt'
in memory of his son Ensign Carl A. Weiant, Jr., 1937, is awarded
annually at the end of the swimming season to the most promising freshman
dimmer. Awarded to
19°5,

DOUGLAS MONROE NEEF '71
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'I he John C. Drake Baseball Trophy, awarded annually to the player who
n chosen by his teammates and the coach as the outstanding member of the
squad. Awarded to
EDMUND ROGERS NOVAK, JR. '70

7/u Robert A. Heaver, Jr., Lacrosse Trophy, given by Robert A. Weaver,
Jr., who started lacrosse at Kenyon, is awarded annually to the player who
las been chosen by his teammates and the coach as the outstanding member
of the squad. Awarded to
ROBERT CHARI.ES GOETZE, JR. '70

7 he Coaches Awards, presented by the Kenyon Klan, are awarded annua y to the men chosen by their teammates and coaches in soccer, football,
as et all, wrestling, tennis, track, and golf as the most valuable players in
those sports. Awarded to
f ootball: GARY GF.NE PKNDKRGRAPH '68
Soccer: EDWARD LINPORTH SMYTH '70
Basketball: JOHN ANGUS DUNLOP '69
JOHN ARTHUR RINKA '70
M rest ling: RICHARD POWELL GRIESER '68

I ennii: JEFFREY AI.VIN GOI.DHF.RO *70
Golf: STEPHEN LAROY BARTLETT '69
7 rack: GRF.OO ECKMAN JOHNSON '69
,i , * ^ e n f ° n 7^/an Cup, awarded annually in the spring to the outstanding
athlete of the year. Awarded to
THOMAS ARTHUR HENSLEY '68
IWLL' [ n t , a , " u r a l V i ttory Trophy, given by Mr. W. C. Stiles in 1953, is
lnir r annua y to the division scoring the most points in intramural athdiviti
^his trophy becomes the permanent possession of the
division which wins it for three year,. Awarded to
EAST WINO

J

Thtf" p4 ' U a r d h a l k , n s t i n e Award, given by the Beta Alpha chapter of
eraduair athi''. " aWarded annually in the spring to the outstanding undernlavs the h.P,C
° ar Wh°" 'n l^e °P'n'°t of the selection committee, disBp

this award. AwaHrd'Iolnr,Uding

leader,h'P and

integrity, exemplified by

JOHN HENRY GRF.LLF.R '68

team is awarH^l ^ Memorial Trophy, presented by the 1959 swimming
and coach as th annual,y to the varsity swimmer chosen by his teammates
coach a, the most valuable member of the squad. Awarded to
LAWRENCE HALE WITNER '69
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T h e S t e p h e n E . B e n n e t t M e m o r i a l A w a r d given by Mr. and Mrs. Edgar -.
Bennett is in memory of their son, Stephen E. Bennett. This award is pre
sented annually to the graduating senior who has consistent y support* c
Kenyon Swimming Team in devotion to training and competition swu
g
Awarded to
DANIEL GORDON HALE, JR. '68
DOUGLAS EDWARD HUTCHINSON 68

ALUMNI AWARDS
T h e H e n r y S e l l e r s G r e g g . 1 8 8 1 . C u p is inscribed at each C o m n ) c n ^ c ' n ^
with the name of the alumnus who has done most for
en>on c urin.
current yrar. Awarded in 1968 to
PIERRE BUSHNELL MCBRIDE 18

T h e P e i r c e C u p (formerly known as the President's Cup), given by f ° r ™"
president William F. Peirce, is awarded each yeai at Commence
dais having the highest percentage of its living alumni
st any time during Commencement weekend. Awarded in
CLASS OF 1923

T h e C l a s s o f ' 2 1 A w a r d , given by the members of the Class of 1921 W the
class whose percentage of donors to The Kenyon Fun is ug cs .
classes which have not celebrated their fiftieth reunion, war c

^

CLASS OF 1921

THE BISHOP CHASE MEDAL
I h e B i s h o p C h a s e M e d a l , established by a gift from Mr. Ge

^
8

1949. i, awarded annually or biennially <o .layman £*£
iguiihed jervice to the Protestant Epiaeopal C. urc .
. „cond,
»de in 1949 to the late William Gwynn Mather ° ' cvc g '
Harvey
1950 to Charles Phelps Taft of Cincinnati; the third, »
w .
Firestone, Jr., of Akron; the fourth, in 1956 to the late Monson R.
Cincinnati ; the fifth, in 1961 ,0 Clifford P. Morehou,e of
•rtt, the ,ixth in 1963 to Eli Lilly of Indianapoh., thetjjrnth m
Wen H. Turner, jr.. of New York, and the enthth in 1968 to
Cleveland.
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
1967-68
SENIOR CLASS
Abncr, Brian D
•Arango, Pedro L
Babcock, James W.
Baker, Robert L
Barnes, William B
Barnthouse, Lawrence W
Battle, Jonathan W

Louisville, Kentucky
.New Preston, Connecticut
Anoka, Minnesota
...Leechburg, Pennsylvania
Wyncote, Pennsylvania
Hamilton
Muncie, Indiana
...Hellam, Pennsylvania
..Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Niles
Glencoe, Illinois
Hubbard
Rockville, Maryland
Mandarin, Florida
Youngstown
Wilton, Connecticut
New York, New York
McLean, Virginia
Cleveland
Elma, New York
Louisville, Kentucky
Detroit, Michigan
Dayton
Paris, Kentucky
Pleasantville, New York
.Canton
Evanston, Illinois
.Clarendon Hills, Illinois
St. Petersburg, Florida
Wayland, Massachusetts
Louisville, Kentucky
Chappaqua, New York
East Aurora, New York
Mansfield
Washington, D.C.
...Woodmere, New York
Wauseon

Brasley, C. Huntington, III ..
Beifeld, Barry H.
Bender, Glenn F.
Bennett, William E.
Berndt, George W
Bernstein, Richard H.
Blackmer, Gregory W.
Bliu, Ronald K.
Bowman. Andrew H
Brown, Michael J
Burkhardt, Barry W
Burns, Merrill O., Jr.
Bussrnan, Peter J
Butt, Walter R., H|
Carman, John E
Chapman, F. Scott M
#Clay, Samuel
Connell, Christopher T.
Crawford, Jack H
...]
Crittenden, Philip L., Ill
Crooks, Robert ...
Cross, Michael S.
Cumming, William N
Currier, Richard J
Davies, Karl M
Dran, Reeve W., Jr.
Edelstein, Howard B
Eib, Nicholas K.
Eisenstein, Barry I
Elliott, David O.
Hndlay, Charles W., I||
I isher, Jeffrey R
Fl'nn. Malcolm A.
Eox, Richard C
France, Joseph

Bronxville, New York
.... Buffalo, New York
Mansfield
Shaker Heights
Nashville, Tennessee
* First Semester
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Frii.-Mikkcl.cn, P
G.inc.. Edward

Bronxvtlle, New York
Bridgeville, Pcnn.ylvan.r,

Gale, Lawrence A
Gaynon. Michael W
Gciton, Mark S
Goon, Philip A
Gillespie, Jame.
Goldichmidl. Gerald
Greenberg, Mark S
Greenfield, Yale
Greller, John
Crieier. Richard
Hackman. Geoffrey J
Haine.. Richard S

Y°rt
New Yorl'
Milwaukee, W„con.in
Hunlingdon Valley, Penniylvani.i
B0"""' Mauachuon.
Cleveland Height.
Milton, Maa.achu.ett>
•'
Coraopoli., Pcnmylvanta
Minneapolis Minnesota
Waahmgton, D.C.
.^.... Columbul
Shaker Height.
Tom. River, New J.mey

Hale, Daniel G.,
Haning, John,on M„ Jr
Hanrel, David

a"°,n
V"*™'

Cl»irm fMh

Ha,kin., John
Hayes, C. Stephen
Hareo, William G„ 111
Heithau., E, Ray
Henderson, Jeffrey J
Henffey, T. Arthur

W'v"''

7 . "7 "w
d
*• Michael., Maryland
Cincinnati
Verona. New Jeney
Snohomish, Waffling on

•Holder, Timothy
Honig, Stephen

„ ZT
Valley Stream, New York

Hunter, David L
Hutchinson, Dougla. E

1 ort

_

Lookout M—

John.ton, Ceorge

s,^ Arabia

Johnston, Michael

.

Jone., P. Jeffery

VT

New Y«», New

v«rlr

Kellehrr Ti.ffrv F

Pound Ridge, New York

Kenrick. Oharles wZZZZZZ.

Pittsburgh

Kobrin, Alan
Keeiakowaki, Arthur
Kri.ten.en, Richard
V
»• .
.m
Kntpp, Richard

„
KT „ lor,.v
Bs"onl"'' J" £
ZTpZv/v.^
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
nttaourg
Cleveland

Zr-irs

Lane Thomas C
Lavmri, Jmeph L., Jr
Learner, Faxon
P»ul

iszzXtiz
Pe°w'»*™

ZZ'-Wirorod, ConnecUcut
At.««.

-

J

New York

pitttburgh, P,„n.ylv.nia
Detroit, Michigan
ZZZsouthfield, Michigan

S!'

^11, Richard L

Moydeld Height.

Lihen I
n
• South Orange. New Jcrwy
UX^T:.!ZZZZZZZZ.
BltximSeld Hi.,., Michigan
•First Semester
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Lockey, James E
Long, Ronald E
Lucky, Paul A
Malley, Richard C
Maurer, Charles D
McKinney, Breece R
Melcher, Daniel H
Merrill, Dean R., Jr
Moffitt, John I
Molden, Parker C
Morrison, John D

Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Denver, Colorado
East Cleveland
Simsbury, Connecticut
Bethesda, Maryland
New Albany, Indiana
Cleveland Heights
Rockville, Maryland
East Aurora, New York
Amityville, New York
Toledo

Nave, Gary L
Neiman, Sanford
Newcomb, Robert R., Jr

Bloomington, Illinois
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Toledo

North, Stanley G
Northup, Jeffrey C
Northway, William M
O'Brien, Michael J
O'Brien, Wayne R
Owrn, John L., Ill
Parmelee, Terrcnce E

Stockbridgr, Massachusetts
Madison, New Jersey
Saginaw, Michigan
Church, Virginia
Mount Vernon
Pawling, New York
Solon

I'edcn, William G
Pendergraph, Gary G

Mount Edgecumbe, Alaska
Mentor

Perilman, Jules B
Peterson, Jon W
Pfciffer, Raymond S
Poole, Ralph H., Ill
Prywcller, Dale S

Wheeling, West Virginia
Yalesville, Connecticut
New York, New York
Geneva, New York
Brnd> Indiana

Reich, Gary R
Reich, Lorand E

Nashville, Tennessee
Loudonville

Reichert, Douglas E
Revo, Stuart W

Hinsdale, Illinois
Kenmore, New York

igali, Paul H., Jr
Rislcr, John C
Scadron, Michael R
Schaffner, Robert T
Schladen, Jon W

Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Williamsville, New York
York, New York
York, New York
Girard

Schmid, James S

ZZZZZZZZZ!'ZWinnetka, Illinois

'''',Z' M,chacl J
Schultz, Stanley M
Scranton, Pierce E., Jr
Warn, Carl F
Seibel, Peter R
I**?1™'
Sinks John D

Tonawanda, New York
Akron
Dayton
™ZZZZZZIZ3^'ii N»
Defiance

'

Bala-Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
McLe.it, Virginia

Raymond J

Parsippany, New Jersey
•First Semester

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Skinner, Paul R
Smith, Fred B
Snyder, David R
Sosis, Mitchcl B
Stickel, Richard W
Stires, Charles R., Jr
•Story, D. Bradford
•Sugros, John T
Sullivan, Mark E
Summers, Lynn S
Sutcliffe, John D
Svec, Frank, Jr
Sykcs, Robert G
Tait, Robert
Tannenbaum, Michael A
Terry, Clifford M
Thayler, Carl
Thomson, James K., Jr
Train, Jack D
Tucker, John R., Jr
Vogelei, George M
Wallace, David B
Wallace, Robert, Jr
Walthausen, John B
Waters, Roger R
Watts, Steven
Wildman, Timothy J
Williams, Jerome F
Willner, Steven L
Wilson, Richard D
Wright, William T., Jr
Wuori, Stephen B
Yost, William J. .1ZLIZZZZ
Yurch, Jerome P
Zeman, David W
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Lynnfield, Massachusetts
Cleveland
Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania
Flushing, New York
Chatham, New Jersey
Syracuse. New York
Essex, Massachusetts
Waterford, Connecticut
Cleveland
Indianapolis, Indiana
Gambier
Cleveland
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania
Lima
Evanston, Illinois
Springfield, New Jersey
Gambier
Setauket, New York
Dundee, Illinois
Norfolk, Virginia
Freeport, Illinois
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Branford, Connecticut
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Louisville, Kentucky
Utica

Shelby
Bridgehampton, New York
Valley Stream, New York
LaGrange, Illinois
Columbus
Ithaca, New York
Bethel Park, Pennsylvania
Lakewood
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania

JUNIOR CLASS
Abraham, Kenneth
Abrams, Andrew
Alexander, Gregory
Allen, Peter W
Althoen, Steven
tAngi, Thomas
Appleton, Hartley A

Dover' Dc,awarr

Cincinnati
Glenmont
Cleveland Heights
Fairborn
Payton
DalV City> Cahforn,a
•First Semester
t Abroad 1967-68
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Arnold, 1'etcr O
Arnold, Walter H
tAtkins, G. Lawrence
Au, Ihomas Y
Baehr, Richard A
Bainton, J. Joseph
Baird, E. Ray, Jr
Baird, Scott R
Baker, Richard, Jr

Charleston, West Virginia
Weston, Massachusetts
Pittsford, New York
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
New York, New York
Siivert New Jersey
York, New York
For„, IUinoii
Toledo

Bald ridge, Kenneth R
Ball, Baxter P., Jr
Bandler, Donald K
Bartlett, Stephen L
Basel, Harold S
Bastian, James H
B.i>l«>, David F

Cliffside Park, New Jersey
Greenwich. Connecticut
Bala-Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
Aurora, New York
Cedarhurst, New York
Ferguson, Missouri
Cooksville, Ontario
Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati

David B

Bell, Jon D
Bell, Roger A
Benjamin. Saul H

Arlcta

Bernabei, David C

Rockville Centre, New York
Brunswick New Jersey
GamWer

Andrrw

Bibel Daniel B.
Biddle, Jame, W
Blank, William E

Heigh{%

Bootes, D. Michael
Brady, James A., Ill

Cincinnati

Braslin, John E., Jr
Brennan Peter H

New Haven, Connecticut
Fanwood, New Jersey

n 'T* r??e,nck H
urdine, Malcolm L
Burmeister, Robert E
Butz, Jeffrey R
Cacec. Thomas

New Canaan, Connecticut
Brookline, Massachusetts
Shaker Height,
Akro„
Ncw York

?\l'
w"Calhoun, w. Cn,^

Can,on

Georgia
Mount Vernon

Calhhan, Thomas R
hfl0rd'
CnH
Collins, Steven J

Berwyn, Pennsylvania

111

Tolcdo

ZZZZIl. Lyndhurst

Connor, Jame, W
Conway Robert G
r7

iCrorkr <1
^*i»
CUT. Pd L r R
Wa

California

Trenton, New Jersey

Cleveland

Waltham, Massachusetts
HrigHis
Mount Arlington, New Jersey

* First Semester
^Second Semester
t Abroad 1967-68

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Dailinger, John E
Day, Paul T
JDeLong, Jonathan P
Denniston, Brackett B., Ill
DePasquale, Eugene E
Dickson, Peter W
Dippolito, Paul R
Ditmars, F. Ronald, Jr
Doyle, David N
Dunlop, John A
Dunn, Michael R
Dunning, William G
Eastman, James T., Ill
Ehrenwerth, Jan
Ellis, John A
Ellsworth, Gerald B
Evans, Stacy A
Falkenstine, Robert J
Failat, John J
Fcdercr, Charles R
tFine, James S., Jr
Finstrom, Larry
Fisher, Joel A
Fisher, Peter E
Franke, Frederick R., Jr
Friday, Albert D., Jr
Fugitt, Robert G

Danbury, Connecticut
Baltimore, Maryland
Narberth, Pennsylvania
Barrington, Illinois
Flushing, New York
Mount Vernon
Weston, Massachusetts
Palos Verdcs Estates, California
Berkeley, California
Coshocton
Dearborn, Michigan
Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Avon
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Medina
Cooperstown, New York
Lowell
Gambier
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Murrysville, Pennsylvania
Bristol, Pennsylvania
Aurora, Illinois
Sa,cm

Grayslake, Illinois
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Marietta, Georgia
Tonawanda, New York

Galganowicz, Henry
Geiger, Ralph
Gelfond, Richard B
Gladstone, Robert M
Glass, Larry D
Coode, Barry P
Grum, Daniel

Chicago, Illinois
Utica

South Orange, New Jersey
Scarborough, New York
Cheltenham, Pennsylvania
Bayside, New York
Seven Hills

Hecox, James S., II
Herpolsheimer, Karl E.
Hersh, Edward G
Hollingcr, Charles H
Horowitz, Daniel S
Hostcr, David W., Jr
Houghtlin, David
tHoxter, Ronald A
tHull, Michael
Irw'n,
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Plainfield, New Jersey
Holland, Michigan
Durham, North Carolina
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Taylor, Texas
Evanston, Illinois
New Rochelle, New York
Chagrin Falls

James B., V

Gatcl Mi,ls

•First Semester
t Second Semester
f Abroad 1967-68
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•Jackson, Albert A
Johnson, Gregg E
Johnston, Douglas S., Jr
Just, Robert R
Kalinowski, J. Keith
Kalmbach, Gregory J
Kelly, Jeffrey G
Kimball, John D
Klophaus, Kent R
Kobelak, William A
Kraushar, Charles M
Kruger, William F

Mount Vernon
Neenah, Wisconsin
Nashville, Tennessee
New York, New York
Chicago, Illinois
Sylvania
Mount Kisco, New York
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Madison, New Jersey
Seven Hills
Kenwood
Buffalo, New York

Landsman, Stephan A
Lantz, Charles J
Lathrop, Peter C
Lawrason, Peter D
Leach, Christopher L
Ledlie, Joseph B., Jr
Lrighton, Robert R., Jr
Lentz, Edgar F., Jr
Leslie, John P
Lewis, Leonard B
tLifson, Thomas B
Ljnck, Frederick D
Lipsctt, Nathan W
LoBello, Anthony J
Lokey, William M
Lorenz, Kurt F
I-owery, Watson, Jr

Hewlett Harbor, New York
Lancaster
Ossining, New York
Haverford, Pennsylvania
Ridgewood, New Jersey
San Francisco, California
Scwicklcy, Pennsylvania
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin
Wheeling, West Virginia
Orlando, Florida
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Margarita, Canal Zone
Paramus, New Jersey
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Atlanta, Georgia
Louis, Missouri
Utica, New York

Maclntyre, Robert S., Jr
MacMath, Terry L
Maggs, John R
Marty, Christopher H
Mason, Marc D
Mauldm, James O
^ D°na,d L
McDowell Russell D
McElroy, Austin C
{°nathan
vrn
r,
..'
M.ller, Dean H

111

Houston, Texas
Fairport, New York
Claremont, California
Amherst
Kew Garden Hills, New York
Scarsdale, New York
Margarita, Canal Zone
Wiesbaden, Germany
Columbus

Hamden, Connecticut
Newton Centre, Massachusetu
'
Marion

o
•M.lls, Charles R
Moffitt, Andrew H
• oore, Kendale A

Quicksand, Kentucky
~

Gambier

East Aurora, New York
Louisville, Kentucky
* First Semester
t Abroad 1967-68
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Murray. William J
Myers, Charles
Natoli, Donald J., Jr
Netolick, James
Ncvin, Robert L., Jr
Niederst, Ralph L., Jr
Offenburger, Greg
Olsson, Carl
•Pallin, Michael
Pirko, Thomas
ijPonsen, Huibert
Poth, Wesley
Profusek, Dale
Rayman, Mark
Robinson, Elliott S., Ill
Robinson, Jesse C
Robinson, W. Bruce
Roueche, Mossman, Jr
Ruff, Roy L
Ryan, Stephen G.ZZZ
Saari, John
Sadowsky, William
Sant, Stephen
Scarlett, Edmund P., Jr
Schonfeld, Robert
Seeley, Gregory
Sharp, Philip
Shiah, Thomas
Shook, Edward E, Jr

Basking Ridge, New Jersey
Bellefontaine
Lincoln, Massachusetts
Mt. Vernon
Garden City, New York
Rocky River
North Canton
Tucson, Arizona
Rast Aurora, New York
Manhalltown, Iowa
McLean, Virginia
Gahanna
North °lmst®d
Toledo
Waverly, New York
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
Scarsdale, New York
silvcr sPrinS' Maryland
Park Rid«e> New Je"cy
Vienna' Vi'gin'a
Morristown, New Jersey
Levittown, New York
East
0win»s

Mills, Maryland
Harrison, New York
..Avon a e
Orange, Connecticut
Manhasset, New York
Kokomo, Indiana

Shura, Thaddeus J.
Skonbcrg, Paul
Smith, Ernes, I)
tSmith, Philip

Brooklyn, New York
West Virginia
Spring he Id

Nitro,

Smyth, John M , Jr
Soul, Harry W.
Spaid, Gregory P
Snrar, n
I ^
Z.

Winnct_ka'

",1U
Asheville, North Carolina
Cincinnati

°

Ashland

^pore, Barry 7

1

WCCn

,Ashland
„
:V ' w
C~
w'th
Cleveland Height.

S*«M, Richard
Stewart, William J,, IV
Suratt, Dan T
Swam. Donald A!'"..
Sweetscr, Donald P., Jr

York'

'TI v«*

Chappaqua, . ew

•First Semester
t Abroad 1967-68
^Deceased, December 10, 19<>7
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Thomas, David B
Thomas, David G
Thompson, Jeffrey G
tToan, Barrett A
Turnbull, John I., II
Ulery, Dave O
Ulnch, Thomas E
Van Gundy, Gregory A
Verral, Charles S.

Chatham, New Jersey
Mansfield
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Briarcliff Manor, New York
Baltimore, Maryland
Springfield
Summit, New Jersey
Lancaster
York, New York

Hcnry ®'»
V.las, Malcolm B, III

Bronxville, New York
Mills

\*;"n<<0' ^a'ter ^
a rr' ^eter ^
u
Wallach, Robert W
Wilson, Frank K
W.tner, Lawrence H
Wollam, M. David
Yamauchi, David N
Yas,now, Robert N
ear ey, lexander G
Yenan, Timothy A
Young Percy S„ III
ag°l, S. Richard
igman, Gerald
Zoller, Jeffrey W
..
Abrrant, I homat R
Anon, Charla, E„ jr.

Branford, Connecticut
Newport, Michigan
Ncw Rochelle, New York
Pcnnsy]vania
Cuyahoga Fall.
Massachusetts
Cleveland
Kenmore, New York
Ruxton, Maryland
Vernon
New Jcney

Toledo
Woodmere, New York
...Cleveland

SOPHOMORE CLASS
Park Fore..,

AH*1""'
^
H££""•
Joh" R
*
A r"" n 5^ '•
w.

.

Ann Arbor, Michigan
Pueblo, Colorado
Circleville
Mexico City, Mexico

pryhz

,

Hewlett, Ncw York

Banklon 'aben T

Framingham, Ma.uchu.e.u

D,I

,.

Illinoi.

•we,,

Ba.rhelder, M.„i„ D
Becker, Stephen M.
Bell, Keith F.

^
Vork
Ossin.ng, New York
St. 1homas, Virgin Islands
~
. Z,
. „v
f
Cranlord, New Jew
Pimburgh, Penmylvan.a

TL

oentson, Thomas G., Jr.
Berardino, Franci. I
,
Berger, Rober, S.

^cizizzzzi=:3Jv:rM

^•".A-d

t Abroad 1967-68

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Bertsche, William N
Blauvclt, Christopher G
Boruchowitz, Robert C
Bradford, Gerard, III
Brean, Richard J
Brercton, Joel P
Brightman, Peter M
Brown, Roger A
Brunner, Dann A
Brunner, William G. W
Burton, Jarrett L
Bushncll, David F
Byham, Edgar K
Camhi, Alan S
Campbell, Harold F., Jr
Campbell, Philip R
Carr, Bruce L
•Carroll, Robert B
Chamberlin, Stephens
Cinquina, Richard G
Clemmons, Byard Q
Coakley, Thomas J
Coe, Richard
Comis, Donald L
Conan, Mark E., Ill
Corwin, William
Cowen, Peter M
Cummings, Robert L., Ill
Czuba, Michael
Dale, Bernard
Davis, Stephen S
Dietrich, David A
Dorrance, Samuel R., Jr
Dorsey, Earl A., Jr
JDraper, Thomas L., Ill
Dunsmore, Donald A
Emmens, David
Epstein, Daniel M
Fazzaro, Robert D
Fensch, Timothy
Eicks, Robert L., Ill
Eield, Melvyn H
Finn, James P.
Fisher, Scott
Flanzer, John

MZZZZZ.

ZZZZZZZ
•First Semester
JSecond Semester
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Montclair, New Jersey
Chagrin Falls
Westfield, New Jersey
Andover, Massachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Shaker Heights
Sheffield, Massachusetts
Wilmington, Delaware
Mount Vernon
Oberlin
Washington, D.C.
Brussels, Belgium
Parkersburg, West Virginia
Rochester, New York
Bethesda, Maryland
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Chagrin Falls
Mendota, Illinois
Chagrin Falls
Springfield, New Jersey
Briarcliff Manor, New York
Rochester, New York
Columbus
Utica, New York
Syracuse, New York
Dayton
Colonia, New Jersey
Syosset, New York
Dayton
Tel Aviv> I,racl
Berwyn, Pennsylvania
Endicott, New York
Darien, Connecticut
Louisville, Kentucky
Birmingham, Michigan
West Orange, New Jersey
Mansfield
West Hyattsville, Maryland
Somerville, New Jersey
Mansfield
Weston, Connecticut
Maplewood, New Jersey
Columbus
Falls Church, Virginia
Winnetka, Illinois

KENYON COLLEGE
Meming, Douglas M
1 luchere, Peter A
1 ord, I'rank I., Jr
Foster, Gregg L
I oulkrod, John J., IV
lowler, Charles T
franklin, Jeffrey C
1 rcscoln, Leonard A
Friedgood, David L
f riis-Mikkelsen, John
Garland, Robert D
Gaynor, James W., Jr
Giarraputo, Randolph
Gideon, Edward B
Gladish, Wayne J
Glasebrook, Richard J
Goetze, Robert C., Jr
Goldberg, Jeffrey A
Gross, Alan D
Gurkoff, Jerry F
Gyory, Ric hard A
llarkworth, Neil S
Hahn, Gregory M
Halpern, Paul E
Hamister, Frank M
Hannaford. Stephen G
Haraway, Charles B
Ham, Thomas P., Jr
Hatcher, Dwight D
Hemphill, Hugh T
iriV'w'''
li i ,C el S
Hmdenlang, Gustav A., IV
Ho mger, Timothy C
Hollingiworth, Denzil M
olloway Walker P., Jr
Horwitz, Murray I
Howard, William T. R
rons, Richard R
Johnson, V. Lee
Ka.sch, Kenneth B
Kalbrunner, Roger J
Kaplan, Matthew E
Kasick. James M
Kaufman Jonathan I
£Cmrr'

P\U,G

i
m S., Jr

Chatham, New Jersey
Irvington-on-Hudson, New York
Warrensvillc Heights
Westlakc
Gladwyne, Pennsylvania
Hopkins, Minnesota
University Heights
Wilmington, Delaware
Great Neck, New York
Bronxvillc, New York
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
New Rorhelle, New York
Port Washington, New York
Independence, Kansas
Niagara Falls, New York
Wilmington, Delaware
Towson, Maryland
Chicago, Illinois
Shaker Heights
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Fairlawn, New Jersey
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Mctamora, Michigan
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Elyria
Arlington, Massachusetts
Lancaster

Pennsylvania
Toledo
Solebury, Pennsylvania
Park

Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania
Church, Virginia
East Moriches, New York
McLean, Virginia
Lexington, Kentucky
Wheeling, West Virginia
Dayton

Columbus

]

'

Coshocton
A,aska

Rjch

Cleveland

Northbrook, Illinois
Cleveland

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
New Canaan, Connecticut
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Kettering
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jiKueblcr, Richard A

Warrensville Heights

Kuhfeld, Ronald
anua Gcorec K
Lagassa, George K
Lane, Christopher J
Leichter, Carl M.

P*"na "e,g
8
Wayland, Massachusetts
Houlton, Maine
.
,
Woodmcrc New York

Lenrow, Robert I
Lewis, David

Lewis, Thomas
. . .
.
Lieberman, James
Loughman' Peter

Sicrra Madrt'

Loving, Geoffrey A
Mane,a, Eugene R
l
"'it ' I f
Mathews, David
Mauhewson, Charles
Maule, Hamilton it
Mayer, Donald

Hinesville, Georgia
_ . ... , • „
Madison, New Jersey
Berkeley Heights. New' J. is.

McMamis. Philip D.,
McManus. Richard G„ Jr.

nco
|
Alli.0" Park, *.«*!«».

Michel,, Alan P., Jr. ....
\m~ 11 T U v
Morn 11, John
Vf..n«.r P a
17

*»" Ya"'
Chevcrly, Maryland
,

Lorain
Torrington, Conncftifut

oE?j. a pen

»««*•.

Parker, Bertram
Paul
F
1> 1' rs ?
leek, Robert W.,
p-_
,
r.
D

p\
P
Pnce, Jeffrey
Rahmes, Robert

, Vrvrlr

Briarcliff Manor, New York

Novak".P-dLnd R„ Jr.
Olbnch, Anthony
Omahan, Donley J
/\
•• r> i
r»

P«„T ' W!T T""t
Fetryshyn, Walter A.,
Pittman. John
Plunkett, Edmund
Poll nJv r P T
l'one K
sl'J
lope, Kenneth
Pope R. Edward, III

K.

Rochester, New York

Niningir.Jamcs&ZZZZZZZ.

2!!™

,'"'1

i:Eii^iTNew Jersey
Bvawtoo, Illinois

M

•Perrv w"lV T

9,

Baltimore Maryland
Shaker Heights
_
.... •
•"£

X f

New York
Ridgewood, New Jersey
New York, New York
"
.
v-nturkv
Anchorage, Kcntuck>
•

*<

Pa»>-

Mi"-—

...New Haven, Connecticut

Esarx Falls, New Jeney
,
\firhiiran
B*m Potnte Shores Michigan
Spnngdale, Conn«u^
Champaign, Illinois

Old Greenwich, Connecticut
^
Cleveland
Bayvilie.'New York
Zl'I ptauantviUc, New York
Somerville
* First Semester
$ Deceased, March 28, 1968
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Rainka, S. Raymond
Rand, Richard J., Jr.
Reasor, Daniel W. ...
Reynolds, Richard D
Rinka, John A
Robertson, David K.
Rogers, Terrance L.
Ropp, Lawrence A.
Rubenfeld, Robert A
Russell, James M. ....
Ruttan, Karl D
St. Georges, J. Kennedy
St. John, Randolph, Jr
Sawyer, Thomas M., Ill
Scarboro, C. Allen
Schifman, Richard S
Schwartz, Barry F
Scott, Stephen T
Shcchan, John J
•Showrrs, Paul W
Silber, Steven A
Simanek, Dan E
Skinner, Stephen R. .
Skoning, Mark G
Smith, Mark A
Smith, Ronald L
Smyth, Edward L. ...
•Somit, Scott H
Stedje, John E
Stewart, Andrew D
Strong, Robert A
Stuart, Larry S.
Swiss, Thomas C.
JTalbott, Michael M
Tashiro, Jay S.
I aylor, David N.
Thomas, Griffith E., Jr....
Thompson, David S
Townsend, Joseph B., Ill
Towson, Franklin P.
Trevorrow, Jay G
Tuverson, Russell L., Jr.".
Uttal, Lyn
Vang, Marshall J. ...
Van Voris, Peter
•First Semester
^Second Semester

Rochester, New York
... Bridgeville, Pennsylvania
Middlctown, Kentucky
Mexico City, Mexico
Shorewood, Wisconsin
..West Orange, New Jersey
Highland, Michigan
Cleveland
..South Orange, New Jersey
Sharon, Pennsylvania
Stow
Pound Ridge, New York
Rochester, New York
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Clinton, Tennessee
Manhasset, New York
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
Chappaqua, New York
Middlesex, New Jersey
Ridgcwood, New Jersey
Chevy Chase, Maryland
Hinsdale, Illinois
Solon
St. Charles, Illinois
Arlington, Virginia
Mansfield
Cresskill, New Jersey
Buffalo, New York
.Mcadowbrook, Pennsylvania
Cincinnati
Baltimore, Maryland
Weston, Massachusetts
Towson, Maryland
Fredericktown
Marion
Columbus
Girard
Cleveland
Wawa, Pennsylvania
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Monroe, Connecticut
Dayton
New York, New York
..Hammondsport, New York
Lewiston, New York
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Veddcr, Arthur K
Walker, Michael
Warren, Perry

Maplcwood, New Jersey
Esscx> Connecticut
Emporia, Kansas

Wiggins, Rodney
Woodhousc, C. Reed
Wrightington, Stephen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Stamford, Connectuut

Mount Vernon

Zatroch, Robert
Zeck, Robert A

Panna

°xon

Hi,1»

Mar?land

FRESHMAN CLASS
Akers, Brian
Alper, Richard
Alpern, Kenneth D
Alspaugh, Jonathan
Andrews, Robert
Apostolaros, Anthony
Armstrong, Carl
Aycrs, Jonathan W.
Baker, Timothy
Ballin, Stuart
Bauer, Eric
Bersin, Peter

Cleveland
Washington, D. C.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Columbus
arma
Princeton, New Jersey
Geneva, Switzerland
Birmingham, Michigan
°e j
Geneva, Switzerland
OId Far,m' Maryland
Rockville Centre, New York

Bird, Richard P.,
Bootes, J. Douglas
Boyd, Jonathan
•Braddock, Richard
Bralower, Steven
Burt, Alan R

7" T0'^0
?inC!"n4 '
'y".
Vienna Virginia
Rockville Centre, New York
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Burton, Charles L„

Denver«

Butz, Robert F
Cadoux, Alexander

7
Sfars

Cameron Donald B
Cann, William H.,
Cmlin n • i *
^•aplin, David A

k " Yo^k
B^tcnah,

11... Lancaster
, KT
v~,i,
New York, New York
, „ VT . v„rL

Carter David

Sti^^zzzzzz=zz:zzz
Chapman, Robert B„

n

Mansfield

R<*h""r'

Z.Zldwick.Nr»JcrKy
Xlliooi.

hn.ty. Stephen F„ Jr

—

Cole', Donelas W.'ZZZZ..'.
CvZ;KZi," A «'
C^an A T a
feb^Ar.7ZZ=ZZZZ.

d C>

C">"

'.'ZBlZmfirid Mill., Mirhiean
Scarborough, New York
lie. Pemwylvania
•First Semester
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Cummings, John M
VNilliam G., Jr
Davenport, Lowrey F., Jr
Davies, Leslie C
Davis, Robert J., II
Decker, John G
Deepe, George S., Jr
Dello-Russo, Ralph F
Direnfeld, Barry B
Dolan, Stephen R
Dorfman, Ira H
Dougan, (dark J
Douglas, Paul C
DuBois, Fletcher R
DulF, David I
Duling, James C
Dunlavy, Bruce M
Durica, Terrencc D
Economus, Gregory G
Eiaenman, Dale C
Eld ridge, Peter B
'Ppling, John !•
rackler, James S

St. Louis, Missouri
Lancaster
Needham, Massachusetts
Excelsior, Minnesota
Poland
Washington, D.C.
Parma
Wcstfield, New Jersey
Cleveland Heights
Geneva, Illinois
Asbury Park, New Jersey
Parma Heights
Bristol, Connecticut
Arlington, Virginia
Media, Pennsylvania
Coshocton
Warrensville Heights
.Parma
Parma
.'............"....Gates Mills
Huntington, New York
Lincoln, Massachusetts

Finch, Christopher C
inr, Robr rt I
llU h> PauI K
rit/simmons, Samuel D

Washington, D.C,
Newton Centre, Massachusetts
Youngstown
Heights

o es, Scott H
r rank, Mark S
Glenn W
Galier, Peter J
Cartman, Thomas N

Sudbury, Massachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
* > Cincinnati
Palmdale, California
Parma

Gaudry, John C
Sofcm F

Northampton, Massachusetts
:
Ukcwoo.1

Srfi
' E.ric,
Goldberger, Robert

River Edge, New Jrmr

Coldmann Richard S
Gran,ero Kenneth D
Greene Martin L

Maplewood, New Jenry
Hartford, New York
NfW York

paV,d L ;;;
_ .
f
Gnffith HaI R

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mentor

ri o, John T
Ha apau, Peter W

Hamden, Connecticut
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

» •-,
w"
Hamilton, Mark R

Lexington. Kentucky
Deerfield, Illinois
•first Semester

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Harris, Jeffrey D
•Hatcher, Thomas G
Hayes, Gary L
Helton, S. Wayne
Hendrickson, Steven J
Hennings, Herbert W
Herbst, Mark C
Herron, Donald W., Jr
Hill, Andrew C
Hodges, Peter B
Hoffman, Earl D., Jr
Hollinger, Thomas H
Holmberg, H. Alan
Holme, Peter H., Ill
Hoover, Peter A
Hornirk, Joseph W
Hunter, Josiah W
Ikeda, Bryan H
Irving, John E., Jr
Jablonoski, Robert G
Janos, Alan G
Johnson, S. Mark
Johnson, W. Coburn, Jr
Johnston, David E
Kahn, Paul D
Kaplan, Alan L
Katz, Charles J
Kaufman, Paul M
Keeping, Ronald B
Kerby, Damon H
Killen, John Y., Jr
Kindle, Christopher
Kirk, John W
Klinedinst, John
•Kovarh, Joseph D., Ill
•Kress, David A
Kurcias, Martin R
Lambdin, Mark S
Landis, Bruce C
Langstrom, F. Michael
LeMonnier, Joseph E
Lenske, Gregory
Leveronc, Robert E
Levy, Harold A
Liddell, Warren
Lieberman, Mark L
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Mount Vernon
Shawnee Mission, Kansas
Washington, D.C.
Trotwood
Genterburg
Garden City South, New York
Canton
East Liverpool
Des Plaines, Illinois
Rosemont, Pennsylvania
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Parma
Denver, Colorado
Chevy Chase, Maryland
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Sonyea, New York
Bedford
Unionville, Pennsylvania
..Pepper Pike
Haddonfield, New Jersey
Shaker Heights
Chardon
Wausau, Wisconsin
New Rochelle, New York
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Los Angeles, California
Shaker Heights
Coshocton
Ferguson, Missouri
Worthington
Toledo
Columbus, Indiana
York, Pennsylvania
Chardon
Cincinnati
Bethesda, Maryland
McMurray, Pennsylvania
Old Greenwich, Connecticut
Birmingham, Michigan
Chappaqua, New York
Evanston, Illinois
Lynnfield, Massachusetts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Baltimore, Maryland
Rockville Centre, New York
•First Semester
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Litz, Stanley J
Llewellyn, Fred R
Lord, J. Scott
Major, John H
Mantell, Henry F
Mason, Daniel R., Jr
Matteo, Sante
Mayer, Robert N
McAdams, 1 homas B
McCardle, Earl N., Jr
McNicoll, Edward A
McQueen, John M., Jr
Meagher, Michael J
Mick, Joseph B
Mikesell, Leslie K
Miller, Scott D
Mills, Edwin S., Ill
Mills, Frederick C
Moore, Robert S
Mueller, Robert W„ Jr
Muir, Curtis E., Jr
Murray, Thomas J
Myen, Christopher A
Neff, Douglas M
Nielsen, Mark W
Nordberg, James E
NorlinK, Pr,cr A
Northrop, Thomas L
O Connor, Dennis M
O'Dair, James R, Jr
O'Donnell, Keith A
Oppenheim, Jeffrey A
Oppenheim, Ralph G
Ostrovsky, Jan S
Ott, Gregory B

KENYON COLLEGE
Cincinnati
Elyria
Pomfret Center, Connecticut
Springfield
Stamford, Connecticut
Palos Verdcs Peninsula, California
Cleveland
Winnetka, Illinois
Bloomficld, Connecticut
Washington, Pennsylvania
Coral Gables, Florida
Elgin, Illinois
Columbus
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts
Walhonding
Cleveland Heights
New Haven, Connecticut
Lima
Riverside, Connecticut
RyC) New York
McLean, Virginia
Chappaq ua, New York
Wyckoff, New Jersey
Cleveland
Raleigh, North Carolina
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Westport, Connecticut
Pittsford, New York
West Springfield, Massachusetts
Columbus, Indiana
Lebanon
Scarsdale, New York
Hanover, Massachusetts
Cleveland Heights
vil|aRC

Parson, R. David, Jr
Payton, Joseph F., Jr

Washington, D.C.

Peace, Jame, H
enncy, obert A., Jr
Pickens, Daniel N
Pira.no, Paul A
Potter Russell M
Price, Jame, C

Baltimore, Maryland
Wayland, Massachusetts
Devon, Pennsylvania
Wickliffe
Wheeling, West Virginia

Radefeld, Lawrence R

CIayton

aVaIc

Maryland

Lorain

Ramey, Jon M
Ralston, Daniel G

Cleveland Heights

Rapoport, Alan J

University Height,

Vernon

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Rappaport, Michael S
Rizzo, Philip A
Robinson, David B
Roesky, Robert J., Jr
•Roman, Robert P
Rosenberg, Michael W
Rosenberg, William B
Rosenthal, Gary M
Rosenthal, Steven P
Russo, Ronald B
Sage, Lewis C
Schiff, Laurence E
Schlemmer, Michael D
Schmidt, Norman E
Schneider, James J
Schram, Ross I., Ill
Schriver, Jack L
Schwartz, Philip A
Seel, David G
Shuster, John A
Sikorski, Robert
Snyder, David A
Southworth, Thomas D
Spilman, Stanley D
Stambor, Howard
Straley, Mark K
Sullivan, Mark C
Taggart, William J., Ill
Terhune, Richard R
Tidd, Douglas
I immer, Michael J
Tom, Jonathan, C. W
Tomsick, Robert
Treleaven, Peter L
Ulrey, Mark
Venus, Michael A
Vogeler, Douglas
Walters, Richard
Walther, Thomas
Watterson, William
Weinbaum, Marc
Weist, Robert W., Jr
Weith, Gordon
Weld, Christopher M., Jr
Wellenbach, Stephen A
Whitney, Stephen
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Toledo
Hewlett, New York
Mansfield
Avon Lake
Bloomington, Indiana
Brooklyn, New York
Washington, D.C.
Chevy Chase, Maryland
Harrison, New York
Pine Plains, New York
Washington, D.C.
Brooklyn, New York
Akron
Willoughby
Cold Spring, Kentucky
Chagrin Falls
Bethel Park, Pennsylvania
Cincinnati
Chester Springs, Pennsylvania
Gilbert, Minnesota
Euclid
Pawtueket, Rhode Island
Monroevillc
New York, New York
Lima
Detroit, Michigan
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Wellesley, Massachusetts
Chatham, New Jersey
Hamdcn, Connecticut
Dayton
Annville, Pennsylvania
..Cleveland
Great Lakes, Illinois
Mount Vernon
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Cincinnati
Terrace Park
Kettering
Bayport, New York
Terre Haute, Indiana
Briarcliff Manor, New York
Panna

Wilmette, Illinois
Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
Tenafly, New Jersey
•First Semester
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Williams, David G
Williams, William J., Ill
Wolcott, Harrold A
Yorde, Richard E., Jr
Zimmerman, Terry D
Zito, Gary J
Ziurys, Bartholomew J
Zoller, Preston F

Darien, Connecticut
Allison Park, Pennsylvania
Westficld, New Jersey
Nelsonvillc
Evanston, Illinois
Melville, New York
Gates Mills
Cleveland

SPECIAL STUDENTS
Dittrich, Peter P

Hamburg, Germany

Hirst Semester, 1967-68

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Frrshmen
Speeial Students
TOTAL

|gg
208
229
1
805

Second Semester 1967-68

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Special Students
TOTAL

163
193
206
221
'
787

THE ONE HUNDRED FORTIETH COMMENCEMENT
June 2, 1968
KENYON COLLEGE

DEGREES IN COURSE
BACHKLOR OF ARTS
Robert Lee Baker, cum laude
William Bulctto Barnes,
magna cum laude
Jonathan Walker Battle
Carl Huntington Benslcy III
Barry Howard Beifcld
Richard Herbert Bernstein,
surnnia cum laude
Ronald Kirner Bliss, cum laude
Andrew Hunter Bowman
Christopher Reardon Briggs,
in absentia
Michael James Brown, in absentia
Merrill Osborn Burns, Jr.
Walter Robertson Butt III
John Elwin Carman
Francis Scott Mills Chapman
Samuel Clay III, in absentia
Christopher Thomas Connell,
cum laude
Jack Hartsough Crawford
Philip Lee Crittenden III
William Neville Cumming
Richard John Currier, cum laude
Karl Morris Davies, Jr., cum laude
Howard Bein Edelstein
Nicholas Riser Eib
Barry Ira Eiscnstein,
summa cum laude
David Owen Elliott
Charles Walter Findlay III
Jeffrey Robert Fisher
Malcolm Andrew Flinn
Joseph France
Edward Burnett Gaines
'-awrcnce Arthur Gale
I hilip Andre Gezon
Vale Michael Greenfield
J"hn Henry Grellcr
Richard Powell Grieser

Geoffrey James Hackman
Richard Sawyer Haines
Johnson MrKinlcy Haning, Jr.
John Frederick Haskins
Charles Stephen Hayes
William Gardner Hazen III
Thomas Arthur Hcnslcy
Timothy Roderick Holder,
in absentia
Stephen Honig
David Lewis Hunter
Michael Charles Johnston
Peter Jeffery Jones
Jeffrey Francis Kelleher
Charles William Kenrick,
cum laude
James Kirkwood Kercscy
Alan Drew Kobrin
Richard David Krupp
Thomas Cleveland Lane
Joseph Leonard Lavicri, Jr.
Faxon William Learner
Paul Jay Lcventon
Richard Henry Levey
Richard Laurence Lezell
Michael Allan Liff
James Edward Lockcy
Richard Churchill Mallcy
Charles David Maurcr
Dean Reese Merrill, Jr.
Parker Caswell Molden
John David Morrison,
magna cum laude
Gary Latham Nave
Robert Richard Ncwcomb, Jr.
Stanley Greenwood North, Jr.
Jeffrey Carleton Northup
William Martin Northway
Michael James O'Brien. Jr.
Wayne Robert O'Brien, cum laude
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Terrence Gardiner Edward Parmclee
Gary Gene Pendcrgraph
Jon Warren Peterson
Ralph Hutchinson Poole III
Dale Stuart Prywellcr
Lorand Emil Reich
Douglas Edwin Rcichert
Stuart Warren Revo, cum laude
John Clark Risler
Michael Richard Scadron
Robert Todd Schaffner
James Simpson Schmid
Michael Joseph Schultz
Peter Richard Seibel
Raymond Joseph Sitnik, cum laude
Fred Booth Smith
Markham Peter Stevenson,
in absentia
Richard Wayne Stickel, Jr.,
cunt laude
Charles Rounsavelle Stires, Jr.

C OLLEGE

Lynn Shafer Summers
John Denham Sutcliffe, cum laude
Robert Gray Sykes
Robert Edgar Tait, Jr., cum laude
Michael Alan Tannenbaum,
cum laude
Clifford Michael Terry
James Kidd Thomson, Jr.
Jack Douglas Train
John Russell Tucker, Jr.
George Mac Vogelei
David Bruce Wallace
Roger Raymond Waters
Steven Edward Watts
William Michael Weaber,
in absentia
Jerome Frank Williams
Richard Dean Wilson
Stephen Bucll Wuori
William John Yost
Jerome Peter Yurch

BACHELOR OK ARTS WITH HONORS

Brian David Abner, summa cum laude, Highest Honors in Economics
James Wittman Babcock, cum laude. High Honors in Physics
Lawrence Warner Barnthouse, cum laude, Honors in Biology
Glenn Frederick Bender, cum laude, Honors in Philosophy
William Edward Bennett, Honors in Economies
Barry Webster Burkhardt, cum laude, Honors in Biology
Peter Jeffrey Bussman, cum laude, Honors in History
Robert Ferrec Crooks, cum laude, Honors in Biology
Michael Snyder Cross, magna cum laude. High Honors in Psychology
Richard Charles Fox, Honors in Economics
Michael William Gaynon, cum laude, Honors in Biology
Mark Symington Geston, cum laude, High Honors in History
James Laurence Gillespie, summa cum laude, High Honors in History
Gerald Hirsh Goldsehmidt, summa cum laude, Highest Honors in English
Mark Stanley Greenbcrg, cum laude, High Honors in Political Science
Daniel Gordon Hale, Jr., Honors in English
David Brewster Hanzel, cum laude, Honors in Biology
Earl Raymond Hcithaus, magna cum laude. Highest Honors in Biology
Jeffrey James Hrnderson, summa cum laude. Highest Honors in Classics
Douglas Edward Hutchinson, Honors in Biology
George W. Johnston III, cum laude, Honors in Political Science
Arthur 1 haddeus Kosiakowski, Honors in English
Lawrence Douglas Lilien, magna cum laude, High Honors in Chemistry
Eric Edgecombe Linder, magna cum laude. Highest Honors in English
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Ronald Edwin Long, summa cum laude, High Honors in Religion
Paul Andrew Lucky, summa cum laude, Highest Honors in Biology
Daniel Hale Melcher, cum laude, High Honors in English
Sanford Neiman, summa cum laude, Honors in Political Science
John Lloyd Owen III, High Honors in English
William George Pcden, High Honors in Political Science
Jules Bryan Pcrilman, cum laude, Honors in History
Raymond Smith PfeifTcr, cum laude, High Honors in Philosophy
Gary Robert Reich, cum laude, High Honors in Physics
Paul Henry Rigali, Jr., Honors in Biology
Stanley Malcolm Schultz, Honors in Economics
Pierce Edward Scranton, Jr., cum laude, High Honors in Biology
Carl Frederick Seastrum, cum laude, Honors in History
Richard Lee Shapiro, cum laude. High Honors in Political Science
John Douglas Sinks, cum laude, High Honors in Philosophy
Mitchel Blacher Sosis, cum laude, High Honors in Chemistry
Mark Eugene Sullivan, magna cum laude. Honors in Political Scieme
Frank Svcc, Jr., summa cum laude, Highest Honors in Chemistry
Carl Thayler, cum laude, Honors in Philosophy
Robert Wallace, Jr., cum laude, Honors in Economics
Timothy Joal Wildman, cum laude, High honors in Religion
Steven Lewis Willner, magna cum laude, High Honors in History
William Tenncy Wright, Jr., High Honors in English
SECOND LIEUTENANT UNITED STATES AIR FORCE RESERVE

Ronald Kirner Bliss—Distinguished AFROTC Graduate
Peter Richard Scibel—Distinguished AFRO I C Graduate
John Clark Risler
Carl Huntington Beasley III
Michael Joseph Schultz
Charles David Maurer
Mark Eugene Sullivan

BEXLEY HALL
DIPLOMA IN THEOLOGY

Jack LaVerne Savage
BACHELOR OF DIVINITY

John Stephen Berginann
Calvin Lee Davis
Gilbert Leonard Hubbcll
John Raymond Kirkman

David McCall Liscomb
William John Paran
Graham Towlc Pierce
William Frederick Tempel

BACHELOR OF DIVINITY WITH HONORS

Robert Leon Thompson, Honors in Christian Social Ethics

KENYON COLLEGE

HONORARY

DEGREES

DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

Frank Edgar Bailey
William Chapman Foster
George David Woods
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

George Gaylord Simpson
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Laura Cabot Hodgkinson
Vernon Bigelow Stouffer
hranze Edward Lund, in absentia

COLLEGE CALENDAR

1968-69
FIRST SEMESTER, 1968-69
September 5, Thursday

Dormitories Open for New Students

September 8, Sunday

Registration for New Students

September 9, Monday

Registration for Returning Students

September 10, Tuesday

Formal Opening of the 145th College Year
Classes Begin for Fall Session

October 5, Saturday

Alumni Homecoming
Autumn Meeting of the Alumni Council

October 19, Saturday

Autumn Meeting of the Board of Trustees

November 1, Friday

Founders' Day and Matriculation

November 2, Saturday

Deficiency Report for Freshmen and
Students on Probation

November 8, 9
Friday, Saturday
November 27, Wednesday
December 2, Monday

Fall Dance
Thanksgiving Vacation Begins at
12:00 Noon
Classes Resume at 8:10 a.m.

December 14, Saturday

Tentative Grades in Year Courses
Reported to the Registrar

December 17, Tuesday

Classes End for Fall Session

December 18, Wednesday

Reading Period

December 19, 20, 21
Ihursday. Friday, Saturday

Examinations for First Semester HalfUnit Credit Courses

SECOND SEMESTER, 1968-69
January 13, Monday

Registration for Second Semester HalfUnit Credit Courses
Classes Resume in Year Courses

January 14, Tuesday

Classes Begin for Half-Unit Credit Courses

February 15, Saturday

Mid-Winter Meeting of the Board of
Trustees
Classes End for Winter Session
Deficiency Re|)ort for Freshmen and
Students on Probation

March 8, Saturday

March 24, Monday
April 25, 26
I riday, Saturday

Classes Begin for Spring Srssion
Spring Dance

May 5, Monday

Honors Day

May 8, Thursday

Rrading Period Begins for Seniors

May 10, Saturday
May 12, Monday

Classes End
Reading Period Begins for Underclassmen

May 12, 13, 14
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday....Senior Course Examinations
May 16, 17, Friday, Saturday
May 19, Monday

Junior Honors Comprehensive
Examinations
Regular Course Examinations Begin
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May 23, 24, Friday, Saturday

Senior Honors Comprehensive
Examinations

May 22, 24, 26
Thursday, Saturday, Monday

Senior Pass Comprehensive Examinations

May 29, Thursday

Spring Session Ends

May 31, Saturday

Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees
Annual Meeting of the Alumni Council

June 1, Sunday

One Hundred Forty-First Commencement

TENTATIVE COLLEGE CALENDAR

1969-70
FIRST SEMESTER, 1969-70
September 7 and 8, 1969
Sunday and Monday

Registration for Fall Srmcster

November 27, Thursday

Thanksgiving Day. No Classes

Drcembcr 13, Saturday
Classes End for First Semester
December 16, 17, 18
1 uesday, Wednesday, Thursday.. Examinations in First Semester Courses
SECOND SEMESTER, 1969-70
January 12, Monday

Registration for Second Semester

March 7, Saturday

Spring Vacation Begins

March 23, Monday

Classes Resume

May 31, Sunday

One Hundred Forty-Second
Commencement

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
KENYON COLLEGE
GAMBIER, OHIO
Date.
I. Name in full..

Lui Nimr

First Name

Middle Name

2. Home address
Street and Number

Citv

Telephone

Zone

3. Place of birth

State

Date of birth

4. Applicant's high or preparatory school
5. Approximate rank in class:
1st fifth

2nd fifth

6. CEEB: P.S.A.T. v
7. Achievement: Eng

3rd fifth

m

SAT.

m

Others:

8. Upon graduation how many units will you have earned in the following
fields?
English
History
Foreign Language

Science

Mathematics

Others

9. What field(s)

—

of college work at present interest you? (You may name

one or more; no commitment is intended.)
10. In what school-sponsored activities have you participated?

What special recognition have you received?.

11. Date of graduation

Year of college entrance
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